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ABSTRACT
This articlepresentsthe resultsof the studyof the surfacesurveymaterialfrom
the islandsite of Mitrou.The surveywas carriedout underthe auspicesof the
Cornell Halai and East Lokris Project(CHELP) in 1988 and 1989, and the
finds were studied by the authorsbetween 2000 and 2003. Pottery and small
findsindicatethat Mitrouwas one of the majorBronzeAge sites in the region,
occupiedfrom EarlyHelladic II through the Protogeometricperiodwithout
interruption,and benefiting from tradingcontacts throughoutthe Aegean.

INTRODUCTION
The CornellHalai and East LokrisProject(CHELP) carriedout a surfacesurveyon the islandof Mitrouin 1988 and 1989 underthe direction
of John ColemanandWilliamMurray,who generouslygavethe authors
Mitrou,a tidalisletin the bay
permissionto publishthe collectedmaterial.1
of Atalantiin EastLokris,is locatedon a landandseacorridorconnecting
1. MargarethaKramer-Hajos
studiedthe pottery (summersof 2000,
2001, and 2003, and fall of 2002) and
KerillO'Neill the small finds (summers
of 2000, 2001, and 2003).
We aregratefulaboveall to John
Coleman (Cornell University)and
William Murray(Universityof South
Florida).Variousscholarsofferedadvice
in the courseof preparingthis article.
Eleni Zahou and Olga Kyriaziof the
14th Ephorateof Prehistoricand Classical Antiquitieswere extremelyhelpful
in offeringparallelsfrom the nearby
site of Proskynas,whose finds are currentlybeing studiedfor publication.
JeremyRuttersharedhis expertiseand
gave manyuseful insights on the pot-

tery from Mitrou.We also benefited
greatlyfrom the expertiseof Lia Karimali in evaluatingthe lithics.We
furtherthank illustratorsYuki Furuya
(CHELP volunteerin 2000) and
Mary-JaneSchumacher(INSTAP
Center on East Crete, 2002). Volunteers assistingwith cataloguingwere
Lois Berkowitz(2000) and Sara
Schrage(2002, 2003). We must also
thankWilliam Murrayand Grigorios
Tsokasfor kindly providingus with
their unpublishedmanuscriptson the
surveymethodology and the methodology and resultsof the electricalresistivity and electricaltomographysurvey,
respectively.We are also gratefulto
the anonymousHesperiareviewersfor
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their insightful suggestions.Finally,we
thank PhanouriaDakoronia,MariaPhoteini Papakonstantinou,Nina Kiparissi-Apostolika,Sonia Dimaki, Olga
Kyriazi,and Eleni Zahou, current
and formermembersof the 14th Ephorate of Prehistoricand ClassicalAntiquities at Lamia for their kindness,
generosity,and expertiseas we prepared
this article.
The following abbreviationsare
used below: EarlyHelladic (EH),
Middle Helladic (MH), Late Helladic
(LH), EarlyBronze Age (EBA), Late
Bronze Age (LBA), EarlyIron Age
(EIA), Protogeometric(PG), Early
Protogeometric(EPG).
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Thessaly with the southern part of central Greece (Figs. 1-3). The aim of
the survey was to ascertain when Mitrou was first occupied, how long it
was inhabited, and how the settlement changed over the course of time.
The resultsindicate that Mitrou was inhabited and served as a majorcenter
from the Early Bronze Age through the Early Iron Age.
Mitrou lies near the southernmost part of the bay of Atalanti, on the
western shore of the North Euboian Gulf, 1.5 km north of the modern
town of Tragana (Figs. 2, 3). It measures about 330 m north-south and
180 m east-west, and has a roughly balloon-shaped outline, covering an
area of at least 3.6 ha. The highest point, about 12 m above sea level, is at
the north end, where steep cliffs rise up from the sea. From there the islet
slopes gently down toward the south (Fig. 1). The shoreline is sandy near
the southern end, which at low tide stretches out in the form of a spit to
Traganabeach, projectingca. 0.25 m above the water.Most of the time, that
is, at high tide, this spit is submerged under water up to 0.75 m deep. At its
northern end, the shore of the islet is delimited by tall scarps. Numerous
walls, floor levels, and cist tombs are visible in these scarps.
The island is now divided into 16 different private plots. It is devoid
of modern buildings, thanks to the Greek Archaeological Service, which
designated Mitrou as an archaeological site in 1983. The southern end
and northwestern side of the islet are covered with olive groves. The
northeastern quarterwas used for cultivation of grains but has lain fallow
in recent years and is coveredwith dense undergrowth.Aerial photographs
from 1972 and 1997 (Fig. 4) illustrate the transition from crop-farming
to olive cultivation. The presence of numerous cut and shaped blocks in
piles of stones on the sides of the islet and along the beaches suggests that
plowing has done some damage to structures, at least in the later strata.
At the behest of the Greek Archaeological Service, deep plowing has been
banned since the late 1980s, perhaps contributing to the landowners'waning interest in cultivating the islet.

Figure 1. Mitrou from the east.
Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

Figure2 (opposite,
top).Map of centralGreece.Contourlines at 200 and
600 masl.M.Kramer-Hajos
Figure 3 (opposite,bottom).Map of
the area around the bay of Atalanti.
Contour lines at 200, 400, and 600
masl. Adapted from CHELP base map;
M. Kramer-Hajos
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Mitrou is now a tidal islet but in prehistory the shoreline extended
farther into the bay. Sea level was probably at least 10 m lower in the area
around Mitrou in the Late Bronze Age than today, due to a combination
of global sea level change, subsidence of the land between Euboia and the
mountain ranges on the mainland, and earthquakes.2Thus, Mitrou was
once a low hill overlooking a coastal plain. The large, fertile coastal plain
of Atalanti to the northwest (Fig. 3) is bounded on the south by a steep
ridge of hills up to 500 m high. The area is rich in springs and creeks, and
the hills contain iron ore.3
A number of springs bubble up from the sea floor around Mitrou,
on the east, north, and northwest sides of the islet. Two major springs
are located nearby,one west-northwest of Tragana at the point where the
National Road is closest to the sea, and the other east of Tragana at the
point where the Revenikos River flows into the sea (Fig. 3). These springs
may be fed by the runoff from the Kopaic Basin and do not dry up even
in summer.
Late Bronze Age Mitrou certainly was in contact with the important
LH site of Kynos, which lies ca. 10 km north-northwest of Mitrou, at
the northern boundary of the plain of Atalanti near the modern town of
Livanates (Figs. 2, 3). Interregionalcontacts with Boiotia and Phokis were
facilitated by a number of natural routes.4Thebes, less than 40 km to the
southeast of Mitrou, can be reached from Orchomenos or from the plain

Figure 4. Aerial photographs of
Mitrou from 1972 (left) and 1997
(right). Photos Greek Army Geographical
Service,courtesyJ. E. Coleman

2. The estimate of 10 m is based on
extrapolationfrom known data (see,
e.g., Hafemann 1960a, 1960b; Flemming 1978; Lambeck1996), especially
in the Argolid (van Andel and Shackleton 1982; van Andel 1989) and near
Halai (Steven Soter,pers.comm.). For
calculations,see Kramer-Hajos2005,
pp. 26-38. A geophysicalsurveyto determinethe ancient sea levels is needed.
3. Iron mines in the hills atTsoukka,
south of Mitrou,were workedbefore
World War II. Aerial conveyors,used
for the transportof iron to the sea,
form a line to Vivos; anotherline of
aerialconveyorsended at Gaidaronisi,
suggestingthe presenceof mines in the
areaof Neochori as well.
4. See Kramer-Hajos2005, pp. 1821. For the LBA regionalcontext,see
Kramer-Hajos2008.
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of Hyettos. From the northern part of the plain of Atalanti, the valley of
the Daphnoremma River gives access to Kalapodi and Elateia in Phokis.
Mitrou was first mentioned in the dissertation of Paul Girard, who
noted worked stones (petraeeffossae)and pottery fragments (innumerafictilium rerumfragmenta)around the mouth of the Revenikos River, to the
east of Mitrou (Fig. 3).5The islandwas subsequentlyinvestigatedby Rainer
Felsch in 1974-1975, who recognized remainsdating from EH II-MH and
LH IIIA-B.6 John Fossey added pottery finds dating to the Late Neolithic,
Protogeometric, Geometric, and, tentatively,Classical periods.7
In the summers of 1988 and 1989, members of CHELP conducted
an intensive surface survey covering most of the surface and beaches of
Mitrou, the results of which are presented in this article.8Connected with
this survey was a magnetometer survey conducted by Steven Soter.9 In
October 2003, in preparationfor excavationby the Mitrou Archaeological
Project (MAP), Grigorios Tsokas of Aristotle University in Thessaloniki
carried out a geophysical survey over the northeastern part of the island,
which revealed a dense network of walls. Excavations then began in the
summer of 2004.10
Remains

5. Girard1881, p. 39.
6. In Schachermeyr1976a, pp. 218,
271; 1976b, p. 176.
7. Fossey 1990, p. 50.
8. The surveywas part of a regional
surveyfocusing on the territoryof ancient Halai:Coleman 1992, p. 268. A
preliminarypaperon Mitrou and its
finds was presentedin January2002 at
the 103rdAnnual Meeting of the
ArchaeologicalInstituteof America:
Kramer-Hajos2002.
9. Soter et al. 2000.
10. For geophysicalsurvey,see Van
de Moortel et al., forthcoming.For a
brief preliminaryreporton the 2004
excavationseason,see Van de Moortel
and Zahou 2005.
11. Describedby Heather Levy
in a CHELP student reportin 1989
(unpubl.).
12. Kramer-Hajos2005, p. 176. See
Maran 1992, p. 35: tomb 360 in the
Pevkakia-Magoulagraveyardhas a
workedgroove in its coverslab;it is
dated securelyto the LH period on the
basis of its stratigraphicposition.
13. Dakoronia1997, 1998, 2003.
14. Iezzi 2005, p. 114: the average
age at death for those interredin the
AyiaTriadachambertombs was 44
years,with one individualliving to a
ripe old age of 60, while the averageat
most other sites in Lokriswas 34 years.

of Buildings

and Tombs

On the northeastern and northwestern sides of the islet, erosion from the
sea has createdvertical scarpsthat extend for stretchesof 50 m or more and
show the remains of ancient buildings, floors, and tombs (Fig. 5). These
deposits are up to 4 m deep in the northern part of the island. The scarps
suffer from looting and from the incessant erosion caused by the sea and
the wind. As a result, tombs that were visible in the scarp a decade ago
have now tumbled down the scarp, their slabs lying on the beach below
(Fig. 6). In 1989 student volunteers of CHELP recorded eight looted cist
tombs on the western side of the island;11at least two more were visible
in the northeastern scarp.
Some of the cist tombs may date to the MH period, but it is possible
that a number of the ones located on the northwest shore at a lower level,
at the low tide line and most of the time covered by the sea, date to the
EH period. One tomb on the eastern side, which collapsed in the winter
of 1999-2000, may be Mycenaean, given its carefullyworked slabs (Fig. 6)
and the presence of a large Early Mycenaean sherd (Dl, see catalogue
below) with fresh breaksfound in the spill below the tomb.12Nevertheless,
we are mindful that cist tombs were used throughout the Bronze Age and
into the Early Iron Age.
During the LH period the place of burial may have been moved elsewhere: Mycenaean chamber tombs are located 2.5 km away on the hillside
of nearbyTragana,on the way up to the monastery of AyiaTriada (Fig. 3).
Eight have been investigatedby the Greek Archaeological Service13and are
likely to represent the cemetery for Mycenaean Mitrou. The bones from
multiple burials within these chamber tombs have been compared with
bones from variousother Mycenaean sites in Lokris, and they indicate that
the people of Mitrou enjoyed better nutrition, endured less physical hardship, and lived significantly longer than other Lokrians of the period.14
In the areaabove the northeasterntombs, two walls can be seen jutting
out of the scarp(Fig. 5, "room").They arebuilt of unworkedhardfieldstones
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Figure 5. Visible features on Mitrou.
Photo Greek Army GeographicalService,
courtesyJ. E. Coleman;adaptedby
M. Kramer-Hajos

ca. 0.20 m long, roughly fitted together. Here, too, erosion and looting
have taken their toll. Although hardly visible today, a decade ago it was
still clear that the two walls formed the corner of a room that is presently
outside the scarp.A MH bronze ax (C35) and some other small finds were
recoveredfrom fresh spill below a tomb robbers tunnel dug along the floor
level within the corner of the room. South of this structure,more walls are
visible in the scarp.In one case, individual mudbricks are clearly visible in
situ above the stone sockle (Fig. 7). Alternating floor levels, visible as lines
of cobbles or clay, and ash deposits are present as well.
On the southwestern beach, a large worked slab of sandstone conglomerate beach rock, measuring ca. 2.5 x 0.8 x 0.4 m and with a deep
orthogonal cutting on its northern end, is reminiscent of a lintel stone. On
the southeastern beach several stone blocks, ca. 0.3 x 0.3 m in size, show
evidence of hammer marks. In the shallow waters west of the islet, walls
are visible (Fig. 5).
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Figure 6. Worked slabs from cist
tomb as visible in 2003. Photo
M. Kramer-Hajos

Figure 7. Sockle and mudbricks in
northeastern scarp. PhotoK.O'Neill
15. Our brief summaryis based on
Tsokas's2003 reportto the Lamia
Ephorateand MAP. The surveywas
carriedout in cooperationwith Nina
Kyparissi-Apostolikaand the 14th
Ephorateof Prehistoricand Classical
Antiquities,and arrangedwith Tsokas
by Eleni Zahou, Olga Kyriazi,and
KerillO'Neill. Fundingwas generously
providedby the Institute for Aegean
Prehistory;the resultswill appearin
Hesperia(Van de Moortel et al., forthcoming).
16. For an introductionto archaeophysicsin general,and electricalresistivity and electricalresistivitytomography in particular,see Kvamme2001,
esp. pp. 358-362, 380-381.

The geophysical survey conducted by Tsokas s team yielded impressive evidence for architecturalremains on Mitrou.15Electrical resistivity
mapping in the northeastern part of the islet revealed an extensive network of elongated anomalies at a depth of less than a meter. In general,
these anomalies have an approximately northeast-southwest alignment
or are perpendicularto that. It seems reasonable to interpret this pattern
of rectilinear and orthogonal features as structures in a town grid. Some
of the longest stretches (up to 30 m long) may represent enclosure walls
for some sort of inner citadel, or possibly terrace walls; several rooms of
various sizes are visible as well. Given the shallow depth of these structures, one can assume that they are associated with the later occupation of
the site.
Apart from these structures,electric resistivity tomography16detected
several structuresnear the northeastern shore at a depth of 1.5-3.5 m. Excavation is needed to ascertain the chronology of the structuresidentified
by both geophysical techniques.
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Survey Methodology

The detailedsurfacesurveyof Mitrouwas partof a regionalsurveyof the
territoriesassociatedwith the ancientacropolisof Halai, a smallcoastal
townin easternLokrislocatedon the easternshoreof the bayof Atalanti
(Fig. 3). The goal of this regionalsurveywas to "recordand study the
archaeologicaland environmentalevidence for human activity at and
aroundancientHalaifromthe beginningof the Neolithicperiodthrough
The followingdescriptionof the surveydesignis based
Byzantinetimes."17
on the fieldnotesandthe subsequentwrittenreportof the surveybyWilliam Murray;since there are no plans to publisha reporton the survey
methodology,we describeherethe surveydesignand its implementation
as we can reconstructthem to the best of ourability.18
Three differenttypes of collectiontechniqueswere practiced:tract
samples(TS),grabsamples(GS),andvacuumsamples(VS).Tractsamples
werethe largestartifactcollectionunits,delimitedby naturalfeaturesand
10 m apart
Teammembersspacedapproximately
modernfieldboundaries.
searchedthe groundin the areaaccessibleto each members outstretched
armsfor artifactsand collectedall diagnosticartifactsencounteredalong
their path. For the purposesof this survey,diagnosticswere definedas
ceramicrims,handles,andbases;sherdswith incised,impressed,painted,
plastic,or glazeddecoration;or anyoddly shapeditem (whetherpottery
or not) thatwas not immediatelyrecognizable.Smallfinds(e.g., chipped
stone,glass,bone,metal)werealsoincludedin the sample.
As a firststepin the survey,eighttractswerelaidout (C2-601 to C2608):fouron the surfaceof the isletandfouralongthe shoreline(Fig. 8).19
TractsC2-601, C2-603, and C2-604 were olive groves;C2-602 was a
recentlyharvestedwheat field. In addition,the sandy spit connecting
Mitrouto the Traganabeachwas richin chippedstone andwas assigned
the numberC2-600. Forfindscollectedby chanceduringinformalvisits
to the island,the identifyingnumberC2-609 was created.In 1989, a new
tractsamplewascollectedon freshlyplowed,formerlyinaccessiblelandin
the southwesternpartof the island,designatedC2-610.
The fivetractson the surfaceof the islet (C2-601 to C2-604, andC2610,i.e., not the beachtracts)weredifferentshapesandsizes,anddifferent
numbersof peoplewere assignedto walk them.20Visibilityrangedfrom
excellent(80%-100%)for tractsthat had been recentlyplowed(C2-603,
C2-604, and C2-610) to fair(40%-60%)or poor (less than 20%)where
the land lay fallow(C2-601 and C2-602). The northeasternpartof the
island(i.e., northof C2-602 andeastof C2-604) hadlainfallowfor some
time and was coveredwith particularlydense groundcover,offering0%
visibility.Forthis reason,it was not surveyed.
The beachtracts(C2-605 to C2-608) werenot sampledin the same
waydue to theirnarrowandwindingshapeandtheirrockyterrain.There
was no possibilityof peoplewalkingside by side at 10 m intervals:at low
tide the beachis only 3-4 m wide. Collectionof artifactson the beach
tractshad morein commonwith a grabsample;as manystudentsas possiblecombedeveryinch of the shoreline.The northernbeachquadrants
rich in findsdue to erosionof the scarpsand the illicit
wereparticularly
of
tombs.
digging

17. W. Murray,internalCHELP
report.
18. Since the primaryaim of the
surfacesurveywas not to recordthe
density of artifacttypes in the area,but
to determinethe periodsof habitation
represented,the surveymethodology
seems to have borrowedlittle from
contemporarysurveyprojectsin Boiotia
(BintlifT1985,1986; Bintliff and
Snodgrass1985) and on Keos (Cherry,
Davis, and Mantzourani1991). For this
reason,a directcomparisonwith other
surveyprojectsis difficult.The large
quantityand fine qualityof much of the
Mitrou materialmay even have been
a drawback:the temptationto collect
only the most strikingpieces in freshly
plowed fields must have been strong.
19. Under the CHELP system for
dividingup the surveyregion into manageablemap sheets for separateteams
of fieldwalkers,Mitrou fell onto sheet
C2-6. Thus, the eight Mitrou tractsare
numberedfrom C2-601 to C2-608.
20. Nine people walked C2-601, 10
people walked C2-602, the largestof
the tracts,seven walked C2-603, and
only three people walked C2-604, the
smallestand narrowestof the tracts.In
1989, three people walked C2-610.
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Figure 8. Tracts and grid squares;
grab sample indicated by X. Adapted
from CHELP surveymap;M. KramerHajos

Since an unusuallyhigh concentrationof specificor significantartifactswasfoundon Mitrou,the sitewas subdividedinto smallerunitsconsistingof 20 x 20 m grid squaresestablishedon a north-south axisover
the surface,completewith individualcoordinates(Fig. 8). Grid squares
in which artifactdensitywas expectedto be high, and visibility40%or
higher,were selectedfor grabsampling.Teammemberswalkedoverthe
entiresurfaceof each individualsquare,collectinga grabsampleof every
diagnosticartifact.In some cases,a grabsamplewas collectedfromtwo
adjacentsquares(e.g., in D/E 3 andH/1 2), wheremorethanhalfof each
individualsquare,on the edge of the scarp,was impossibleto survey.The
joining of two squareswas intendedto createplots of roughlyequalsize
for grabsampling.
selectionof the
Althoughdesignedto providea broadlyrepresentative
of
and
small
finds
in
a
in
area, practicebothtractand
types pottery
particular
grabsamplesresultedin skewedsamples,sincesherdsfromsomeperiods
andsmallfindsof particularmaterialsarenot alwaysequallyrecognizable.
To counteractthe possibilityof missingevidenceof a particularperiodor
of overlookingimportantinformationabouta site, the teamsemployeda
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third sampling methodology. From a circle with a diameter of 3 m in the
center of a grid square,all ground cover was removed, and every artifact,
bone, and shell (ancient, modern, or undetermined) was meticulously
collected, effectively "vacuumed up," and retained as a vacuum sample.
Thus, the vacuum sample serves as a control for any collection biases in
the tract sample or grab sample, and compensates for the differing abilities of individuals to identify artifactsin the course of collecting a grab or
tract sample.21In seven cases where only a small area of the grid square
was clear enough for survey,it was determined that it was not feasible to
collect vacuum samples.22
Upon completion of the GS and TS, the team leader or recorderdiscardedundiagnostic sherds and any non-artifacts at the grid squareor tract
fromwhich they came. Many of the stone finds,whether ground or chipped,
receivedthe same treatment,with the reasoning that these items areharder
to ascribe to a specific time period than diagnostic pottery and are in that
respect undiagnostic. The most interesting finds of all three sample types
were selected for cataloguing and receivedfield numbers accordingto their
findspot and the type of find represented;23other materialwas bagged and
labeled with sample type, findspot, and collection date.
In retrospect,tract sampling may not have been an appropriatemethodology for Mitrou, which was alreadyknown to be a site. The sheer size
of the tracts prevents, in many cases, a clear picture of artifact distribution
(see below), which makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the
development of specific parts of the site or the functions of different areas
within the site. Linked to this shortcoming is the limitation of grab samples
to squareswhere artifact density was judged high before undertaking the
GS. Another drawbackof the surveywas the exclusion of the northeastern
quarterof the island.24Finally,the fact that much of the chipped and ground
stone was discardedafter collection means that the conclusions that can be
drawnabout the stone industryand use patternsarenecessarilylimited.The
survey methods do, however, succeed in answering the researchquestions:
when was Mitrou first inhabited, for how long did habitation last, and, to
some extent, how did the settlement change over time? Detailed questions
concerning, for example, the layout of the settlement are more difficult
to answer.
21. Stone artifacts,in particular,
were hardfor some collectorsto
identify.
22. Vacuumsurveywas not undertaken in C4, D4, and G6 due to poor
visibility.In C/D6 and D/E3, the pickup areaswere too narrowto accommodate the 3 m diameterof the VS. In
C6, a localized GS was collected from
the areaaroundillicit digging that
had presumablybeen conductedby
someone looking for antiquities.
Apart from the crudehole and pile
of excavatedearth,C6 was covered
in dense undergrowth,so no VS was

performed.No VS took place in E4
either.
23. E.g., the first sherdselected for
cataloguingfound in tract608 would
receivethe numberC2-608.01; the
third selected sherdfound in grid C5
would receivethe numberM-C5.03
(M for Mitrou). Small finds would
receivean x before their individual
number,e.g., M-C5.x01 for the first
selected small find from grid C5.
24. A detailedsurfacesurveyof the
northeasternpart of Mitrou has been
initiatedby MAP, concurrentwith the
excavation.
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TABLE1. TRACTSAMPLESHERDCOUNTS
Tract

Uncatalogued Sherds

600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609

Distribution

Catalogued Sherds

5
285
204
500
323
127
195
55
291
60

of Survey

2
2
16
27
21
153
50
3
48
28

Total

7
287
220
527
344
280
245
58
339
88

Finds

The surveyyielded altogether108 bags of pottery containing 13,717
sherds(seeTables1,2). Most materialwas foundin grid squaresE4, F4,
F5, G2-G5, H3-H5, H/I2, and 15, and in the south centralpart (L6,
M6, and M7). Of the 644 inventoriedsherds,most were found in the
northwesterncorner(squaresD5-G5 and H3); very few of the sherds
collectedfromthe southcentralareawereinventoried.The overallpaucity
of inventoriedmaterialfromsurfacetractsis a directresultof the survey
methodology,which favoredthe beachtractsand grabsamples.For this
reason,the comparisonof materialdensitiesis often not possible.Another
caveatis providedbythreesherdsbelongingto the samevessel(D96, D97),
but foundin two grid squares(C5, F5), evidencethat plowingof the site
hadscatteredsherdswidelyacrossthe surface,possiblyremovingthemfar
fromthe placewheretheywereoriginallydeposited.Only in caseswhere
largenumbersof certaintypesof sherdsareconcentratedin a certainarea
maywe tentativelydrawconclusionsbasedupontheirdistribution.Thus,
some observationscanbe made.
The overwhelmingmajorityof the inventoriedEH materialwas collectedin the tractsystem:115 sherds,as opposedto 10 sherdsin the grid
system(Figs. 9, 10:a).Of all inventoriedEH tractsamples,no less than
two-thirds(77 sherds)comefromtract605 (the northeastern
beachquadrant),17 from606, 13 from608, andthe remainingfewfromtracts602 and
607, andas chancefinds(Fig. 9). The only examplesfromMitrouof Ayia
Marinaware(B31, B32) arefrom608 (the northwesternbeachquadrant).
These beachtractsarelocatedon those partsof the shorewhereerosion
is heaviest:the northernhalf and the easternpartof the island.25
It is to
be expectedthat EH materialwouldbe foundon the shoresof the island
ratherthaninland;with erosionof the scarps,the lowerstratadissolveand
tumbledownonto the shore,whereasin the interior,they areprotected.
25. Tract606 spans the southern
two-thirds of the easternshoreline,
the upperpart of which is subjectto
heavyerosion.Since the exact location
of finds within a tracthas not been

recorded,it is not certainthat most
sherdsfrom tract606 were found in
the northernpart of this tract,but that
would seem the most likely.
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TABLE 2. GRID SAMPLE SHERD COUNTS
Grid Square(s)

C4
C5
C6
C/D5
C/D6
D4
D5
D/E3
E4
E5
F3
F4
F5
F/G5
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H/I2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
110
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
K6
K7
K8
K9
L6
L7
L8
M6
M7
N6
N7
06
07
P6
P7

Uncatalogued Sherds (GS)

195
122
49
48
209
127
105
199
274
59
150
162
109
199
129
334
1
155
246
171
36
27
21
120
129
111
86
51
138
35
26
26
102
71
48
31
34
33
42
42
28
49
35
103
42
68
133
91
50
53
59
57
18
52

Abbreviations: GS = grab sample; VS = vacuum sample.

Uncatalogued Sherds (VS)

118
-77
104
119
128
187
267
311
240
208
114
195
148
126
51
51
30
234
119
177
341
33
42
34
24
44
117
152
86
46
21
41
33
35
43
45
65
275
176
151
211
333
239
106
158
98
10
52

Catalogued Sherds

Total

6
8
10

201
248
59

9
2
22
9
11
25
1
14
23
1
8
8
22
21
12
11
2
2
4
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
2
1
3
5
1
1
1
3
1
1

57
211
253
114
210
418
188
351
452
1
420
447
345
470
1
371
406
308
89
80
51
358
251
291
430
85
183
72
53
71
221
226
135
80
56
77
76
80
73
95
103
383
218
219
345
425
290
159
220
156
28
105
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Figure 9. Distribution of inventoried
pottery within tracts, by period
(black = EH, light gray = MH,
medium gray = LH, dark gray = PG).

M. Kramer-Hajos

26. PG material:23 tract samples
and 40 grid samples.
27. Unlike the LH sherds,the
EH materialoften consisted of large
unpaintedhandle, rim, and base fragments, which retaintheir diagnostic
featureseven afterlong exposureto the
elements.
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FortheMH materialthepictureis similar,althoughnot aspronounced:
65 inventoriedsherdswere collectedin the tractsystem,19 in the grid
system(Figs. 9, 10:b).Of the 65 TS sherds,61 were foundin the beach
tracts:41 arefromtract605, 13 from606, and 7 from608. Perhapsmore
of the 19 GS sherds,no fewerthan16 arefromthe C-G grid
significantly,
in
MH sherd,
the
northernpartof the island.The mostremarkable
squares
a zoomorphichandle(C20), comesfrom604 (a surfacetractoverlapping
withthe C-G5 squares);
twofineexamplesof Red-Burnished
ware(Cl and
C2) arefromsquareC6 andC2-605, andmostof the betterGrayMinyan
sherdsarefromC2-605 or squareC6 aswell.Althoughtheirnumbersare
low,the smallfindsalso suggestthat the MH settlementis limitedto the
northern,high end of the island.
Most LH inventoriedsherdswerecollectedin thegridsystem(111tract
samplesversus204 gridsamples;Figs.9, 10:c[Fig.10:cincludesonlythe 190
fine-waresherds]).SinceMitrouwasessentiallyuninhabitedafterthe Early
IronAge,26theLH materialliescloseto thesurfaceof thesoil,unprotected
by
laterlayers.Humanactivitysuchasplowinginevitablybringsupmoresherds
fromtheupperlayersthanfromthelowerones,accountingforthewealthof
LH surfacesherdscomparedto thedearthof EH surfacematerial.
Moreover,
onceplowedup,thewealthof decoratedfine-waresherdsmayhave"blinded"
the fieldwalkers
to the often undecoratedandcoarserEH sherds.
The LH samplesfromthe southernpartof Mitrouwereabundantbut
of lesserqualityandthereforeoften not inventoried.It is possiblethatthe
materialoriginallydepositedin the southwas of lesserqualitythanvessels
used and depositedin the northernhalf of the islet;anotherpossibilityis
that LH sherdswereturnedup freshin the northern,higherpartsof the
islet and were carriedby wind and water down the slope to the south,
losing their decorationand sharpedges on the way.Possibly,therefore,
the observeddistributionof decoratedversusplain and LH versusEH
fragmentsis largelydue to erosion.27
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Figure 10. Distributions of inventoried pottery: (a) EH; (b) MH; (c) LH
fine wares; (d) PG. Adaptedfrom
CHELP surveymap;M. Kramer-Hajos

THE BRONZE

Figure 11. Distributions of LH pottery: (a) "elite"wares; (b) cooking and
storage vessels. Adapted from CHELP
surveymap;M. Kramer-Hajos

28. LH I: from grid numbers3
through6, with the greatestdensity in
the north:eight out of 10 fine LH I
sherdswere located in grid squares
C throughH (with the remainingtwo
in J and L, respectively).Four more
LH I fine-waresherdscome from tracts
602 (one sherd),604 (two sherds),and
606 (one sherd).
LH II: of 19 sherds,18 arelocated
in grid squaresC5-H5, C4, F4, and
G4. The remainingpiece was found in
19.The nine LH II fine-waresherds
from tractsamplesgive a less clear
picture,coming from the northwestern
and centralpartsof the island in equal
numbers.
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in
Nevertheless,LH I- III fine-waresherdsarefoundpredominantly
The southernpartof this
the northwesternpartof the islet (Fig. 10:c).28
areaoverlapswith the two largeadjoiningroomsnearthe centerof the
geophysicalsurveyarea.Protogeometricsherdsare thinly spreadin the
The concentrationof LH sherdsin the
northwestquadrant(Fig. 10:d).29
northwesternareamaybe too greatto be explainedsolelyby coincidence
or surveyconsiderations.
The surveyin the northeasternpartof the islet
initiatedby MAP shouldhelp resolvethis issue.
A comparisonof the densitiesof certaintypesof LH vesselsshowsa
concentration
of fine"elite"
waresin the C5-H5 verticalswathe(Fig.ll:a).
LH III: of 61 fine-waresherds,
50 were picked up in C5-H5 and
C/D6, G3, G4, and H3. Of these,
40 come from the C5-H5 vertical
swathe.This pictureis clearfor the
LH IIIA material(17 from C5-H5,
2 elsewherein the northwesterncorner,
6 elsewhereon the island),the LH IIIB
material(12, 4, and 4, respectively),and
the LH IIIC material(13, 4, and 6, respectively).The tractdistributionis
once againless clear:surprisingly,only
one sherd (LH IIIC) comes from tract
604, which roughlyoverlapswith the
C5-F5 vertical.This is probablydue to
surveymechanics:since the tract
samplesdid not coverthe ground

completely,much materialmay have
been missed. Eight sherds,all LH IIIA,
were found in 608, six in 602, and four
in 606.
For sherdsdated only generallyto
LH, the pictureis similar(33, 29, and
7 sherdsfor the C5-H5 vertical,the
rest of the northwesternquarter,and
the rest of the site, respectively).The
greatestdensity in tractsis found in
603 (9 sherds),605 and 608 (7 sherds
each), and 604 (6 sherds),indicating
the greatestdensity in the northernhalf
of the islet.
29. The tractdistributiondoes not
confirmthis shift in density.
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Pithos fragments are thinly distributed southeast and southwest of this
concentration;pan and tripod fragments are located in the southern part
of this area and to the southeast and southwest of it (Fig. ll:b). The grid
squareswhere elite wares are predominant have no or very few domestic
or storage vessels.30Of the eight LH figurine fragments recoveredas grab
samples from grid squareson the island surface,five come from the C5-I5
vertical area, and another two come from C4 and F4.31
It is tempting to suppose that from the inception of the Late Bronze
Age, the northern, higher part of Mitrou housed the living quarters of
rich Mycenaeans, with more utilitariankitchen and storage structuresjust
south of these, a bit lower down the slope. At the end of the Mycenaean
era, these rich quartersmight have been abandoned, as the scarcityof later
material from this area suggests.

THE POTTERY AND SMALL FINDS
During the surface survey in 1988 and 1989, more than 600 sherds and
200 small finds were inventoried. Included in the following catalogue is a
selection of sherds that are chronologically diagnostic and small finds that
are diagnostic either for a period or for a certain activity.This selection
has resulted in a heavy emphasis on decorated fine wares, not accurately
reflecting the situation in the field.32
Pottery and small finds are grouped together by period.33Diagnostic
pottery fragments from the surface survey cover all periods from the Neolithic through the Byzantine period, but Bronze Age material dominates.
The small amount of Geometric and later material collected during the
survey is not indicative of habitation and has not been included in this
article.
30. The tractdistributionis less
clear:most elite wareswere found in
tract608 (8 sherds),but only one sherd
comes from tract604. Most domestic
vessel fragmentswere found in tract
602, southeastof the areaof greatest density (4 sherds).The numberof
sherdsis small,however(with a total
of 8 pan/tripodsherds),so it becomes
statisticallyunwarrantedto deriveany
conclusionsfrom these data.
31. The other figurinefragments
were recoveredfrom beach tractsor
were picked up as chance finds during
informalvisits to the island.
32. Given the methodology of the
survey,a bias againstcoarsewares
began at the time of pickup:fine-ware
sherds,especiallydecoratedor otherwise diagnosticones, are more likely to
have been noticed than the duller

undecoratedcoarsefragments(for an
extremeexample,see Bintliff, Howard,
and Snodgrass1999) and, once collected, were more likely to be inventoried and selected for cataloguing.
Hence, almost all of the entries in the
following catalogueare decoratedfine
wares,mostly from tractand grab samples, while in the field undecorated
waresdominate,as witnessed by the
vacuumsamples,which arelargely
made up of undecoratedfine and coarse
wares.
33. The periods and their correspondingcataloguedesignationsare as
follows:Neolithic (A), EarlyHelladic
(B), Middle Helladic (C), Late Helladic (D), Bronze Age (for items thought
to hold some diagnosticvalue even
though they could not be dated very
closely) (E), and Protogeometric(F).

Additional abbreviationsused in
the catalogueare int. (interior)and ext.
(exterior).The method of fabrication
is handmadefor the Neolithic and EH
material,and wheelmadefor the MH
and later material,unless otherwise
stated.
Inclusionsarelabeledby their color
except in the case of limestone,quartz,
biotite ("silvermica"),and muscovite
("goldmica").The size of inclusionsis
based on a five-point scale:very small =
<0.1 mm, small = 0.1-1.0 mm, medium
= 1.0-2.0 mm, large = 2.0-4.0 mm,
and very large = >4.0 mm. The density
of inclusionsis likewisebased on a
five-point scale:very few, few, moderate amount,many,and very many.The
hardnessof the fabricis indicatedby
referenceto the Mohs scale.
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Figure 12. Neolithic pottery.

Scale ca. 1:1. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

Neolithic

and

Chalcolithic(?)

Pottery

Only three Neolithic sherds have been identified: a black-burnished rim
(Al), a red-burnishedrim (A2), and a matt-paintedbody fragmentwith very
faint paint (A3). All three fragments are extremely similar to Middle and
Late Neolithic sherds from Halai. Al has a rathergritty fabric;A2 and A3
are fine. The semifine fragment A4 might be Chalcolithic; with its deeply
incised straight lines, it is a unique piece in the Mitrou assemblage.
Al

Saucer(C2-605.10)
Fig. 12
P.L.0.029,p.W.0.021,Th.0.004-0.005m.Fabric:2.5Y5/1-5YR 7/6, moderateamountsof small-mediumblack,limestoneinclusions,Mohs4. Rimfragment.
Ext. andint. burnished,int. to a shinyblack.
Late Neolithic?

A2 Open vessel(C2-605.42)
Fig. 12
P.L. 0.027, p.W. 0.018, Diam. ca. 0.140, Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:5YR
4-2/3, few small-mediumred, yellow inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext.
andint. burnished.
MiddleNeolithic?
A3 Closedvessel(C2-609.21)
Fig. 12
P.L.0.044, p.W.0.030,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, someverysmallblack,
limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. burnished.Decoratedwith
matt-paintedblackladders.
Late Neolithic?
A4 Basin?(C2-609.08)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.064, p.W. 0.060, Th. 0.009 m. Fabric:5YR 5/6, darkgraycore,very
manyverysmall-largelimestone,schist,quartzinclusions,Mohs 3. Rimfragment.
Incisedwith zigzagandparallellines.
Chalcolithic?
Early

Helladic

Pottery

Diagnostic Early Helladic pottery fragments from Mitrou include fine
and semicoarsebowl fragmentswith incurved rim (Bl, B2, B5) and pellets
(B1-B4), fine saucers(B6-B8 and B24-B26), fine and semicoarsesauceboats
(B10-B13), semicoarsejars (B17-B20), handmade coarse and semicoarse
fragmentswith loop handles (B21-B23), fragmentswith Kerbschnittdecoration (B14, B15), and sherds of possible Ayia Marina ware (B31, B32).
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We have not securely identified an EH I phase, but three sherds (Bl,
B9, B17) might date to EH I. Since their shape and fabric continue into
EH II, however, we have erred on the side of caution and included them
here with the EH II material.
The EH II fine wares have very pale brown and pink to light reddish
brown and reddish yellow fabrics and are fired medium hard (Mohs 3-4).
The core is often bluish gray due to incomplete firing. Some have the
shiny reddish to black Urfirnis coating, others are slipped or burnished.
Shapes represented are bowls and saucers,sauceboats, a basin (B9), and a
pyxis (B16). Semicoarse and coarse wares are used for bowls, jars, sauceboats, and cooking pots in EH II. Firing is irregular:often one surface of
a sherd is oxidized and the other reduced, but variations on one and the
same surface occur as well. Only a small selection of fairly coarse fragments of baking pans or vessels with characteristic EH handle types or
plastic decoration has been inventoried;the large number of such sherds in
the uninventoried material suggests that the site was inhabited from the
EH II period onward.
Bowls, both semicoarseand fine, arecommonly decoratedwith pellets.
These are"comparativelyrare"at Eutresis,34but their frequency at Mitrou
suggests that they were a quite common form of decoration here, as they
were at Lerna on a variety of shapes.35In one case (B2) a pellet is stuck on
the rim, but in all other cases they are located just below the rim. A variation of this feature is represented by B5, where a plastic ridge below the
rim was possibly flanked by two small knobs, as in examples from nearby
Proskynas.36An example with pellets centered between two handles, from
Proskynasnow on display in the Atalanti museum, provides a parallel for
B4. Other parallelsare known from Keos.37
Saucerswith inturned rim (B6-B8) are typical and well attested;parallels are known from Eutresis, Lithares, and Manika.38The large highly
burnished rim fragment B9 belongs to a basin with diameter of ca. 30 cm
and low profile.39Three sauceboatspouts (B11-B13) attest to the common
occurrenceof fine sauceboats on Mitrou; BIO is evidence for the presence
of semicoarse sauceboats. Proskynas has produced a number of vessels of
this type, often with plastic decoration on the back.40The example from
Mitrou is decorated with a pellet.
Two fragmentswith Kerbschnittdecorationhave been recovered:B14,
a fragment of bluish gray fabric coated with Urfirnis, has a very straight
orientation but thin walls; and B15, a rim fragment, has parallelswith Eutresis and Keos.41The double pierced lugs of B16 are typical for EH small
pyxides.42The example from Mitrou has traces of reddish black Urfirnis preserved.Jar shapes (B17-B20) are well known from Eutresis and
Manika.43The typical EH handle shape found at Mitrou is a large loop
handle (B21-B23), vertically set, belonging to largejugs or jars;examples
are attested at Eutresis and Manika as well.44
In the EH IIB phase, fine fabrics are more porous than previously,
have more inclusions, and are warm yellow to red in color, with large gray
cores. They can be slipped (B27) or burnished to a high shine (B24); the
latter is very similar to highly burnished bowl fragments from Lithares.45
Three saucer fragments (B24-B26) and the base of a jar (B27) represent
this period in the Mitrou assemblage.

34. Goldman 1931, p. 84.
35. LernaIV, pp. 441, 453, nos. 813,
866, and passim.
36. E. Zahou (pers.comm.).
37. KeosIX, p. 30, nos. 11-77,11-78,
pl. 46.
38. Eutresis:Goldman 1931, p. 102,
fig. 133:1, 11. Lithares:Tzavella-Eyjen
1984, pls. 18-22. Manika:Sampson
1985, p. 269, no. 19, pl. 62:a, and
p. 275, no. 29, pl. 65; for profiles,see
p. 142, pl. 34. See also,e.g., KeosIX,
pp. 11-15; LernaIV, p. 596, fig. 11:93.
39. Based on Wiencke s {LernaIV,
p. 538) criteria:"The category'basin
includes all broadbowls ... of a rim
diametergenerallyover 0.20 and a ratio
of height to diameterof at least 1:1.70.
The earliestexamplesarethe broadest,
as a rule,with a ratio of height to diameter of well over 1:2."
40. E. Zahou (pers.comm.).
41. Eutresis:Goldman 1931,
pp. 107, 111, 114, figs. 141:1, 147,
149:2. Keos:KeosIX, pp. 54-55,
nos.II-400-II-411,pl.58.
42. Parallelsfor this arrangement:
Goldman 1931, p. 131, fig. 151:5;
7VryiwIV,p.28,pl.Xn:4.
43. Eutresis:Goldman (1931,
pp. 87, 96, 115, figs. 102:2, 103, 123,
153:3) providesclose parallelsfor B19
and B20. Manika:for an overviewof
typical shapes,see Sampson 1985,
p. 145, pl. 35.
44. Eutresis:Goldman 1931,
pp. 91-92, figs. 114:1, 116:3. Manika:
Sampson 1985, p. 128, fig. 14.
45. Tzavella-Eyjen1984, pl. 22.
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In the EH III period, in addition to the above fabrics, Gray Minyan
makes its first appearance.The Gray Minyan ware Bass bowl B28 is an
example of the EH III predecessorsof MH Gray Minyan ware.The shape
is thought to have originated locally in centralGreece.46The example from
Mitrou is somewhat rough and irregularlyshaped.
B30 has the tall, cylindricalprofilecharacteristicof the depas amphikypellon, a wheel- thrown shape known from the latest stratumof Troy II and
from Early Cycladic IIB- IIIA on Keros and Syros. Stumps of one of the
two vertical loop handles are preserved.The sherd has smoothed edges,
evidence that after breakageit was used for rubbing or polishing.
Two light-on-dark pieces were found (B31, B32); both are small and
do not have a clearprofile,but they may representAyia Marina ware. Since
Ayia Marina ware originated and is primarily found in central Greece,
its presence at Mitrou connects Mitrou with mainland central Greece in
EH III. It cannot be excluded, however, that they instead representMH
light-on-dark ware.
Early

Helladic

II

Bl

Bowl (C2-608.29)
PL. 0.076, p.W.0.057, Diam. >0.300,Th.0.007-0.010 m. Fabric:5YR5/42.5YR4/1, verymanysmall-largelimestone,quartz,red,purpleinclusions,Mohs
3.5. Rim fragmentwith pellet.
B2 Bowl (C2-608.33)
Fig. 13
P.L. 0.063, p.W. 0.038, Th. 0.009-0.012 m. Fabric:2.5Y 4/1-7.5YR 5/4,
very many small-mediumquartz,limestone,red, yellow inclusions,Mohs 3.5.
Rim fragmentwith pellet.
B3 Bowl (C2-606.04)
Fig. 13
P.L. 0.046, p.W. 0.043, Th. 0.005-0.010 m. Fabric:5YR 4/3-7.5YR 5/3,
moderateamountsof small-verylargeyellow,greenishyellowinclusions,Mohs
3.5. Bodyfragmentwith pelletandincision.Decoratedwith incisedparallellines,
probablyoriginallylocatedbetweentwo pellets.
B4 Bowl (C2-608.04)
P.L. 0.034, p.W. 0.022, Th. 0.008 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/6-10YR 4/1, many
small-mediumlimestone,red, blackinclusions,Mohs 3.5. Ext. slipped,7.5YR
7/6. Bodyfragmentwith two pellets.
Cf. KeosIX, p. 30, nos. 11-77,11-78,pl. 46.
B5 Bowl (C2-605.89)
Fig. 13
P.L. 0.038, p.W. 0.030, Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:10YR 7/4, core 2.5Y
5/2, manysmallquartz,limestone,red inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragmentwith
ledgelug.
Cf.Tzavella-Evjen1984, pl. 18:5;KeosIX, p. 30, no. 11-84,pl. 47.
B6 Saucer(C2-605.15)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.044,p.W.0.044,Th.0.005-0.007m. Fabric:2.5YR5/6, core10YR4/1,
manysmall-largered,yellow,black,quartzinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.
46. Rutter1983,p. 347;cf.p. 333,
fig.3.

B7 Saucer(C2-608.40)
Fig. 13
PL. 0.029, p.W.0.031,Th. 0.004-0.008 m. Fabric:10YR4/2, core2.5Y 5/1,
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Figure 13 (opposite).Chalcolithic(?)
A4 and EH II pottery. Scale1:2.

M.-J.Schumacher
Drawing
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moderateamountsof small-mediumlimestone,blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim
fragment.Ext.burnished.
B8 Saucer(C2-606.45)
P.W.0.031, p.L. 0.026, Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:10YR 6/4, manysmall
yellow inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Int. and ext. paintedmonochrome
black(Urfirnis).
B9 Basin(C2-605.40)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.079, p.W. 0.086, Diam. ca. 0.300,Th. 0.009-0.010 m. Fabric:7.5YR
6/4, very few small-mediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext.
andint. slippedandburnished,5YR 5/4.
B10 Sauceboat(C2-605.16)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.047,p.W.0.048,Diam.ca.0.240,Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:5YR5/4,
core2.5Y 5/2, manyverysmall-mediumquartz,limestone,yellowishgreen,dark
grayinclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragmentwith pellet.
Sauceboat(C2-606.03)
Fig. 13
Th.
m.
Fabric:
10YR
H.
0.004-0.005
P.L.0.043, p.W. 0.019, 0.035,
6/4, no
int.
brown-black
worn.
Ext.
and
Urfirnis,badly
inclusions,Mohs 3. Spout.

Bll

B12 Sauceboat(C2-606.29)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.028,p.W.0.028,H. 0.017,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:10YR7/4, moderateamountsof verysmall-verylargeblack,red,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4.
Spout.
B13 Sauceboat(C2-605.18)
P.L.0.048, p.W. 0.034, Diam. ca. 0.055-0.060, Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:
7.5YR6/4, veryfew medium-largelimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Spout.Ext.and
int. blackUrfirnis.
B14 Open vessel(M-H3.03)
Fig. 14
no
P.L.0.028, p.W. 0.019,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/1, inclusions,
Mohs 3. Body fragmentwith smalltriangularKerbschnittdecoration.Ext. and
int. paintedlustrousblack.
B15 Shapeunknown(C2-605.34)
Fig. 14
P.W.0.034,p.L.0.036,Th. 0.009 m. Fabric:5YR6/3, core2.5Y 6/1, veryfew
small-mediumlimestone,quartzinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragmentwith Kerbschnittdecoration.Int. and ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Ext. paintedlustrousgrayish
brown;incisionandplasticdecoration.Tracesof white fill on rim.
B16 Pyxis(C2-606.27)
Fig. 14
P.L.0.040, p.W.0.036,Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:10YR7/6, blackcore,no
inclusions,Mohs 3. Bodyfragmentwith two piercedlugs.Ext.paintedred-black
(Urfirnis),5YR 4/6.
B17 Jar(C2-605.30)
Fig. 13
P.L. 0.078, p.W. 0.059, Diam. ca. 0.250, Th. 0.007-0.011 m. Fabric:5YR
6/6, blackcore,manysmall-largequartz,schistinclusions,Mohs 4. Rimfragment.
Ext. slipped,10R 5/6.
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Figure 14. EH II Kerbschnitt frag-

mentsandpyxis.Scaleca.2:3.Photo
M.Kramer-Hajos
B18 Jar(C2-605.99)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.060, p.W. 0.039, Diam. ca. 0.170-0.180, Th. 0.005-0.008 m. Fabric:
5YR 5/6, core 5Y 4/1, moderateamountsof smallquartzinclusions,Mohs 3.5.
Rim fragment.
Cf. Goldman1931,p. 119, fig. 160.
B19 Jar(C2-606.06)
Fig. 13
P.L. 0.075, p.W. 0.084, max.Diam. mouth ca. 0.010, Th. 0.006-0.009 m.
Fabric:7.5YR 6/6, manyvery small-largelimestone,clay inclusions,Mohs 3.
Partof neckandshoulder(andrim?).Int. neckwhite slipped,ext.brownslipped,
7.5YR6/6, andlightlyburnished.
B20 Jar(C2-605.93)
Fig. 13
P.L.0.059, p.W.0.052,Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:5YR 6/6, core10YR5/1,
manysmall-verylargequartz,red,blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Neck.
B21 Shapeunknown(C2-605.33)
Fig. 15
P.L. 0.125, p.W. 0.077, Th. 0.014, H. handle 0.052, Th. handle 0.0070.008 m. Fabric:2.5YR 5/6, core 2.5Y 4/1, moderateamountsof small-large
quartz,red, blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Loop handle of large coarsevessel. Ext.
slipped,2.5YR 5/6.
B22 Shapeunknown(C2-605.32)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.073, p.W.0.073, H. 0.043 m. Fabric:2.5YR5/4, verymanysmall-very
largequartz,blackinclusions,Mohs 3. Handleof largecoarsevessel.
B23 Shapeunknown(C2-606.35)
Fig. 15
P.L. 0.077, p.W. 0.059, H. handle 0.058 m. Fabric:10YR 8/3, moderate
amountsof small black,red, quartz,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Handle of
largecoarsevessel.
Early

Helladic

IIB

B24 Saucer(C2-605.14)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.049, p.W. 0.050, Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:5YR 6/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. andint. slipped,ext.burnished,5YR 5/6-3/2.
B25 Saucer(C2-605.13)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.038,p.W.0.030,Diam.ca.0.180,Th.0.003-0.005m. Fabric:10YR5/1,
no inclusions,very porous,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. slippedand polished,
7.5YR6/6.
Cf. Goldman1931,p. 102, fig. 133:1,3.
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Figure 15. EH II (B21-B23) and
EH IIB (B24-B27) pottery; EH III
Bass bowl (B28), tankard (B29), and
depas amphikypellon (B30). Scale1:2.
DrawingM.-J.Schumacher
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B26 Saucer(C2-608.43)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.061,p.W.0.031,H. 0.046,Diam.foot0.025,Th.0.004m.Fabric:2.5YR
5/6-10YR 4/2, core 10YR 4/2, manyvery small-largeyellow,black,limestone
inclusions,Mohs 3.5. Ringbase.
Cf. Goldman1931, pp. 98-99, figs. 125:3-8, 128:4; TirynsIV, pp. 19-21,
1984, pl. 56:oc.
pl. VII;Tzavella-Eyjen
B27 Jar(C2-608.05)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.176, p.W. 0.152, H. 0.075 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/6, graycore,moderate
amountsof small-mediumlimestoneinclusions,veryporous,Mohs 3. Rounded
base.Ext. andint. slipped,ext.burnished,7.5YR6/6.
Early

Helladic

III

B28 Bassbowl (C2-605.142)
Fig. 15
P.L.0.097, p.W. 0.086, Diam.0.192,Th. 0.003-0.007 m. Fabric:7.5YR6/4,
blackcore,moderateamountsof smallquartz,redinclusions,Mohs 3. Partof rim
andbodywith handlestumps.Ext. andint. burnished,2.5Y 6/3-4/1.
Cf.Rutterl983,p.333,fig.3.
B29 Tankard(C2-605.38)
Fig. 15
PL. 0.067,p.W.0.068,Th.0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:10YR7/4, few small-large
limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Partof neckandbodywith handlescar.Ext.slipped
andburnished,10YR7/4.
B30 Depas amphikypellon?
(C2-605.39)
Fig. 15
PL. 0.047,p.W.0.073,Th. 0.003-0.006 m. Fabric:2.5YR6/4, core2.5Y 5/1,
few small-mediumquartz,green,red, mica inclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment
with handlescars.Wheel-thrown.Ext. andint. slippedandpolished,7.5YR6/5.
Modifiedsherd,usedfor rubbing(smoothededges).
B31 Jar?(C2-608.08)
Fig. 16
PL. 0.046,p.W.0.027,Th.0.005-0.007m.Fabric:7.5YR7/6, core7.5YR6/2,
veryfew smallquartz,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Body sherd.Ext. decorated
with paintedwhite (2.5Y 5/1-5/2) parallelstripeson a blackbackground.Ayia
Marinaware,or possiblyMH light-on-darkware.
B32 Jar?(C2-608.28)
Fig. 16
PL. 0.046, p.W. 0.038, Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:10YR 6/4, few small
quartz,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Body sherd.Ext. decoratedwith painted
AyiaMarinaware,or poscreamywhite (10YR8/3) lineson a blackbackground.
siblyMH light-on-darkware.

Figure16. AyiaMarinaware.

Scaleca.2:3.PhotoM. Kramer-Hajos
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Finds

The EarlyHelladicgroupof smallfindscomprisesa bead,a celt,a figurine
fragment,and a terracottaspindlewhorl.
Stone

47. Stroulia2003, p. 10.
48. Sampsonand Sugaya19881989, pp. 12-15. Sampsonand Sugaya
classifysmallerground stone tools as
adzes or chisels becauseof their asymmetricalprofiles,a distinctionrejected
by Stroulia(2003) in her studyof the
Franchthicelts.
49. See Phelps 1987, p. 249, no. 33,
39.
pl.

The onlybeadassignedto the EH periodexhibitssignificantsignsof wear
aroundthe piercing(B33), suggestinga long periodof use. Beadsof the
samematerialandshapewererecoveredduringthe excavationof EH strata
at the site of Proskynas.
One celt (B34) is includedeven thoughthereis some doubtas to its
provenance.It was recoveredon the Traganabeachoppositethe spit that
stretchesfromMitroutowardthe shore,an areawith manysherds.But as
truckshadrecentlybeendumpingcrushedrockasthe foundationfora new
roadalongthe beach,the possibilityremainsthat the celt comesfromthe
locationwherethe crushedrockwas gatheredratherthan fromMitrou.
Onlythe cuttingedgeanda stripabouta centimeterwideabuttingthatedge
havebeen polished,while the restof the surfaceis coveredwith pecking
marks.Strouliahasobservedat Franchthithatthisdifferentialtreatmentof
the distalandproximalends(i.e., the cuttingandhaftingendsof the celt)
and does not diminishthe efficacy
permitsmoreefficientmanufacturing,
of the tool;that some celts aregroundovertheirentiresurfaceandothers
not, however,leadsStrouliato speculatethat the differentialtreatmentof
the endsmaybe as muchaboutpersonalpreferenceor haftingtechniques
as aboutmanufacturing
efficiency.47
On the basisof their examinationof 1,000 groundstone tools from
Euboia,Sampsonand Sugayaproposeda typologyof groundstone axes
basedprimarilyon length,sincelengthis crucialin determiningthe "funcof the tool. They identifiedseven differentgroups:the
tional capability"
smallestaxesin Greece(groupI) measure4-6 cm, while the largestaxes
(groupVII) measure25-30 cm.48The examplefromMitrouis 7 cm long,
placingit firmlyin groupII (6-8 cm),by farthe most numeroustype,accountingfor almosthalf of the axes studiedfrom Euboia.Sampsonand
Sugayaseparatelyidentifyfivedifferentmorphologicalformsof axes:oval,
shoelast,triangle,trapezoid,and cylindrical.Once again,the Mitrou ax
fallsinto the most commongroup,the shoelast(typeb), which accounts
fornearlytwo-thirdsof the axformsfromEuboia.The edgeprofilebevels
to the edge point,the side lines curvegraduallyto the butt
symmetrically
line
is straight,andthe sectionis biconvexandoblong.
the
end, edge
A sandstoneobject (B35) might be interpretedas a portion of a
schematicgynecomorphicfigurine.An incised line on the front,back,
and bottom of the stone appearsto definethe femaleform.The surface
of the stoneis soft andworn,andthe detailsarehardto distinguish.Two
depressions,one abovethe other,on one side mayrepresentthe naveland
pubic hair.On the other side there is a deep broadhollow,which may
representthe smallof the back.The grooveon this side is deeperthanon
the "front"side, and it may be intendedto indicatethe buttocks.It is a
of
but the cruderepresentation
uniquepiece with no close comparanda,
the femalepudendaandbuttocksby groovesrecallsan unstratifiedrough
limestonefigurinefromCorinth.49
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Figure 17. EH spindle whorl, celt,
and bead. Scale ca. 1:2. Photo K. O'Neill

Figure 18. EH gynecomorphic
figurine, two views. Scale2:5.

PhotosK.O'Neill

B33 Bead,discoid(M-H3.xO5)
Fig. 17
P.Diam.0.018, p.Diam.hole 0.008, Th. 0.008 m; Wt. 0.002 kg. Complete.
Steatite.Olivegreen.Disk of irregularthickness,piercedcentrallyby drillingfrom
both sides.
B34 Celt (C2-609.x06)
Fig. 17
P.L.0.07, p.W. 0.038, p.Th.0.027 m;Wt. 0.118 kg. Complete.Serpentinite.
Tsountas1908, typeA: only areanearcuttingedge has been polished.
See Sampsonand Sugaya1988-1989, formlib.
B35 Figurine,gynecomorphic(C2-608.x03)
Fig. 18
P.L.0.108,p.W.0.093,p.Th.0.057 m;Wt. 0.721 kg.Sandstone.Lowerbody:
pudenda,buttocks,and/orlegs.

Terracotta
Only one terracottasmallfindhasbeen datedto the EH period:a spindle
whorl(B36)typicalof EH spindlewhorlsin centralandsouthernGreece.50
It is unslipped,unburnished,andworn,possiblyfromexposureto waves
on the shore;the baseis blackenedby burning.It is comparablein shape
and size to an EH spindlewhorl fromEutresis,51
and close to the shape,
50. Cf. Banks 1967, pp. 491, 495,
524-525; CaringtonSmith 2000,
pp. 217-218.

51. Caskey and Caskey 1960, p. 145,
no. IV:26;unfortunately,the authorsdo
not recordthe weights of their whorls.
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size, and weight of an EH example from Servia.52Further comparanda
are provided by two spindle whorls from EH II- III contexts at Lerna.53
Some very similar EH spindle whorls from Proskynas are on display in
the Atalanti museum.
B36 Spindlewhorl(C2-606.xll)
Fig. 17
P.H. 0.023, p.Diam.0.045, p.Diam.hole 0.008 m;Wt. 0.045 kg. Complete,
short,straight-sidedcone becomingconvexat upperend. Fabric:5YR6/6, fine
sandsize,limestoneandbiotiteinclusions.
Middle

52. CaringtonSmith 2000, pp. 217218, no. SF280, fig. 4:32 (misnumbered
as SF290 in the figure).Cf. also SF336:
CaringtonSmith 2000, p. 218, fig. 4:32.
53. Banks 1967, pp. 491, 495,
524-525, nos. 1253, 1283, pl. 16.
54. Although waresin the MH
traditionsuch as GrayMinyan originate in the EH period and persistwell
into the Mycenaeanperiod (see, e.g.,
Mountjoy 1981, pp. 13-14), for this
collectionof surfacematerialwe have
chosen to assignto the MH period all
GrayMinyan not dated unequivocally
by shape to the EH or LH period.
55. Maran 1992, pls. 147:8, 148:2, 3.
56. See, e.g., TirynsIV, p. 48, pl.
XX:6-9, 12, 13, EH handleswith one
to three pellets that seem to imitate
metal rivets.No. 7 has two pellets,
similarto large staringeyes.
57. See, e.g., Blegen 1928, pp. 9293, nos. 251, 260, pl. 10:1, 2; Tiryns
IV, pp. 14-15, pl. V, all rams.For an
overview,see Weisshaar1986.
58. Weisshaar1986, p. 331, pl. 16:1;
Rutter 1993, p. 768.
59. Maran 1992, pl. 150:1.

Helladic

Pottery

The MH pottery is represented by many pieces of Gray Minyan ware:
49 pieces have been inventoried and many more fragments are present in
the uninventoried material.54Red-Burnished (C1-C3) and Matt-Painted
wares (C28-C34) are present as well, though not in large numbers.The
slip of the Red-Burnished pieces flakes off easily.The high burnish on Cl
and C2 is reminiscent of Red-Burnished vessels from Eutresis.Two of the
three Red-Burnishedpieces (Cl, C3) have muscoviteinclusions,identifying
them as Aiginetan imports. Muscovite inclusions have not been identified
in the Mitrou material before the MH period.
Severallarge sherdsof fine Gray Minyan come from the immediate vicinity of cist tombs, which suggests they belonged to vessels deposited as
gravegoods. Characteristicshapesare(ring-stemmed)goblets and kantharoi,
ring stems being characteristicof MH II- III GrayMinyan in centralGreece.
Only a fractionof these were catalogued;the large amounts of materialsuggest extensive settlement of the site in MH times. Gray Minyan handles
may have plastic decoration at the base, imitating metal rivets (e.g., C17C19). C17 is almost identical to a handle from a surface survey at Skala
Atalantis currentlyon displayin the museum in Atalanti. Other parallelsare
known from Pteleon.55C18 has a flat back, and C19 a hollowed back.
An interesting piece is C20, a zoomorphic handle. The handle is
crudely shaped into an animal head and originally had two plastic pellets
for eyes, one preserved and the other indicated by a scar.The shaping of
the head/handle is very rough and irregular.Possibly the pellets originated
as imitations of metal rivets, in which a creative potter saw eyes, thus giving rise to the animal shape of this Gray Minyan handle.56Zoomorphic
protomes originating from sauceboatspouts arewell attested for the EH II
period;57they sometimes decorate the base of a handle on an askos or jug,
and, in the case of a small stone vase from Tiryns, one serves as a handle.58
We do not know of a similar treatment of handles in the Middle Helladic
and so this zoomorphic handle might in fact be Early Helladic. Another
handle fragment, C13, may be Early Helladic as well, as suggested by its
incised decoration.
Matt-Painted ware is less common than Gray Minyan, although it is
possible that it has been overlooked because the paint has deteriorated.
The Matt-Painted ware from Mitrou is often very worn, and slip and paint
have flaked off, sometimes to the extent that the original design is barely
noticeable (e.g., C29, C30). C29 is decorated with a pattern attested also
at Pteleon.59
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Fig. 19
Openvessel(M-C6.02)
RL. 0.069, p.W. 0.062, Diam. ca. 0.240-0.250, Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:
7.5YR 7/5, few very smallmuscoviteinclusions,Mohs 3. Red-Burnishedware.
Rim fragment.Ext. andint. highlyburnished,2.5YR4/8.
Cl

C2 Openvessel(C2-605.149)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.058,p.W.0.061, Diam.0.224,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/5,
core5Y 7/1, verymanysmall-largemuscovite,quartz,yellow,red,blackinclusions,
Mohs 2. Red-Burnished
ware.Rimfragmentwith lug handle.Int. andext.highly
burnished,10R 4/8, with two paintedblackbands.
C3 Openvessel(M-C6.10)
P.L.0.054,p.W.0.062,Th. 0.009 m. Fabric:2.5YR5/8, no inclusions,Mohs5.
Red-Burnishedware.Body,nearrim.Ext. andint. highlyburnished,2.5YR 5/8.
C4 Gobletor kantharos(C2-605.136)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.053,p.W.0.026,Diam.ca.0.135,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/1,
veryfewmediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs4. GrayMinyanware.Rimfragment.
Ext. andint. slippedandburnished,5Y 6/2.
C5 Gobletor kantharos(C2-605.46)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.048, p.W. 0.028, Diam. ca. 0.240, Th. 0.005 m. Fabric:5Y 6/1, very
few very small-smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3.5. GrayMinyanware.Rim
fragment.Ext. andint. thicklyslippedandburnished,5Y 5-6/1.
C6 Gobletor kantharos(C2-606.42)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.082, p.W. 0.034, Diam. 0.180, Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5Y 5/1,
few small-mediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Rim fragment.Ext. andint. slippedandburnished.
C7 Gobletor kantharos(M-C6.03)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.080, p.W. 0.041, Diam. 0.160,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:5Y 6/1, no
inclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slippedand
burnished,2.5Y 5/1.
C8 Gobletor kantharos(C2-606.12)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.068, p.W. 0.053, Diam. ca.0.280,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:5Y 5/1,
no inclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,
5Y5/1.
C9 Gobletor kantharos(M-C6.04)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.032, p.W. 0.030,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5Y 7/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 3.5. GrayMinyanware.Rimfragment.Ext.andint. slippedandburnished,
2.5Y5/1.
C10 Gobletor kantharos(C2-605.139)
P.L.0.067, p.W.0.024, Diam. ca. 0.220,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:5Y 6/1,
veryfew smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Rim fragment.
Ext. slippedandburnished,5Y 5/1.
Cll

Gobletor kantharos(C2-605.140)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.056, p.W.0.046,Th. 0.005,W. handle0.034 m. Fabric:2.5Y 5/1, very
few smallquartz,redinclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Loop handlewith
partof body.Surfaceslippedandburnished,2.5Y 4-5/1.
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Figure 19. Mil pottery. Scale1:2.
Drawing M.-J. Schumacherand Y. Furuva
(C20)
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C12 Gobletor kantharos(M-C5.08)
Fig. 19
RL.0.054,p.W.0.055,Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:2.5Y 5-6/1, no inclusions,
Mohs 3.5. GrayMinyanware.Bodysherdwith handlescars.Ext.andint. slipped
andburnished,2.5Y 4-5/1.
C13 Gobletor kantharos(C2-608.19)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.064,p.W.0.043,Th. 0.003-0.004, handle0.005 x 0.032 m. Fabric:5Y
4/1, veryfew small-mediumquartz,redinclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.
Body fragmentwith part of handle.Surfaceslippedand burnished,5Y 4-5/1,
decoratedwith incisedparallellines.
C14 Gobletor kantharos(C2-606.10)
P.W.0.048, Diam.handle0.015 x 0.004 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/1-2, veryfewvery
smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.Handlefragment.
C15 Kantharos(C2-605.138)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.040,p.W.0.075,Th.0.004-0.005,H. body0.043,handle0.008x 0.018m.
Fabric:2.5Y 5/1, veryfew small-mediumshellinclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyan
ware.High swunghandle.Ext. andint. slippedandpolished,2.5Y6-4/1.
C16 Gobletor kantharos(M-D/E3.09)
P.W.0.016, H. 0.048, Th. 0.015 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/1, moderateamounts
of small-mediumlimestone,black,red inclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.
Doubleloop handle.
C17 Gobletor kantharos(C2-605.141)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.063, p.W. 0.054,Th. 0.004, Diam. 0.012, p.H. body0.042, p.L. body
0.024 m. Fabric:2.5Y6/1 and2.5Y 7/4, no inclusions,Mohs4. GrayMinyanware.
Horizontalhandle.Surfaceslippedandburnished5Y 6/1-2.
C18 Gobletor kantharos(C2-606.16)
P.L.0.034, p.W. 0.088, handle0.012 x 0.018 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/2, no inclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Handle fragment.Surfacehas tracesof slip,
2.5Y5/1.
C19 Gobletor kantharos(M-E5.06)
P.L.0.020 (atbase),p.W.0.058,handle0.015 x 0.008 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/2, no
inclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.Handlefragment.Surfaceslipped.
C20 Gobletor kantharos(C2-604.18)
Fig. 19
P.L. 0.026, p.W. 0.039, H. 0.057, Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:10YR 6/2,
few very small-smalllimestone,blackinclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.
Zoomorphichandle.Surfaceburnished,10YR5/1.
C21 Goblet(C2-605.147)
Fig. 19
P.L.0.045,p.W.0.041,Th.0.005m. Fabric:5YR7/6, somesmalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Gray Minyan ware. Handle fragment.Ext. slipped, 10YR
8/4.
Fig. 19
P.L.0.092, p.W. 0.043,Th. 0.008-0.015 m. Fabric:5Y 5/1, veryfew smalllargequartz,redinclusions,Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Profileof bowl.Ext.and
int. slipped,gray1.5/N.
C22 Goblet(C2-606.44)
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C23 Ring-stemmedgoblet(M-E4.10)
RL. 0.046, p.W. 0.046, Diam. ca. 0.085, Th. 0.006-0.014 m. Fabric:2.5Y
6-7/1-2, veryfew smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.Ring
stem.Ext. andint. slippedandburnished,5Y 7/1-2.5Y 5/2-4/1.
C24 Ring-stemmedgoblet(C2-608.26)
RL. 0.054, p.W. 0.037,Th. 0.005-0.009 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. GrayMinyanware.Ring stem.Ext. slipped.
C25 Ring-stemmedgoblet(M-G3.07)
RL. 0.038, p.W. 0.039,Th. 0.007-0.008 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. GrayMinyanware.Ring stem.Ext. slippedandburnished,2.5Y 5/1.
C26 Ring-stemmedgoblet(C2-605.48)
RL.0.057,p.W.0.038,Diam.0.080,Th. 0.007-0.009 m. Fabric:2.5Y 6/2, no
inclusions,Mohs 5. GrayMinyanware.Ring stem.Surfaceslipped,2.5Y 5/1.
C27 Ring-stemmedgoblet(M-K6.02)
RL. 0.041, p.W. 0.039, Diam. ca. 0.080,Th. 0.008-0.010 m. Fabric:7.5YR
6/4-2.5 Y6/2, veryfew verysmalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. YellowMinyan
ware.Ring stem.Ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2.
C28 Open vessel(M-C4.03 [handle])
RL. 0.047, p.W. 0.030, p.H. handle0.026, Diam. handle0.008 x 0.020 m.
Fabric:10YR 8/4, core 5YR 6/6, very few small-mediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Matt-Paintedware.Body fragmentwith handlestump.Ext. and
int. slipped,10YR8/3, decoratedwith paintedbrownstripes.
C29 Closedvessel(M-H3.12)
Fig. 19
RL. 0.043, p.W. 0.049, Th. 0.005-0.009 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/4, very few
smallblack,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 2. Matt-Paintedware.Body fragment
at shoulder.Ext. slipped,2.5YR 8/1, decoratedwith paintedblackcrosshatched
geometricpatterns.
C30 Closedvessel(C2-608.16)
Fig. 19
RL. 0.070, p.W.0.069,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR6/4, veryfew smalllimeware.Bodyfragment.Ext.andint.slipped,
stoneinclusions,Mohs3.5.Matt-Painted
2.5Y 8/2, decoratedwith painteddarkcrosshatched
lozenges.Handmade.
C31 Closedvessel(C2-609.20)
RL. 0.062, p.W. 0.043,Th. 0.007 m. Fabric:10YR7/4, veryfew verysmallsmalllimestone,blackinclusions,Mohs 2. Matt-Paintedware.Body fragment.
Ext. slipped,decoratedwith paintedfishnet,10YR6/2. Handmade.
C32 Probablya closedvessel(C2-606.07)
RL. 0.044, p.W. 0.044, Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:2.5Y 7/6, moderate
amountsof small-mediumblackinclusions,Mohs 3. Matt-Paintedware.Body
fragment.Decoratedwith paintedblackgeometricpattern.Handmade.
C33 Closedvessel(C2-608.27)
RL. 0.036, p.W. 0.035,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:10YR7/4 and2.5Y 6/1,
manysmall-largered, limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Matt-Paintedware.Body
fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/3, decoratedwith wide curvingpainted
blackband.
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C34 Closedvessel(C2-605.43)
P.L. 0.035, p.W. 0.025, Th. 0.006-0.007 m. Fabric:10YR 7/5, moderate
amountsof smallred,yellow,blackinclusions,Mohs 2. Matt-Paintedware.Body
fragment.Ext. slipped,decoratedwith paintedbands,5YR 6/5. Handmade.

Middle

Helladic

Small

Finds

The MiddleHelladicsmallfindsincludea bronzeax,a stonechiselmold,
an arrow-straightener,
a groovedstonetool, fiveterracottaspindlewhorls,
anda terracottaspool.
Metal
A bronzeax(C35) wasfoundwith two stonetools (anarrow-straightener,
C37, and anothertool of unknownfunction)in freshspill immediately
below the cornerof a room or house in the scarpabovebeachtractC2605.This roomhadbeenexposedby erosion,androbbershaddug a small
tunnel(Diam.ca. 15 cm) at floorlevelalongthe insideof one of the walls.
The chisel moldwas found nearbyduringa subsequentvisit to the islet,
andthe possibilityremainsthat they both camefromthis room.
The bronzeax,a wedge-shapedflataxnarrowingtowarda flatbuttof
mediumwidth,is a type producedthroughoutthe Aegeanfromthe 19th
centuryB.C.throughthe Mycenaeanperiod.60Cast in a one-piecemold,
this type exhibitssignificantvariationin the size andshapeof the cutting
edge.Nevertheless,the cuttingedge is alwayslunateto some degreeand
normallyflanged.The flangesarethe resultof the fashioningof the cutting edge in the forge.
Axesof thistypewouldhavebeenmountedin a slotcutinto awooden
haft.Catlingillustratesa verysimilarflatax froma Middle Cypriottomb
at Lapithos.61
The relativelysmallsize of this bronzetool might suggest
that it could have servedas a chisel, either mountedin a bone or horn
handle,or usedwithouta handleandstruckwith a stoneor anothermetal
tool.62In Branigans typology,forexample,this itemwouldbe classifiedas
a typeIII chisel,with comparablepiecesknownfromSyrosandLesbos.63
the difficultyin distinguishingsmallerflataxesfrom
Tripathiacknowledges
chisels.64
McGeehanLiritzis,however,stressesthe differentfunctionsof
chisels(shaping)and axes(chopping),and arguesthat the size and shape
of the cuttingedgedetermineswhetherthe toolwasdesignedforchopping
or shaping.65
McGeehanLiritziscitesthe physicallawthatpressureequals
forceexercisedoverthe areaof the strikingpoint of the implement.Thus,
the largerthe cuttingedge,the lowerthe pressureexercised,andthe narrowerthe cuttingedge,the greaterthe pressureexercised.Chiselsrequire
concentratedpressureandthereforehavea narrowercuttingedge.
Departing from the arbitraryor undefineddivision between axes
andchiselsmadeby earlierscholars,McGeehanLiritzisstandardizesthe
distinctionby arguingthat the ratioof lengthto maximumwidth can be
used to determinewhethera tool is an ax or a chisel.She posits that the
lengthdividedby the maximumwidth (L./max.W.) of Aegeanaxesis less
than4.4 cm,andforchiselsanythingabove.Followingthismethod,which
has the advantageof attemptingto deducefunctionandof standardizing

60. For the typology,see Catling
1964, p. 63, fig. 4. See also Demakopoulou 1988, p. 265.
61. Catling 1964, p. 63, fig. 4:3.
62. Demakopoulou1988, p. 246.
63. Branigan1974, pp. 25, 169, 170,
883.
14:776,
pl.
64. Tripathi1988, pp. 41, 46.
65. McGeehan Liritzis 1996,
pp. 58-59.
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Figure 20. Ax and chisel mold.
Scale 1:2. Photo K. O'Neill

the distinction between axes and chisels, the Mitrou bronze tool (with a
L./max. W. ratio of 3.03) is an ax. We can further classify it as type A2 on
the basis of its concave sides, narrowing to a straight or mildly rounded
butt, its convex cutting edge, flat profile, and rectangularsection.
C35 Bronzeax (C2-605.x07)
Fig. 20
but
for
Th.
Wt.
0.097
P.L.0.10, p.W. 0.033,
0.007 m;
tip of
kg. Complete
one flangeof cuttingedge.
See McGeehanLiritzis1996, pp. 59-66, fig. 2.4.2.1 (typeA2).
Stone
The bronze ax (C35) may have been imported, but the stone chisel mold
(C36) demonstrates that Mitrou was the site of metallurgy.There may be
traces of copper in the base of the mold. The nearest copper sources are in
Thessaly, southern Attica, and the southeasterntip of Euboia.66Thus,this
mold implies the importation to Mitrou of ore or processed copper from
some distance. The mold is a bivalve type; two holes served to secure the
extant half to anotherjoining piece, which had projectingpegs designed to
fit into those holes. The hollow in the mold suggests that the chisel would
have had a very steep cutting edge with just a 2 mm difference between
the cutting edge and the top of the tool. It was unusual to cast chisels in a
two-piece mold, which was usually employed for artifacts that could not
be cast in a one-piece mold, such as double axes or spearheads.67
The arrow-straightener(C37) is a flattened ovoid stone with a single
groove running the length of the stone, polished smooth by rubbing.In the
middle of the opposite side of the stone is an indentation, possibly from
pounding. The other stone tool (C38) found with the arrow-straightener
initially appears to have had a similar function but is of a much softer
sandstone, and the groove dips in the middle, making it unlikely that it
could have served the purpose of smoothing an arrow shaft.
66. McGeehan Liritzis 1996,
fig. 3.2.1.
67. Branigan1974, pp. 81-82.

C36 Limestonechiselmold (C2-609.x05)
Fig. 20
P.L.0.07, p.W. 0.049,Th. 0.022 m;Wt. 0.166 kg. Half of a two-piecemold.
The maximumdimensionsof the matrixare0.048 x 0.019 x 0.007 m.
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Figure21. MH stone tools.
Scale1:2.PhotoK.O'Neill
C37 Arrow-straightener
(C2-605.x09)
P.L.0.091, p.W. 0.057,Th. 0.032 m;Wt. 0.302 kg. Complete.

Fig. 21

C38 Groovedstone tool (C2-605.xll)
Fig. 21
P.L. 0.071, p.W. 0.035, Th. 0.027 m; Wt. 0.086 kg. Complete.Soft sandstone.

Terracotta
Varioustypesof BronzeAge terracottaobjectsareusuallyassociatedwith
textiles:piercedsherddisks,spindlewhorls,smallclayringweights,clay
spools,loomweights,andclayanchors.No clayanchorsorringweightshave
been identifiedat Mitroubut artifactstraditionallyidentifiedas spindle
whorlshavebeenassignedto eachof the threeperiodsin the BronzeAge,
and a spoolhas been assignedto the MH period.
The five spindlewhorls and spool (C39- C44) can be consideredas
It is not alevidenceof weavingindustryat Mitrouin the MH period.68
so
to
from
beads
wayspossible distinguish
spindlewhorls, they havebeen
includedhere,too. In practice,we havesimplyassumedthat some of the
smallestof thesepiercedwhorlsareintendedfordecorativeuse asbeads.It
is alsopossiblethatsomeof the "spindlewhorlsorbeads"areactuallydress
weightsorbuttons.C39 andC40 arebiconical.CaringtonSmithobserves
that,whereasbiconicalwhorlsarefoundin allphasesof the BronzeAge in
northernGreeceandMacedonia,in centralGreeceand the Peloponnese
C39 andC40 exhibit
theyarecommonin the MH andLH periodsonly.69
similar
a
or
concentric
circles
incised
decoration:
encompassthe
very
spiral
hole at the bottomof the lowercone,anda seriesof concentricsemicircles
ringthe restof the lowercone.70C39 has a verticalincisionbetweeneach
set of concentricsemicircles.In hervolumeon Eutresis,Goldmansuggests
that "thesmallbiconicalclay button decoratedwith simpleincisedpatterns,frequentlyrilledwith white pigment,is as distinctiveof this period
[MH] as the Minyanpottery,and the materialof which they aremadeis
sometimesthe samesmoothgreyclay."71
C40 is formedof a smoothgray
while
C39
has
a
reddish
brown
clay,
clay.C41 is a straight-sided,
light
truncatedcone of a type foundin both EH andMH strata.72
The last item in the MH groupis a spool (C44), a type stronglyassociatedwith the Middle Helladic.73Unlike manyso-calledspools,this
particular
type,perforatedalongits long axisandmarkedby concavesides,
maywell havebeen used as a reelfor threador yarn.

68. The terminologyand classification for these items follows Banks
1967.
69. CaringtonSmith 2000, p. 217.
70. Two very similarlydecorated
whorls were found at Eutresis:Goldman 1931, p. 198, pl. XIX:6, 7.
71. Goldman 1931, p. 198.
72. Cf. CaringtonSmith 2000,
p. 217, no. SF193, fig. 4:32.
73. Banks 1967, pp. 551-565; Carington Smith 1983, pp. 290-291.
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Figure22. MH terracottaspindle
whorlsandspool C44. Scale1:2.
Y.Furuya
Drawing
C39 Spindlewhorl (M-E4.xO2)
Fig. 22
P.H.0.027,p.Diam.0.036,p.Diam.hole0.007m;Wt. 0.03kg.Fabric:5YR6/4,
coarsesandinclusions.Complete,convex-sidedbiconical.Decoration:incisedconcentricsemicircles.
C40 Spindlewhorl (C2-606.x02)
Fig. 22
P.H.0.024, p.Diam.0.024, p.Diam.hole 0.005 m;Wt. 0.007 kg.Fabric:10R
5/3, mediumsand-sizedinclusions.Incomplete,convex-sidedbiconical.Decoration:incisedconcentricsemicircles.
C41 Spindlewhorl (C2-602.x01)
Fig. 22
P.H. 0.027, p.Diam. 0.031, p.Diam. hole 0.008 m; Wt. 0.029 kg. Fabric:
7.5YR6/2, verycoarselimestoneinclusions.Complete,straight-sided,truncated
conical.
C42 Spindlewhorl(C2-604.x01)
Fig. 22
P.H.0.021,p.Diam.0.023,p.Diam.hole0.0055m;Wt. 0.01 kg.Fabric:7.5YR
7/2, fine sand,grayinclusions.Complete,standardinvertedbell-shapedcone.
C43 Spindlewhorl (M-C4.xO4)
Fig. 22
PH. 0.025,p.Diam.0.025,p.Diam.hole0.006 m;Wt. 0.016kg.Fabric:7.5YR
6/4, mediumsand-sizedinclusions.Complete,standardconvex-sidedconicalwith
well-roundedtop edge.
C44 Spool (C2-608.x09)
Fig. 22
P.H. 0.035, p.Diam. 0.032, p.Diam. hole 0.005 m; Wt. 0.022 kg. Fabric:
10YR6/4, granule-sizedgravelinclusions.Incomplete,batteredandworn.Pierced
longitudinallywith concavesidesandconcaveflaringends.
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Pottery

I
Late Helladic
The Mycenaeanfine-waresherdscoverthe entirespectrumfrom LH I
throughLH IIIC.74In the LH I phaseGrayMinyan,Matt-Painted,and
PolychromeMatt-Paintedwares,whichpersistinto the EarlyMycenaean
periodand makeup the bulkof the materialin centralGreece,exist next
to the "true"Mycenaeanstylewith its lustrouspaint.
A singleGrayMinyansherd,Dl, is a largepiecewith the shine and
soapyfeel that characterizethe best pieces of this class.Its profile,with
a smoothcurveand a flaringlip, suggestsit belongsto the LH I period
Foundon the easternshorebeneatha cist
ratherthanto the MH period.75
tomb,it maybelongto a vesseldepositedas a gravegift.
D2, the bridgespoutof anAiginetanhole-mouthedjar,closelyfollows
theMH Matt-Paintedtradition:the fabricis fairlycoarse,palein color,and
the painteddecorationconsistsof blackbands.It datesto the transitional
periodof MH IIIB-LH IA.76
The bichromesherdsfromMitrou(D3-D12) arereminiscentof Shaft
Graveware.They havean orange-coloredfabric(exceptfor D8, which is
brownishgray)and areslippedon the outside.D8 and D9 havea rough
and irregularinterior.Apart from D5, D7, and D12, they are polished
to a nice shine.D6 (andpossiblyD8) were polishedafterthe paintwas
applied:the entiresurfaceis smoothand shinyand the blacklines smear
slightlyonto the lighterbackground.On all other pieces the paint was
appliedafterburnishing:the paintedsurfaceis roughto the touch and
linesarecrispwithoutsmearing.The addedpaintis black,red,andbrown,
and shows simple geometricpatternsand lightly curvingbands.Dietz
suggestsa Boiotianoriginfor this class,basedon its distributionand on
provenancestudies.77
The lustrousMycenaeanLH I styleis representedby a sherdfroman
alabastron(D13),78andby a few Vapheiocup fragments(D14-D16, and
possiblyD17) with the distinctiveprojectinghorizontalridgein the center
of the bodyandpaintedrippledecoration.The sherdsarethin- between3
and4 mm- andtheirfabricis veryfine,withoutanyinclusions.They have
the typicalMycenaeanlight slip,on which lustrousdark(reddishbrown
to black)paint is applied.All three fragmentsare slippedand polished
on the outsideand unworkedon the inside,as is standardin LH I open
vessels.D17 is paintedon the inside,which may place it in the LH II
phase;the decoration,however,is moretypicalfor LH I. A semiglobular
cup fragment(D18) is unworkedon the insideexceptfor a paintedband
aroundthe rim and may thereforebelong to LH I as well; the paint on
the exteriorflakesoff.
These fragmentsrepresentthe "true"MycenaeanLH style thus far
The only exampleMountjoy
barelyrepresentedin this partof Greece.79
decolistsfromPhthiotisis a VapheiocupsherdfromDrachmani-Piperi,
FromBoiotiashe lists altogetherone vessel
ratedwith a ripplepattern.80
andtwo linearsherdsfromOrchomenosand one sherddecoratedwith a
ForEuboia,Thessaly,andPhokis,no LH I pottery
ripplefromEutresis.81
is listed at all.With severalfragmentsfromsurfacesurveyalone,Mitrou
is thereforeunusuallyrichin LH I material.

74. For a more comprehensivecatalogue of the LH pottery,see KramerHajos 2005, pp. 316-358.
75. See Dietz 1991, pp. 202-203,
figs. BA-5, BA-5a.
76. For examplesfrom both periods
dated by associatedfinds, see Dietz
1991, pp. 186-189.
77. Dietz 1991, p. 32.
78. Similarto Mountjoy 1986, p. 12,
fig. 4:2.
79. Mountjoy 1999, pp. 639, 807.
80. Mountjoy 1999, p. 811,
fig. 323:1.
81. Mountjoy 1999, p. 648.
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Dl

Semiglobularcup (C2-605.137)
Fig. 23
RL. 0.070, p.W. 0.073, Diam. 0.110, Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:2.5Y 5/1,
veryfewsmall-largequartz,limestone,redinclusions,Mohs3. Rimfragment.Gray
Minyanware.Ext. (andint. to a lesserdegree)burnished,2.5Y 5-4/1.
D2 Hole-mouthedjar (M-C6.08)
Fig. 24
P.W.0.060, p.L. 0.038,Th. 0.008-0.012 m. Fabric:10YR7/3, manysmallmediummuscovite,limestone,blackinclusions,Mohs3.5.AiginetanMatt-Painted
ware.Bridgespout.Surfaceslipped,2.5Y 8/2-3. Paintedblackbands.
Figure23. LH I GrayMinyansemiM.-J.
globularcup.Scale1:2.Drawing
Schumacher

D3 Jar(C2-609.13)
Fig. 24
RL. 0.053, p.W. 0.059, Th. 0.005-0.008 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, few very
small-smalllimestone,biotite inclusions,Mohs 4. MainlandPolychromeMattPaintedware.Neck andshoulder.Ext.slippedandburnished,7.5YR7/6. Painted
bichromeredandblackbands.
D4 Jar(C2-604.20)
Fig. 24
P.W.0.028, H. 0.051,Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:7.5YR6/6, veryfew very
Mattsmall-smalllimestone,black,redinclusions,Mohs2. MainlandPolychrome
Paintedware.Neck fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished,7.5YR 7/6. Painted
blue andredbands.
D5 Jar(C2-604.14)
Fig. 24
P.L.0.035,p.W.0.032,Th. 0.009 m. Fabric:5YR7/5, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
MainlandPolychromeMatt-Paintedware.Shoulderfragment.Paintedredzone
borderedby a blackband.
D6 Jug(M-F3.01)
Fig. 24
Th.
m.
Fabric:
0.006-0.008
Diam.
ca.
RL. 0.037, p.W. 0.030, max.
0.130,
Matt-Painted
ware.
Mainland
Mohs
2.
2.5YR 6/6, no inclusions,
Polychrome
hatched
black
and
red
Painted
7/4.
7.5YR
lozenges
Bodyfragment.Ext. slipped,
andbands.
D7 Jarorjug(M-L6.01)
Fig. 24
P.L. 0.033, p.W. 0.061, Th. 0.008-0.009 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/6-5/3, core
2.5YR 6/1, few very small-smalllimestone,sandinclusions,Mohs 3. Mainland
PolychromeMatt-Paintedware.Bodyfragment.Ext. slipped,10YR7/3. Painted
redandblackbandsandwavyline.
D8 Jar(M-D5.01)
Fig. 24
P.L.0.049,p.W.0.048,Th. 0.005-0.011 m. Fabric:7.5YR5/2, veryfew small
Matt-Paintedware.Shoulder
limestoneinclusions,Mohs3. MainlandPolychrome
7/4. Paintedbichromeblack
7.5YR
and
ext.
Surface:
polished,
slipped
fragment?
andredobliquestripesandbands.Insideis reworked(roughandirregular).
D9 Jarorjug(M-F5.22)
Fig. 24
few
small
limem.
Fabric:
5YR
RL. 0.044, p.W.0.046,Th. 0.005-0.006
6/6,
Matt-Painted
ware.
Mohs3. MainlandPolychrome
stoneinclusions,
Bodyfragment.
Ext.burnished.Paintedbichromeredandblackconvergingstripes.Handmade.
D10 Open vessel?(M-C5.03)
Fig. 24
RL. 0.068, p.W. 0.028, Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR 6/6, few very
small-smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. MainlandPolychromeMatt-Painted
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Figure 24. Aiginetan and mainland
Polychrome Matt-Painted ware.

Scaleca.2:5.PhotoM.Kramer-Hajos

ware.Body fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished.Paintedpolychromered,blue,
andblackbands.
Dll

Fig. 24
Shapeunknown(M-L6.04)
P.L.0.014,p.W.0.017,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/6, moderateamountsof
verysmall-mediumlimestone,red,blackinclusions,Mohs3. MainlandPolychrome
Matt-Paintedware.Bodyfragment.Ext.slippedandburnished,10YR7/6. Painted
brownandblackbandsandobliquestripes.Handmade.
D12 Shapeunknown(C2-606.08)
Fig. 24
P.L.0.052, p.W. 0.031,Th. 0.008 m. Fabric:5YR 5/4, some smalllimestone
inclusions,Mohs 4. MainlandPolychromeMatt-Paintedware.Body fragment.
Ext. slippedand burnished,7.5YR 6/4. Paintedbichromeblackand red bands
andobliquestripes.
D13 Roundedalabastron(M-H3.10)
Fig. 25
P.L.0.032,p.W.0.036,Th.0.004 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/3, no inclusions,Mohs3.
Lustrousware.Bodyfragmentdecoratedwith a paintedbrownspiral.
D14 Vapheiocup typeII (C2-602.04)
Fig. 25
P.L.0.044, p.W. 0.038,Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:10YR7/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 2. Lustrousware.Body fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished,2.5Y 7/2.
Paintedblackripple.
D15 Vapheiocup (M-C/D5.06)
Fig. 25
P.L.0.025,p.W.0.024,Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/4, no inclusions,Mohs3.
Lustrousware.Body fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished,10YR 6/2. Painted
redripple.
D16 Vapheiocup,typeII? (M-J5.03)
Fig. 25
P.L.0.022,p.W.0.023,Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Lustrousware.Bodyfragment.Paintedblackripple.
D17 Vapheiocup (M-G5.12)
Fig. 25
P.L.0.028, p.W. 0.022, Diam. ca. 0.150, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no
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Figure 25. LH I Lustrous ware.
Scale ca. 1:2. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

inclusions,Mohs 3. Lustrousware.Rim fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished.
Ext. andint. paintedredrimband;ext.paintedripple.
D18

Semiglobularcup (M-I8.02)
Fig. 25
RL. 0.069, p.W. 0.041, Diam. ca. 0.150,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/6, no
inclusions,Mohs 3. Lustrousware.Rimfragment.Ext.andint.slipped,10YR8/2.
Int. and ext.paintedrimband,ext. redfoliateband.
Late

82. Mountjoy 1999, p. 22.
83. Mountjoy 1981, p. 66, no. 205,
pl. 16, possiblyan import from Aigina.

Helladic

II

The number of recoveredsherds increasesin the LH II phase and both LH
IIA and IIB are well represented. For most sherds the decoration, rather
than the shape, is the diagnostic feature. Marine (especially in LH IIA)
and floral patterns occur next to monochrome-painted pieces and pieces
painted with dot-lined stripes.
In most cases the clay contains no inclusions; where inclusions are
present, they are rare,small, and usually limestone. Most fine ware sherds
are slipped and sometimes polished; decoration is applied with red, brown,
or black lustrous paint on the off-white to orange slip.
Perhaps the most striking LH IIA marine-decorated sherd is D23,
which shows a Minoanizing octopus or argonaut.This Marine Style is rare
in central Greece,82but does appearin Athens.83Whether the vessel was a
local product or an import (fabricand slip areof a deeper orange than those
of other sherds from this period), it shows that, as in the LH I period, now
too, Mitrou was an important site that had connections with regions to
its south and east ratherthan west and north. It is similar in decoration to
D21, a (stirrup)jar shoulder fragment, though D21, like D22, is polished
and has red paint. D26, D27, and D34 have a burned gray surface with
black marine patterns;one may wonder whether the gray firing of vessels
with marine motifs was intentional and meant to imitate the color of the
sea. The prime LH IIB piece from Mitrou is D29, a large rim fragment
from an Ephyraean goblet painted with a lily.
Closed LH II shapes arejugs (D19), stirrupjars (D20-D22), piriform
jars (D23), and alabastra (D28, D34). Among the open shapes, goblets
(D29, D30, D35) make their appearanceand the Vapheio cup continues,
now with foliate bands diagnostic of LH II Vapheio cups (D31, D32,

D36,D37).
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Figure26. LH IIA pottery.

Scale ca. 1:2. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

LateHelladicIIA
D19 Bridge-spoutedjug (M-E5.05)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.024, p.W. 0.050, Th. 0.013-0.014 m. Fabric:5YR 7/3, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Handlefragment.Surfaceslipped.Paintedblackformalfoliateband.
D20 Stirrupjar (M-G4.01)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.019, p.W. 0.042,Th. 0.014 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, few verysmall-small
blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Handlefragment.Paintedblackwavybands.
D21

Fig. 26
Stirrupjar (M-G5.05)
RL.0.050,p.W.0.037,Th.0.005-0.006m.Fabric:
Mohs
5YR7/3,noinclusions,
4. Shoulderfragment.Surfaceslipped.Paintedred-brown(2.5YR4/6) octopus/
argonautandrocks.
Cf. Mountjoy1981,p. 66, pl. 16:205.
D22 Stirrupjar?(M-J5.02)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.029, p.W. 0.038,Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Ext.andint. slipped,10YR8/4. Ext.paintedredmarine
design.
D23 Piriformjar(C2-609.07)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.082, p.W. 0.047, Th. 0.008-0.010 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/6, moderate
amountsof verysmall-smalllimestone,blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Bodyfragment.
Ext. slipped,10YR7/6. Paintedblackoctopusor argonaut.
D24 Jarorjug(M-E5.21)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.051, p.W. 0.035,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 6/6, blackcore,no
inclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. slipped,10YR 8/3. Paintedpurplish
brownbandswith "drops"
inside.
Fordecoration,cf. Mountjoy1986, p. 27, figs.23:2,24.
D25 Jar(M-H5.02)
Fig. 26
P.W.0.057,H. 0.041,Th.0.006-0.008m. Fabric:5YR7/4, moderateamounts
of verysmall-smalllimestone,black,redinclusions,Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Ext.
slipped,10YR8/4. Paintedreddish,yellowishbrownmarineor floraldesign.
Cf. Mountjoy1986,pp.24, 30, 31, figs. 18:1,28:1,29:1, 30:1.
D26 Jar?(C2-602.01)
Fig. 26
RL. 0.022, p.W. 0.026, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/2, some very small-
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Figure27. LH IIB (D29, D30) and
LH II (D35) goblets;LH IIIAl
EphyraeangobletD40. Scale1:2.
M.-J.Schumacher
Drawing
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smallsandinclusions,Mohs 4. Bodyfragment.Surfaceslipped.Paintedblacksea
urchin.
D27 Jar?(C2-603.ll)
Fig. 26
P.L.0.030,p.W.0.022,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/3, veryfew small
limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Body fragment.Ext. slippedand burnished,2.5Y
8/3. Paintedblackoctopusor argonaut.
Late Helladic IIB
D28 Roundedalabastron(C2-609.12)
P.L.0.031, p.W.0.028,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:2.5Y 8/3 and7.5YR8/4,
no inclusions,Mohs 3.5. Body fragment.Ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Paintedorange
rockpattern.
D29 Ephyraeangoblet(M-E5.04)
Fig. 27
P.L.0.063, p.W. 0.043, Diam. ca. 0.160,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/8, no
inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. andint. slipped.Ext.paintedlily.
D30 Goblet?(M-C/D5.01)
Fig. 27
m. Fabric:5YR7/3,
P.L.0.025,p.W.0.019,Diam.ca.0.080,Th. 0.004^-0.005
some very smallblackinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped.
Int. and ext.paintedrimband;ext.paintedbrownmotif (palm?).
D31 Vapheiocup (C2-609.14)
P.W.0.025, H. 0.020, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:10YR7/4, few smalllimestone,
blackinclusions,Mohs 2. Body fragment.Ext. paintedredhorizontalbandsand
foliateband.
D32 Vapheiocup (M-H5.09)
P.L.0.021,p.W.0.021,Th.0.003 m. Fabric:10YR7/2, no inclusions,Mohs4.
Bodyfragment.Ext. andint. slipped.Ext. paintedblackbandsandfoliateband.
Late Helladic II (General)
D33 Jug(M-F5.06)
P.L.0.036, p.W. 0.032,Th. 0.005-0.013 m. Fabric:5YR 7/2, few verysmall
limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Handle. Surfaceslipped.Paintedblackvertical
runningquirkbelowrowof dots.
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D34 Alabastron(M-C4.05)
RL.0.041,p.W.0.037,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/2, no inclusions,Mohs4.
Bodyfragment.Ext. slipped.Paintedblackrockpatternwith partof spiral.
D35 Goblet(M-D5.05)
Fig. 27
P.L.0.056, p.W. 0.031, Diam. ca. 0.220,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 6/6, very
few smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3.5. Rim.Ext.andint.paintedmonochrome
red.
Cf. Mountjoy1999, pp. 653, 655, 699, 834, figs. 248:17,249:37-39, 268:7,
334:41.
D36 Vapheiocup (C2-604.15)
RL. 0.016, p.W. 0.012,Th. 0.002-0.003 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Ext. slippedandburnished,2.5Y 8/3. Ext. paintedreddishbrownformalfoliateband.
D37 Vapheiocup (M-E5.15)
P.L.0.018, p.W. 0.022, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,Mohs
3. Bodyfragment.Ext. andint. slipped.Ext. paintedredfoliateband.
Late

Helladic

III

The number of recovered sherds culminates in abundant quantities of
inventoried LH III examples.Within LH III, quantities slightly decrease
from LH IIIA to LH IIIC. Typical well-represented shapes are stirrup
jars (both in the large and fairly crudely made version and in the small
fine version) and kylikes, often painted with whorl shells. Many kylix
stems have survived, for obvious reasons. The whorl shell is by far the
most popularmotif; other motifs are flowers, octopuses, and argonauts.As
in LH II, fine wares are usually slipped with off-white, buff, yellowish or
brownish orange slip. Paint is mostly lustrous red in IIIA, brown or black
in IIIB, and black or dull orange in IIIC. Fabrics are pale pink to whitish
yellowish in LH IIIA. In LH IIIB they can still be very pale, but darker
pinkish and buff fabrics appear as well. LH IIIC fabrics are generally a
dark pink to buff color.
New shapes in LH IIIA that arewell representedon Mitrou aremostly
associated with drinking: the mug, the kylix, the krater,and the stemmed
bowl, which first appearsin LH IIIA2. Among the closed shapes, alabastra,
(piriform)jars, and stirrupjars remain popular.D48 is a large part of a fine
very small stirrupjar used for perfumed oil.84D74, D75, and D76 have the
ridged rim diagnostic of LH IIIA2 large mugs.
TypicalLH IIIAl motifs representedon Mitrou arespirals,bands,nets,
stipples, and fish scales. LH IIIA2 motifs are the horizontal whorl shell on
kylikes,foliate bands,wavy bands on stemmed bowls, quirks,chevrons, and
a flower (D62). A generic LH IIIA sherd (D67) is decorated with bands
on both the interior and the exterior.

LateHelladicIIIAl
D38 Largepiriformjar (M-E5.24)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.040, fl.W. 0.026, Th. 0.05-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 5/1, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Shoulderfragment.Ext. slipped,5YR 6/1. Ext. paintedbrownscale
pattern.

84. Shelmerdine
1985,pp.141-143.
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Figure28. LH IIIAl pottery.

Scale ca. 2:5. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

D39 Piriformjar(C2-603.10)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.030, p.W.0.016,Th. 0.005 m. Fabric:5YR7/4, no inclusions,Mohs 4.
Shoulderfragment.Ext. slipped,7.5YR 7-8/4. Int. paintedredband,ext. curved
stripes.
D40 Ephyraeangoblet(M-E5.03)
Fig. 27
P.L.0.036,p.W.0.029,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,7.5YR 7/2. Paintedargonautwith
appliedwhite on tentacles.
D41

Fig. 28
Kylixor goblet(M-K9.01)
P.L.0.033, p.W. 0.021, Diam. ca. 0.190-0.200, Th. 0.005-0.065 m. Fabric:
5YR 7/6, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rimfragment.Ext. andint. slipped.Paintedred
bandand net.
Kylix(C2-608.36)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.032, p.W.0.081, Diam.0.085,Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/4,
moderateamountsof very small-smallsand inclusions,Mohs 4. Foot. Painted
monochromered.

D42

D43 Goblet (M-N6.01)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.020, p.W. 0.025, Diam. ca. 0.110,Th. 0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/4, no
inclusions,Mohs 2. Rimfragment.Surfaceslipped,10YR8/3. Paintedredcurved,
stemmedspiralandrimband.
D44

Fig. 28
Semiglobularcup?(M-E5.10)
P.L. 0.050, p.W. 0.042, Diam. 0.170, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:10YR 8/3 and
7.5YR7/5,no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rimfragment.Ext.andint. slipped,10YR8/3.
Paintedbrownishyellowandredbandsand spiral.
D45 Mug(M-D5.04)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.023, p.W. 0.033, Diam. 0.120, Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6,
no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. slipped,2.5YR 4/8. Int. paintedred
rimband,ext. redbandsand stipples.

D46 Mug (C2-608.37)
Fig. 28
P.L.0.025, p.W. 0.028, Th. 0.002-0.003 m. Fabric:5YR 6/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Surfaceslipped,7.5YR 6/4. Ext. paintedbrown net;
reservedbandbelowrim.
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Figure29. LH IIIA2 closedshapes.
Scale ca. 1:2. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

LateHelladicIIIA2
D47

Straight-sidedalabastron(M-D5.14)
Fig. 29
P.L.0.065,p.W.0.060,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,Mohs 4.
Bodyfragment.Ext.slippedandburnished.Paintedblackbandsandfoliateband.

D48 Stirrupjar (C2-608.02)
Fig. 29
P.L.0.020, p.W. 0.016, Diam. false mouth 0.013, Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:5Y
no
7/2, inclusions,Mohs 3. Top. Ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Paintedorangeanddark
brownmultiplestem.
D49 Stirrupjar (M-G5.04)
Fig. 29
P.L.0.044, p.W. 0.027, max.Diam. 0.120,Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:SYR
6/4, no inclusions,Mohs 2. Body fragment.Ext. slipped,5YR 8/2. Paintedred
andbrownhorizontalbands.
D50 Stirrupjar (M-G5.19)
Fig. 29
P.L.0.023, p.W. 0.029,Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:5YR 6/2, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. Shoulder.Ext.andint. slipped,7.5YR8/2. Paintedbrownrunningquirk
andbands.
D51 Closedvessel(M-D4.02)
Fig. 29
P.W. 0.047, H. 0.038, Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/6, moderate
amountsof verysmall-smallblack,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.
Ext. has tracesof slip.Paintedorangerunningquirkandband.
D52 Cup(M-E5.12)
Fig. 30
P.W.0.045, H. 0.042,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Rim fragment.Ext. slipped,7.5YR 7/6. Int. paintedredbands,ext. foliateband.
D53 Kylix(C2-609.22)
Fig. 30
P.W.0.040,H. 0.036,Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/4, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Rim fragment.Surfaceslipped,5YR 7/6. Paintedredchevronsandverticallines.
Cf. Mountjoy1986,p. 88, fig. 106.
D54 Kylix(M-J5.01)
Fig. 30
P.L.0.038, p.W. 0.033, Diam. ca. 0.230, Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR
8/4, no inclusions,Mohs 2. Rim fragment.Surfaceslipped,10YR 8/2. Painted
darkbrownhorizontalwhorlshells.
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Figure30. LH IIIA2 cup D52 and
kylixfragments.Scaleca.1:2.Photo
M.Kramer-Hajos
D55 Kylix(M-C5.06)
Fig. 30
H. 0.036, p.W. 0.073 m. Fabric:2.5YR 7/4, core 7.5YR 7/3, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Stem. Surfaceslipped,5YR 7/5. Paintedredbands.
Fig. 30
Kylix(M-C/D5.04)
H. 0.045, Diam. 0.024 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Stem.
Surfaceslipped,7.5YR8/4. Paintedredbands.

D56

Fig. 30
Kylix(M-D5.12)
PL. 0.027,p.W.0.012,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR7/4, veryfew mediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Ext.andint.slipped,7.5YR7/2. Painted
brownhorizontalwhorlshell.
D57

Fig. 30
Kylix(M-G3.01)
PL. 0.016, p.W. 0.024, Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,7.5YR 8/4. Paintedbrownhorizontalwhorlshell.
D58

D59

Fig. 30
Kylix(C2-602.14)
PL. 0.037,p.W.0.013,Th.0.004-0.005m. Fabric:5YR7/4, veryfewmedium
limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Surfaceslipped,10YR8/2. Painted
red-brownstripes.
Stemmedbowl (M-F5.14)
Fig. 31
PL. 0.040, p.W. 0.026, Diam. ca. 0.220,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5YR
6/6, no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rimfragment.Ext.slipped.Int.paintedmonochrome,
ext. orangecurvedbands.

D60

D61

Stemmedbowl (M-F5.19)
Fig. 31
PL. 0.046, p.W. 0.043,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/2. Paintedredbandsand
wavyline.
D62

Fig. 31
Kylix?(M-C/D5.02)
PL. 0.051, p.W. 0.034, Diam. 0.150,Th. 0.004-0.007 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/3,
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Figure31. LH IIIA2 stemmedbowls
D60 andD61, kylixD62, andmugs
D63-D66. Scaleca1:2.PhotoM.KramerHajos
no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/3. Painted
orangeflower.
Cf. Mountjoy1986,pp. 89, 111, figs. 107:5,135:2.
D63 Mug (C2-608.24)
Fig. 31
P.L. 0.037, p.W. 0.039, Diam. ca. 0.170, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/3,
no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Surfaceslipped,10YR 8/2. Painteddark
brownbands.
Cf. Mountjoy1986, p. 85, fig. 101:2.
D64 Mug(M-D5.10)
Fig. 31
P.L.0.017, p.W. 0.024, Diam. 0.110, Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4,
no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/3. Painted
rimbandandfoliateband.
D65 Mug(M-M7.01)
Fig. 31
P.L.0.028,p.W.0.023,Th.0.005 m. Fabric:10YR7/3, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Rim fragment.Ext. paintedreddishblackfoliateband.
D66 Mug (C2-604.07)
Fig. 31
P.L.0.028, p.W. 0.035,Th. 0.006-0.007 m. Fabric:10YR8/4, graycore,no
inclusions,Mohs 4. Bodyfragment.Ext. andint. slipped,10YR8/3. Ext.painted
duskyredbands.

LateHelladicIIIA (General)
D67 Bowl or cup (C2-608.23)
P.W.0.028,H. 0.042,Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/6-2.5YR 6/6, few
verysmall-smallblackinclusions,Mohs 4. Base.Ext. andint. slipped,10YR8/4
and5YR7/6.Ext. andint. paintedred-blackbands.
Sherds belonging certainlyto LH IIIB come from deep bowls, the characteristicvessel for the IIIB period, kraters,stirrupjars,kylikes,and miniature
vessels. Elsewhere in Greece deep bowls take over the dominant position
from the kylix, but the surface material from Mitrou does not confirm
this shift.
The LH IIIB material from Mitrou is slightly less abundant than the
LH IIIA material. Sherds from Mitrou dating to the LH IIIB1 period are
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still numerous.They belong to (ring-based) kraters,deep bowls, stirrupjars,
and especially kylikes. Diagnostic for this period is the Zygouries kylix,
with unpainted rim and one large motif in the center of each side. Only
a stem belonging to a Zygouries kylix has been identified in the Mitrou
material (D86).
LH IIIB1 first saw the introduction of the verticalversion of the whorl
shell as a decoration,85present on many sherds in the catalogue. D72, a
sturdybody sherd belonging to a krater,has a decoration of a verticalwhorl
shell and an octopus flower,types common in LH IIIBl.86The filled body
of the whorl shell dates this sherd to the end of the LH IIIB1 period.87The
horizontal voluted flowers of D75 are diagnostic for LH IIIB1.88
The LH IIIB2 period in Greece is characterized by the appearance
of deep bowls with a monochrome painted interior and a very deep rim
band and rosette bowls. Neither has been identified in the Mitrou surface
material,and in fact only D87 and D88 have been assigned with certainty
to LH IIIB2.
Two transport stirrupjars, D93 and D94, are crudely made. D93 is
fired very hard (Mohs 7), but D94 has the same medium hard fabric as
most fine wares (Mohs 3). Since D93 is also unusual with its shell inclusions (the only other catalogued piece with shell inclusions is C15), it may
be an import.
LateHelladicIIIBl
D68 Stirrupjar (M-J7.01)
Fig. 32
RL. 0.067, p.W. 0.056, Diam. ca. 0.110, Th. 0.006-0.007 m. Fabric:10YR
8/2, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Largeshoulderfragment.Ext. slipped,10YR 8/2.
Paintedorange-brownunvolutedflower.
D69 Krater(M-F/G5.01)
Fig. 32
P.L.0.067, p.W. 0.071, Diam. ca. 0.240,Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:2.5YR
6/6, core5YR 6/6, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,
7.5YR 8/2. Paintedrimbandandverticalwhorlshell.
D70 Ring-basedkrater(C2-603.02)
Fig. 32
P.L.0.047, p.W. 0.052, Diam. ca. 0.170, Th. 0.007-0.009 m. Fabric:10YR
6/4, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragmentwith handlescar.Ext. andint. slipped,
10YR8/3. Paintedwhorlshell,10YR4/2.
85.As Mountjoy(1986,p. 67)
explains,theverticalwhorlshellappearsbeforethe deepbowl,so thatone
basedon
canadoptanearlierboundary
of theverticalwhorl
the appearance
shell,or a lateronebasedon the apof the deepbowl.Herewe
pearance
havechosento assignallverticalwhorl
shellsto LH IIIB1ratherthanto
LH IIIA2(andthusadoptthe earlier
sincetheybecamepopularin
marker),
IIIBonly.
86. Cf.Mountjoy1986,pp.110111,figs.134,135:2.
87.Mountjoy1986,p. 95.
88. SeeMountjoy1986,p. 96.

D71 Krater(M-G5.09)
Fig. 32
P.L.0.037, p.W. 0.063, Diam. ca. 0.200,Th. 0.006-0.008 m. Fabric:2.5YR
6/6, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. (and int.?) slipped,7.5YR 8/2.
Paintedorangeflower.
D72 Krater(M-H5.01)
Fig. 32
P.L.0.063, p.W.0.075,Th. 0.008-0.010 m. Fabric:10YR6/4, core5YR4/1,
no inclusions,Mohs 3.5. Bodyfragment.Ext.andint. slipped,10YR7/3. Painted
brownwhorlshell andoctopusflower.
D73 Deep bowl (C2-603.03)
Fig. 33
P.L.0.082, p.W. 0.039, Diam. 0.160,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:10YR8/3,
no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rimfragment.Ext.andint. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Paintedred
rimband,ext.verticalwhorlshell.
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D74 Shallowcup (M-G5.02)
Fig. 33
RL.0.064,p.W.0.040,Diam.0.160,Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:5YR8/4, no
inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. andint. slipped,7.5YR8/2. Ext.painted
verticalwhorlshells.
D75 Kylix(M-G5.03)
Fig. 33
RL.0.036,p.W.0.046,max.Diam.0.140,Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:5YR7/4, very
few smalllimestoneinclusions,Mohs 2.5. Rim fragment.Ext. slipped,5YR 7/3.
Paintedbrown/orangehorizontalvolutedflower.
D76 Bowl?(M-C/D5.05)
Fig. 33
RL. 0.034,p.W.0.018,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5YR7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/2. Ext. paintedred panel
patternwith horizontalwavylines.
D77 Kylix(C2-602.03)
Fig. 33
RL. 0.037, p.W. 0.028, Th. 0.003 m. Fabric:5YR 8/3, no inclusions,Mohs
3. Rim fragment.Ext. andint. slipped,7.5YR8/2. Ext.paintedredverticalwhorl
shell.
D78 Deep bowl (M-H3.13)
Fig. 33
RL. 0.022, p.W. 0.021, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/6, very few small

Figure32. LH IIIB1 pottery.

Scale 1:2. Drawing M.-J. Schumacher
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limestoneinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Ext.andint. slipped,SYR7/4. Ext.
paintedredverticalwhorlshell,int. horizontalbands.
D79

Kylix(M-D5.ll)
Fig. 33
RL. 0.027, p.W. 0.020,Th. 0.003-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5Y 7/3, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Surfaceslipped,5Y 8/1. Ext.paintedred-brownpalm.
Cf. Mountjoy1986, p. 109, fig. 133:1.
D80 Openvessel(C2-609.23)
Fig. 33
RW. 0.036, H. 0.054, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:10YR 8/4, veryfew very small
black,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment.Int. and ext. slipped,2.5Y
8/3. Ext. paintedbrownflower.
D81 Conicalkylix(M-C5.04)
Fig. 33
RL. 0.058, p.W.0.056,Th. 0.005-0.008 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/4. Paintedorangewhorl
shells.
D82

Kylix(M-I9.02)
Fig. 34
RL. 0.062, p.W. 0.041, Diam. stem 0.025 m. Fabric:10YR 7/3, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Stem. Surfaceslipped,10YR 8/3. Ext. threepainteddarkbrown
horizontalbands.
D83

Kylix(M-K9.02)
Fig. 34
RL. 0.068, p.W.0.038, Diam.stem0.022 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, fewverysmall
sandinclusions,Mohs 3. Stem.Surfaceslipped,10YR8/2. Ext.paintedhorizontal
bands,whorlshells.
D84

Kylix(M-C/D6.04)
Fig. 34
RL. 0.076,p.W.0.063, Diam.stem0.026,Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR
7/3, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Stem. Surfaceslipped,10YR7/3. Ext.paintedwhorl
shell or flowerstem.

D85

Kylix(C2-606.48)
Fig. 34
RL. 0.049, p.W. 0.049, H. 0.048, Diam. stem 0.027, Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:
5YR 7/6, no inclusions,Mohs 4. Partsof stem and body.Ext. and int. slipped,
7.5YR 8/6. Ext. paintedredto reddishbrownbandsandwhorlshell.
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Figure34. LH IIIB1 kylixstems.
Scale ca. 1:2. Photo M. Kramer-Hajos

D86 Zygourieskylix(M-H4.12)
Fig. 34
RL. 0.047, p.W. 0.035, H. 0.053, Diam. stem 0.025, Th. 0.005 m. Fabric:
2.5Y 8/3, no inclusions,Mohs 3. Stem.Ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Ext.paintedblack
panelof whorlshellends.
Cf. Mountjoy1986,p. 114, fig. 141:11.

LateHelladicIIIB2
D87 Stirrupjar,or piriformjar?(M-F5.20)
Fig. 35
RL. 0.049,p.W.0.036,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 7/3, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Bodyfragment.Ext.andint. slipped,10YR8/2. Ext.paintedredhorizontalbands
and noncontinuouswavyline.
Cf. Mountjoy1986,p. 105, fig. 127:2.
D88 Jug?(C2-602.05)
Fig. 35
RL. 0.051, p.W. 0.035, Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR 8/2. Ext. paintedredpanel
pattern.
Late Helladic IIIB (General)
D89 Miniaturebowl (C2-609.04)

Fig. 35
RL. 0.027, p.W. 0.023, Diam. ca. 0.080,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5YR
6/4, no inclusions,Mohs 3.5. Rimfragment.Ext.slipped,10YR8/2. Ext.painted
redrimbandandfoliateband.
D90 Miniaturejug (M-E5.13)
Fig. 35
RL. 0.022,p.W.0.021,Th. 0.002-0.004 m. Fabric:2.5YR7/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 3. Bodyfragment.Ext.slipped,10YR7/4. Ext.paintedredhorizontalband
andfoliateband.Handmade.
Fig. 35
Kylix(M-F4.09)
P.W.0.023, H. 0.011,Th. 0.004 m. Fabric:10YR8/4, moderateamountsof
verysmallsandinclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR
8/3. Ext. paintedredrosette.
D91
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Figure 35. LH IIIB2 (D87, D88)
and LH IIIB pottery. Scaleca.1:2.
PhotoM. Kramer-Hajos

Figure 36. Transport stirrupjars.
Scale1:3.PhotoM. Kramer-Hajos

D92

Fig. 35
Kylix(C2-608.03)
RL.0.048,p.W.0.023,Th.0.005 m. Fabric:10YR7/4, no inclusions,Mohs4.
Bodyfragment.Int.slipped,10YR7/2. Ext.painteddarkbrownbandsandoblique
stripes.
D93

Fig. 36
Stirrupjar (C2-608.13)
RL. 0.095, p.W. 0.043, Th. 0.011 m. Fabric:2.5YR 5/1, manysmall-large
sand,shell,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 7.Top.Decoration:originallypaintedblack,
plasticspiral.Crudelymade.Firinghole in handle.
D94

Stirrupjar (M-H4.03)
Fig. 36
RL.0.093,p.W.0.032,Diam.ca.0.850,Th. 0.018-0.019 m. Fabric:5YR7/4,
very few very small-smallblackinclusions,Mohs 3. Top. Surfaceslipped?Ext.
paintedblackspiral;originallypaintedmonochrome?

89. For a descriptionand catalogue
of all inventoriedLH IIIC material,
see Kramer-Hajos2005, pp. 216-220,
333-337.
90. Sipsie-Eschbach1992.

The inventoried LH IIIC material from Mitrou is quantitativelyless than
the earlier LH III material, but nevertheless interesting. It comes mainly
from LH IIIC Middle kraters,some of which show elaboratenonpictorial
designs. Other shapes are deep bowls; not catalogued here but recognized
among the other inventoried materialareamphorasand (stirrup)jars.89The
design for D96 and D97 has a close parallel with a krater from Dimini
that displays characteristicsof the LH IIIC Middle period as well as the
PG period.90
D95, a deep bowl with monochrome interiorand deep rim band on the
exterior,is characterizedby simple linear decoration and continues a shape
from the LH IIIB period although it dates to the LH IIIC Early period.
A number of kraterfragments, D96-D98, date to LH IIIC Middle.
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The LH IIIC materialfromMitrou,althoughoccasionallycarelessly
decorated,is well made. Only the large kraterfragmentD98 seems to
havebeen unsuccessful:the rim is very crookedas a resultof the handle
attachment.In most casesthe clayis hardandwell levigated.Fabricsare
generallydarkerthanin precedingperiods,a brownishorpinkishbuff,with
darkbrownpaint or reddishpaint on a light slip. Occasionallythe dark
paint is highlyvitrified,as on D96. Somewhatsimilarto the design on
D101 is the decorationon a vesselfromScimatari,althoughthat is much
moresloppilyexecuted.91
LateHelladicIIIC Early

D95 Bowl (C2-606.17)
RL. 0.046, p.W. 0.053, Diam. ca. 0.140, Th. 0.002-0.004 m. Fabric:5YR
no
7/6, inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. slipped,7.5YR 8/4. Int. painted
monochrome,ext. redrimband.
Cf. FrenchandFrench1971,pl. 29:2;Mountjoy1999,pp.681, 685, 691, 848,
figs.260:168,262:184-186,266:227,343:108.

LateHelladicIIIC Middle
D96 Krater(M-F5.17)
Fig. 37
P.L.0.050, p.W.0.091,Th. 0.010 m. Fabric:5YR6/4, no inclusions,Mohs 3.
Body fragment.Ext. slipped,10YR 8/3. Int. paintedmonochrome,ext. red and
browndesign.
D97 Krater(M-C5.05 andM-F5.21)
Fig. 37
few
P.L.0.055, p.W. 0.162, Th. 0.010 m. Fabric:5YR 6/3, very
very small
Int.
10YR
8/4.
sand inclusions,Mohs 3. Body fragment.Ext. slipped,
painted
monochrome,ext.red-browndesign.Mendedfromtwo fragments.
D98 Krater,possiblyringbased(M-G5.20)
Fig. 38
P.L.0.117,p.W.0.072,Diam.ca.0.200,Th. 0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/2, very
few verysmall-largesand,quartzinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim,body,andhandlescar.
Surfaceslipped.Int. paintedmonochromeblack,ext.blackspirals.

LateHelladicIIIC (General)
D99 Deep bowl (M-G4.06)
Fig. 38
P.L.0.091,p.W.0.099,Diam.0.148,Th.0.006 m. Fabric:7.5YR7/3, fewvery
smallsandinclusions,Mohs 3. Partsof rim,body,andhandle.Surfaceslipped.Int.
paintedmonochrome,ext.paintedredbands;reservedbandbelowrim.
D100 Deep bowl (M-G5.13)
Fig. 38
P.L.0.037,p.W.0.087, Diam.ca.0.120,Th. 0.007 m. Fabric:2.5YR6/6, few
smallquartz,limestoneinclusions,Mohs 3. Partsof rim,body,andhandle.Surface
slipped.Int. paintedmonochrome,ext. paintedredbands.
D101 Krater(M-G5.18)
Fig. 38
P.L.0.062, p.W. 0.039, Diam. 0.196, Th. 0.007 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/6, few
verysmall-smallsandinclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Surfaceslipped,2.5YR
7/3. Int. paintedmonochromebrown,ext.browndesign.
D102 Krater(M-C5.02)
Fig. 38
P.L. 0.062, p.W. 0.043, Diam. ca. 0.260, Th. 0.008 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/6,

Figure37. LH IIIC Middlekrater
fragments. Scale ca. 1:3. Photo
M. Kramer-Hajos

91. Mountjoy 1983, p. 66, no. 68,
fig. 25.
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Figure 38. LH IIIC pottery. Scale1:2.
Drawing M.-J. Schumacher
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no inclusions,Mohs 3. Rim fragment.Ext. slipped,2.5Y 8/2. Paintedbrown
arcs"?
"concentric
Fordecoration,cf. Mountjoy1986,p. 140, fig. 170.
D103 Krater(M-H/I2.04)
Fig. 38
P.L.0.053,p.W.0.050,Th.0.011 m. Fabric:SYR7/4, fewverysmalllimestone
inclusions,Mohs 5. Rim fragmentwith handlescar.Ext. and int. slipped,10YR
8/3. Ext. andint. paintedredrimband;ext. redtriglyph.
Late

Helladic

Small

Finds

The Late Helladic group of small finds comprises two lead fishing weights,
five steatite spindle whorls, three steatite beads or counters, two terracotta
spindle whorls, a terracottabead, and fragments of five anthropomorphic,
nine zoomorphic, and two chariot-group figurines, as well as a fragment
of a large zoomorphic figure.
Metal
Evidence of fishing at Mitrou is providedby two folded lead fishing weights.
D104 is almost square,while D105 is thin and elongated.Both types offishing weights arevery similarto those from a fisherman'stomb in Perati,Attica
Their dimensions arevery similar,although
(LH IIIC-12th century B.C.).92
the weights of the Peratiexamplesarenot given. Iakovidisrecordsthat local
fishermen suggested that the weights were from a manomenon,a trammel
net, consisting of three parallelnet walls joined to the same lines with the
middle wall having a much finer mesh,93but Powell says such weights
could be used either in a trammel net or in a cast net.94The weights from
Mitrou weigh 24 g (D104) and 14 g (D105), respectively.Powell reports
that the weights currentlyin use are about 25 g for ipezovolo (circularcast
net), and between 34 and 45 g for apladia (single-walled net set in a location and later retrieved) and manomena.95
Folded lead weights areexclusive to the LBA when metallurgyin general, and the use of lead specifically,became more common and accessible
to ordinary people.96The advantage of lead weights is that they are less
bulky than stone or terracottaones and can perform the same task as stone
weights with only a fifth of the number of weights.97As they are more
expensive, however,they may have been used only in offshore fishing away
from rocky areas.Lead would probablyhave been imported from Laurion
in Attica or Siphnos. "Square"folded weights of similar dimensions have
also been found in a LH IIIA/B grave on the island of Astypalaia.98
Reference has already been made to the analysis of the Mycenaean
skeletons from the nearbyAyiaTriada tombs believed to be associatedwith
Mitrou. This analysis revealed that one of the factors contributing to the
greater age at death of the interred in relation to other Lokrian sites was
better nutrition, and fish was an important part of that enhanced diet.99
D104 Leadfishingweight (M-F3.x01)
Fig. 39
P.L.0.023, p.W. 0.019,Th. 0.009 m;Wt. 0.024 kg. Complete.Rectangleof
leadfoldedoveron itselfto forman approximate
square.

92. Iakovidis1969-1970,vol.2,
p. 355;vol.3, pl. 135:b;Demakopoulou
1988,pp.244-245.
93. Iakovidis1969-1970,vol.2,
p. 355.
94. Powell1996,p. 118.
95. Powell1996,p. 119.Cf.Walberg
1998,p. 273, no.M42,leadfoldedinto
square.
96. Powell1996,p. 118.
97. Powell1996,p. 107.
98. Doumas1983,p. 372,pl.272.
Cf. Papadimitriou
1956,p. 86, pl.24.
99. Iezzi2005,p. 114.
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D105 Leadfishingweight (M-G2.x01)
Fig. 39
PL. 0.037, p.W. 0.01, Th. 0.006 m;Wt. 0.014 kg. Complete.Rectangleof
leadfoldedoveron itselfto forman elongatedrectangle.
Stone

Figure39. LH leadfishingweights.
Scale 1:2. DrawingY. Furuya

The stone spindle whorls, counters, and beads make an interesting collection of eight pieces: four of black steatite, four of green. An unworked
exampleof macroscopicallyidenticalgreen steatite materialfrom Proskynas
is on display in the Atalanti museum. This material is not availablelocally
and may have been imported from as far away as Kytheraor Crete. There
are five straight-sided, truncated,flat-topped cones, or at least they appear
as such in their preserved condition. Very similar stone spindle whorls
were recovered at another Lokrian site, Megaplatanos.100The function of
these so-called spindle whorls has long been a matter of dispute. Whether
they are dress weights, true spindle whorls, buttons, or ornaments is still
a matter of debate.101Their presence on the chest of a corpse in a grave at
Megaplatanos lends credence to their identification as ornaments of some
kind.102Two of the Mitrou spindle whorls (one conical, Dill, and one
cylindrical,D112) do not have piercings,so they may have been countersor
gaming pieces, or unfinished beads.There is one biconical bead of smooth
black steatite (D113) but the cones are asymmetrical.
D106 Spindlewhorl(M-H4.xO2)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.032, p.Diam. 0.041, p.Diam. hole 0.007 m; Wt. 0.066 kg. Steatite,
greenishblack.Complete,but basechipped.Straight-sided,truncatedconical.
D107 Spindlewhorl (C2-609.xl8)
PH. 0.021, p.Diam. 0.029, p.Diam. hole 0.006 m; Wt. 0.025 kg. Steatite,
greenishblack.Complete.Straight-sided,truncatedconical.
D108 Spindlewhorl(M-M6.xO3)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.016,p.Diam.0.023,p.Diam.hole0.005 m;Wt. 0.01 kg.Steatite,greenish black.Complete,but basechipped.Straight-sided,truncatedconical.
D109 Spindlewhorl (C2-600.x01)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.009, p.Diam. 0.028, p.Diam. hole 0.006 m; Wt. 0.006 kg. Steatite,
green.Complete,but top chipped.Straight-sided,truncated,shortconical.
DUO Spindlewhorl(M-L7.xO2)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.009, p.Diam. 0.022, p.Diam. hole 0.004 m; Wt. 0.006 kg. Steatite,
green.Incomplete;slantingbreakacrosstopof cone.Straight-sided,
probablytruncatedconical.
Dill

Counter/unfinished
bead(M-N8.x01)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.01,p.Diam.0.016 m;Wt. 0.004 kg.Steatite,greenishblack.Complete.
Straight-sided,truncatedconicalwith no perforation.

100. Dakoroniaet al., n.d., pp. 3940, fig. 18.
101. Iakovidis1977.
102. Dakoroniaet al., n.d., p. 40.

D112 Counter/unfinished
bead(C2-608.x07)
Fig. 40
PH. 0.017,p.Diam.0.013m;Wt. 0.005kg.Steatite,green.Complete.Roughly
cylindricalwith no perforation.
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Figure 40. LH stone and terracotta
spindle whorls and beads. Scale1:2.
DrawingY. Furuya

D113

Bead, biconical (M-H5.xO4)

Fig. 40

P.H. 0.013, p.Diam. 0.019, p.Diam. hole 0.005 m; Wt. 0.006 kg. Steatite,
black. Complete. Biconical but asymmetrical.

Terracotta
Two LH terracottaspindle whorls and one bead were found. D114, though
biconical, is of significantly different form from the steatite MH biconical
whorls described above: in this case, one cone is little more than a convex
surface and there is no incised decoration, and the other cone has slightly
concave sides. D115, although incomplete, is the largest and heaviest of
the terracottawhorls recoveredfrom Mitrou.
Carington Smith notes that heavier whorls became common after
the Neolithic period, and that this change may reflect a switch from wool
to flax spinning, which requires a heavier whorl.103D116 is probably too
small and light to have been a spindle whorl. Carington Smith observes
that a very light whorl can keep a spindle spinning if its diameter is wide
enough to compensate for the lack of weight. She reportsthat experiments
suggest that whorl diametersshould fall between 2 and 8 cm, and optimally
between 3 and 7 cm. Their weight can range between 5 and 90 g, but they
function best if they weigh between 10 and 50 g. Furthermore,Carington
Smith doubts that a whorl with a hole diameter of less than 4 mm could
accommodatethe tip of a spindle.104
Thus, D116 is marginalon weight, fails
to meet minimum diameter needs, and has too small a perforationto be an
effective or even functioning spindle whorl. It is notable, too, that its asymmetrical biconical shape recalls that of the black steatite bead D113.

103. CaringtonSmith 2000, p. 217.
104. CaringtonSmith 2000, p. 208.
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D114 Spindlewhorl(M-K8.xO2)
Fig. 40
RH. 0.027,p.Diam.0.053,p.Diam.hole0.007m;Wt.0.046kg.Fabric:7.5YR
lower
7/4, granule-sized
gravelinclusions.Complete.Biconical,withconcave-sided
cone andveryshallowuppercone.Tracesof brownishslip.
D115 Spindlewhorl(C2-605.xl0)
Fig. 40
P.H.0.044, p.Diam.0.042, p.Diam.hole 0.007 m;Wt. 0.065 kg.Fabric:10R
4/1, granule-sizedgravelinclusions.Incomplete.Standardconicalwith slightly
convexsides.Incompletelyandunevenlyfired.Crumblingandbattered.
D116 Bead,biconical(M-I3.xO2)
Fig. 40
P.H.0.013,p.Diam.0.018,p.Diam.hole 0.003 m;Wt. 0.005 kg.Fabric:5YR
6/1, finesandinclusions.Completebutwornaboutthe perforationon both sides.
A yellowishbrownslip (10YR 5/4) preservedover
Biconicalbut asymmetrical.
most of the surface.

105.French1971,p. 116.
106.French1971,p. 146.
107.French1971,pp.133-134.
108.French1971,pp.151-158.
109.Tamvaki
1973,p. 231.

Seventeen terracottafigurine fragments have been recoveredfrom Mitrou.
Five of these areanthropomorphic.The one Phi head and torso (D117) has
applied eyes, solid painting of the top and back of the head, and numerous wavy lines decorating the body that mark this figurine as a Phi A in
French'sclassification system and date it to LH IIIA2-early IIIB.105D118
is a stem, probably from a Phi B or Psi basic figurine (LH IIIA-B). The
head with polos (D119) has a cross painted on the top of the polos with a
dot in each quadrant;the cross decoration recalls LH IIIB examples from
There are two Psi torso fragments. D120 has
Mycenae cited by French.106
with applied pellet breasts,a heavy edge-line
of
D121
no breasts.The torso
to the upper body, and an elaborate red painted decoration on the back
identify it as a late Psi A type and date it to late LH IIIB.107There are no
identifiable Tau figurine fragments.
It is hard to determine the species representedby the nine Mycenaean
zoomorphic figurines in the Mitrou assemblage, but most are probably
bovid.We follow French'sclassificationsystem, which distinguishes animal
There are no
figurines by decoration:Wavy, Linear, Spine, and Ladder.108
is
one example
There
or
Ladder
of
the
identifiable examples
types.
Spine
of the earliest and most naturalistic type of zoomorphic figurine: D122
is Wavy type 1 (LH IIIA), with irregularwavy lines swirling around the
horns, legs, body, and head. The more schematic, parallelwavy lines on the
body of D123 marks it as an example of Wavy type 2 (LH IIIA-B). The
multiple straight lines running the length of the body of D124 identify
it as Linear type 1 (LH IIIA-B). There are two identifiable examples of
Linear type 2 animal figurines that span LH IIIA-B. D125 does not have
the common neckband, and an unusual feature is the broad band that runs
down the throat and along the belly. D126 is a more typical example of
Linear type 2, with three parallel lines extending down the back from a
neckband. The surface of D127 is so battered that no surface decoration
is discernible.The remaining zoomorphic fragments are D128, a leg, and
D129 and D130 that could be either legs or horns.
Two fragmentsof chariotgroupswere recoveredfrom Mitrou. In typical
LBA chariot groups, the horses are modeled either in the round or as flattened strips.109Often the legs of each horse are representedschematically
with just one "leg"to represent the forequartersor hindquartersof each
animal.The bodies of the horses are then joined at the rearby the chariot,
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and at the front by a yoke. D131, however,has the bodies of the two horses
formed from one piece of clay; the heads, forelegs, and rear of the horses
along with the actualchariot arebroken off. D132 must have belonged to a
more typicalchariotgroup,with each horse separatelymodeled in the round;
only the hindquartersand tail of one of the horseswas recovered.With only
one "leg"to representthe hindquarters,it cannot have stood alone.
The final item in this section (D133) is a fragment not of a figurine
but of a large figure.While it is possible that the bovid ear may come from
a rhyton, it seems more likely to be part of a large bull figure. Large bull
figures, or portions thereof, have been found at Phylakopi, the Citadel
House area of Mycenae, Amyklaion, and, most recently, the Mycenaean
settlement of Dimini.110French observes that large or wheelmade animal
figureshave generallybeen associatedwith a votive deposit. The terracotta
hoof of a bovine figure that must have been at least 50 cm tall was found
in the Mycenaean levels of the peak sanctuaryon the summit of Kynortion
in Epidauria.111
More recently, excavations at the Mycenaean settlement
of Dimini recovered a large terracottabull figure in what appears to be a
household shrine.112
D117 Head andtorso;Phi A (C2-609.x01)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.056, p.W. 0.029,Th. 0.019 m;Wt. 0.013 kg. Fabric:light red,2.5YR
6/6, smallcalciteinclusions,Mohs 3. Surface:7.5YR7/4.Painteddecoration:5YR
2.5/2. Eyesarepainteddisksof clay;breastsareprominent.Top andbackof head
aresolidlypainted;stripedownnose;slim,wavylines on frontandbackof torso.
D118 Stem;Phi B/Psi basic?(M-H5.x03)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.044,p.W.0.023,Th. 0.022 m;Wt. 0.013 kg.Fabric:5YR6/6, Mohs 3.
No core. Surface:5YR 7/4. Painteddecoration:5YR 3/2-5YR 6/8. Columnar
stem of Phi B or Psi basicfigurine.The waistbandand verticalstripesrunning
downthe stemarebrown,whilethe diagonal(wavy?)stripeson the survivingpart
of the torsoarered.
D119 Headwith polos;Psi?(C2-606.x09)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.033,p.W.0.022,Th.0.018m;Wt. 0.007kg.Fabric:2.5YR5/6, Mohs3.
No core.Surface:5YR 7/4. Painteddecoration:2.5YR 2.5/2. Pinchedfacewith
paintedeyes.Top of polos has paintedcrosswith ovoid dot in each quadrant;
lines fromcrosson hat continuedownovernose,sidesof face,andbackof neck;
neckbandwith pendantdots.
D120 Torso;Psi (C2-609.x02)
Fig. 41
P.H. 0.0475, p.W. 0.0395, Th. 0.0115 m; Wt. 0.011 kg. Fabric:5YR 7/4,
muscoviteinclusions,Mohs 3. No core.Surface:7.5YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:
2.5YR5/8. Broadverticalstripeson frontof torsoandupraisedarms;horizontal
verticalstripesvisibleon survivingbacksurface.
belt;top of narrower
D121 Torso;Late Psi A (C2-609.xl5)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.035,p.W.0.043,Th.0.013 m;Wt. 0.014kg.Fabric:7.5YR7/6, Mohs3.
No core.Surface:5YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:2.5YR5/8. Appliedpelletbreasts,
a heavyedge-lineto the upperbody,and an elaborateredpainteddecorationon
the back,typicalof Late Psi A. Seriesof connectedovalshapesrunfromneckto
waist and fromwaist towardeach upraisedarm;dot at the centerof each oval;
clusterof dots on eachshoulderblade.Decorationon frontbadlywornbut traces
of redpaintaroundneck,waist,and abdomen.

Renfrew1985,
110.Phylakopi:
pp.236-252,pls.39-43. Mycenae,
Nicholls1970.Dimini:
Amyklaion:
Y. Pantou(pers.comm.).
111.Lambrinoudakis
1981,p. 59,
fig.8. Note thatthe earandcheekof
a life-sizebronzebullheadwasalso
recovered
fromthislevel:p. 62, fig.9.
believesthatthis
Lambrinoudakis
bronzeartifactis partof a rhyton.
112.Y. Pantou(pers.comm.).
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D122 Forequarters
andhead(M-E5.xO2)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.039,p.W.0.04,Th. 0.028 m;Wt. 0.027 kg.Fabric:10YR8/3, Mohs 4.
No core.Surface:10YR 8/4. Painteddecoration:10YR3/2. Irregularwavylines
aroundhorns,legs,body,andhead.Wavytype 1.
D123 Body andhindquarters
(C2-600.x02)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.023, p.W.0.061,Th. 0.024 m;Wt. 0.034 kg.Fabric:7.5YR7/6, Mohs
2.5. Core:10YR 6/4. Surface:10YR 7/4. Painteddecoration:10YR 2/2. Wavy
type2.
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D124 Bodyandhindquarters
(C2-609.x04)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.031,p.W.0.056,Th.0.018 m;Wt. 0.028 kg.Fabric:2.5YR5/2, Mohs4.
No core.Surface:5YR 7/4. Painteddecoration:2.5YR 5/8. Despiteweathering,
tracesof multiplestraightredlines on flanksandback.Shorttail risesfromback
andfoldsbackon itself,endingwell abovethe pointwherethe rearlegs separate.
Lineartype 1?
Cf. Dakoroniaet al., n.d., p. 39, fig. 17, fromTraganachambertomb.
D125 Forequarters
(M-C5.x01)
Fig. 41
P.H.0.035, p.W. 0.052,Th. 0.025 m;Wt. 0.03 kg. Fabric:5YR 7/6, Mohs 4.
No core.Surface:5YR 6/6. Painteddecoration:10R 4/8. No neck bandvisible,

Figure42. LH animalfigurines
D126-D130; chariotgroupfigurine
fragmentsD131, D132; earof large
animalfigureD133. Scale1:2.
Drawing Y. Furuya
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but singlebroadbandrunsalongbackanddownthe outsideof eachleg;another
bandrunsdownthe throatand(unusually)continuesthe lengthof the bellywith
possibleoffshootsdownthe insideof the frontlegs. Lineartype2.
D126 Forequarters
(C2-609.x03)
Fig. 42
P.H.0.026,p.W.0.029,Th.0.018 m;Wt. 0.006kg.Fabric:7.SYR6/6, Mohs4.
No core.Surface:10YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:10YR3/2. Three straightlines
runfromneckbanddownlengthof bodyandthreelinesrundowneachleg.Linear
type2.
D127 Hindquarters(M-C4.xO6)
Fig. 42
P.H.0.032, p.W.0.052,Th. 0.032 m;Wt. 0.025 kg.Fabric:5YR 6/4, muscovite inclusions,Mohs 4. No core.Surface:5YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:10R 4/8.
Severelybatteredsurfacecoveredwith white accretion.Just one flakeof decorative paintremains.Tail stumpindicatesthat tail archedoverback,presumablyto
connectwith backof head.
D128 Leg (C2-609.xl6)
Fig. 42
P.H. 0.04, p.W. 0.02, Th. 0.018 m;Wt. 0.009 kg. Fabric:7.5YR 7/6, Mohs
5YR4/4. Legwith four
2.5. Core:2.5Y 7/3. Surface:2.5Y 8/4. Painteddecoration:
of
not
at
faint
tracesof paint may
horizontal
lines,
back(?)
meeting
leg;
parallel
indicatethat a verticalline randownback(?)of leg. Bottomof leg has flatresting
surfacewith slightlyprojectingtoe.
D129 Leg/horn(M-D5.xO2)
Fig. 42
P.H.0.036,p.W.0.013,Th.0.009 m;Wt. 0.006 kg.Fabric:10YR8/3,Mohs4.
Core:10YR 7/2. Surface:10YR 8/4. Painteddecoration:10YR2/2. Horizontal
bandsborderedon both sideswith heavyverticallines.Lineartype 1?
D130 Leg/horn(M-E4.xO3)
Fig. 42
P.H. 0.04, P.W.0.013,Th. 0.011 m;Wt. 0.006 kg. Fabric:5YR 7/6, ferrous
oxideinclusions,Mohs 4. Core:10YR7/3. Surface:5YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:
10R 5/8. Tracesof two straightlines runninglengthof leg/horn.
of two horses(C2-606.xl0)
D131 Forequarters
Fig. 42
P.H.0.031,p.W.0.041,Th. 0.029 m;Wt. 0.022 kg.Fabric:7.5YR7/4, Mohs
3.5. Core: 10YR 6/2. Surface:10YR 7/4. Painteddecoration:10YR 2/2. Both
horsesformedfromone pieceof clay;theirfourfrontlegs arerepresentedbyjust
two columnsof clay.Broadlines rundownthe necks,aroundfrontof the chests,
andalongthe sidesandbacks.
D132 Hindquartersof singlehorse(M-K8.x01)
Fig. 42
P.H.0.05,p.W.0.028,Th.0.016 m;Wt. 0.011 kg.Fabric:2.5YR6/8, Mohs4.
No core.Surface:7.5YR 7/6. Painteddecoration:7.5YR 3/2. Straightline runs
alongback and upraisedtail.Tail presumablyconnectedwith a chariotto keep
figurinefromfallingover.
D133 Earof largefigure?(M-I5.xO2)
Fig. 42
P.H.0.049,p.W.0.031,Th. 0.018 m;Wt. 0.021 kg.Fabric:5YR7/6, Mohs4.
No core.Surface:2.5YR 4/8. No painteddecoration.Ear of largebull figureor
bull'sheadrhyton;less likelywing of avianfigurine.Irregularshapewith surface
coveredin redslip.
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Finds

Small finds of interest that could not be dated to a particularphase of the
Bronze Age were recorded as part of a general Bronze Age collection. The
representativesample presented below includes the leg of a marble vessel,
fragments of two stone bowls (probablymortars),fragments of two saddle
querns, six pounding stones, one stone pestle, a whetstone, and 55 pieces
of chipped stone.
Ground

Stone

Three fragments of stone vessels have not been dated to a particularphase
of the Bronze Age. El appears to be a polypod vase leg of white marble.
The others appearto have the form of three-legged bowls. They recall the
form of the Mycenaean tripod mortar,described by Runnels as having "a
deep, bowl- shaped body, three short, rectangularlegs, and a spout at the
rim."113
This type is common in Cyprus, Crete, the Cyclades, and on the
mainland in the Middle and Late Bronze Age, and is found in both domestic and ritual contexts. Runnels suggests that it may have been used for
grinding spices, like those employed in scenting olive oil. The two examples
recovered in the southern Argolid survey are made of Saronic Gulf-type
andesite, and Runnels suggests that there may have been a production site
for such mortars on one of the islands there.
Each of the two possible mortarsfrom Mitrou preservesa leg and part
of an open, roundedbasin but neither confirmsthe presenceof a spout. The
smooth interioron E2 indicates that it may have been used as a mortar,but
its material and shape recall a three-legged stone vessel in the Nauplion
archaeologicalmuseum identified as a washbasin.Furthermore,the interior
surfaceis uniformly smooth, and there is no evidence of greaterwear at the
bottom of the bowl. E3 seems like a closer match for the Mycenaean tripod
mortarbecausethe leg has a rectangularcross-section;the interiorof the bowl,
however,is as rough as the exterior,so it may not have been used much.
El

Leg of marblevessel(C2-609.x07)
Fig. 43
RH. 0.074,p.W.0.044,Th. 0.039 m;Wt. 0.176 kg. Smoothlytaperingcylindricalleg of polypodvesselof white marble.Bottomedge flat,partiallymissing.
E2 Leg andbowl fragment(M-F5.x01)
Fig. 44
P.H.leg 0.145, p.W. leg 0.088,Th. leg 0.075, max.Th. bowl0.037, min.Th.
bowl 0.019 m;Wt. 1.92 kg. Grayporousstonewith flecksof muscovite.Tripod
mortaror basin.Leg has semicircular
cross-section(flatside facingout). Porous
roughsurfaceexceptfor interiorof bowl,which has been rubbedsmooth.

Figure43. BronzeAge marblevessel
leg. Scaleca.1:2.PhotoK.O'Neill

E3 Leg andbowl fragment(C2-607.x05)
Fig. 44
P.H.leg 0.137, p.W. leg 0.082,Th. leg 0.065, max.Th. bowl0.079, min.Th.
bowlrim0.065, est. Diam. 0.26 m;Wt. 2.75 kg.Andesite.Tripodmortar?Rectilinearleg stubandbowlwith wide flatrim;all surfacesrough.
The shores of Mitrou are strewn with fragments of saddle querns of two
primarymaterials:conglomerate and andesite.The conglomerates range in
color from greenish to weak red,while the andesites range from the pale red
and bluish gray associatedwith the andesites from the Saronic Gulf islands

113.Runnels1988,p. 270;see also
andRunnels1995,pp.134Kardulias
135,fig.114.
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Figure 44. Bronze Age stone vessel
fragments. PhotoK.O'Neill
to the dark gray and black associated with the andesites from Nisyros and
Santorini in the south Aegean volcanic arc.114Due to their number and
weight, only a selection of these quern fragments were collected, and we
include just two representative examples in this catalogue. Both are laterally flat but longitudinally concave from regular use. None of the saddle
querns we encountered preserves its full length but many preserve the entire
width. The widths of E4 (0.18 m) and E5 (0.15 m) fall within the typical
range for Bronze Age querns recovered by the southern Argolid survey
project, and from excavated Bronze Age sites in the Argolid.115 As there is
no discernible change throughout the Bronze Age in size, form, or material
of saddle querns,116no close dating is possible for E4 or E5.
E4

Andesite saddle quern (C2-606.x01)
PL. 0.172, p.W. 0.181,Th. 0.083 m; Wt. 3.15 kg. Originally convex exterior
has been shaped into flat resting surface. Outer sides have also been worked to
create flat surfaces angling up (45°-75°) from base. Laterally flat, longitudinally
concave working surface.
E5

Conglomerate saddle quern (M-L7.xO3)
P.L. 0.193, p.W. 0.152, Th. 0.057 m; Wt. 2.375 kg. Convex exterior has not
been worked to create flat resting surface. Laterally flat, longitudinally concave
working surface.
114. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
p. 111.
115. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
pp. 113-115, table 5:23.
116. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
p. 116.
117. Carterand Ydo 1996, p. 175.
118. Ridley,Wardle,and Mould
2000, p. 157.
119. Renfrew1985, p. 356; Ridley,
Wardle,and Mould 2000, p. 157.
120. Chert is the materialused for
poundersrecoveredduringsurveysof
the Almiros-Sourpiplain in Thessaly
and of the southerncoast of Euboia (at
Ayia Pelayia),accordingto L. Karimali
(pers.comm.).

Pounding stones are notoriously difficult to date closely.117Examples have
been recovered from secure EBA strata at Servia, from LBA levels at Mycenae, from LBA and EIA levels at Assiros Toumba in Macedonia, and
from Bronze Age and EIA levels at Kastanas.118They are often but not
always found with querns and mortars.119 Of the six examples we include
here, some may even date from the EIA rather than the Bronze Age. Five
are made of diabase and one (Ell) of a chocolate-colored chert.120
E6

Diabase pounder (M-H5.xO2)

PH. 0.055, p.W. 0.051, Th. 0.048 m; Wt. 0.265 kg. Between spherical and
cube shaped, with six rounded facets; possibly unused.
E7

Diabase pounder (C2-607.x03)

PH. 0.057, p.W. 0.055,Th. 0.053 m;Wt. 0.301 kg. Almost perfectlyspherical;
no obvious evidence of use for pounding or grinding.
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Figure 45. Bronze Age pestle and

whetstone.Scaleca.2:5.PhotoK.O'Neill
E8 Diabasepounder(C2-605.xO8)
RH. 0.066, p.W. 0.061,Th. 0.055 m;Wt. 0.453 kg. Main poundingsurface
was laterusedfor rubbing:sharpbreaksand pointshavebeenworn down.Hard
plasterlikeconcretioncoveringoverhalfof secondpoundingsurface.
E9 Diabasepounder(M-F4.xO2)
P.H.0.072,p.W.0.059,Th.0.061 m;Wt.0.595 kg.Flattenedspherewith two
flattenedareas:one chippedfrompounding,one smoothedfromrubbing.
E10 Diabasepounder(M-J8.x01)
P.H. 0.071, p.W. 0.062,Th. 0.064 m;Wt. 0.532 kg. Roughlysphericalwith
onepoundingsurfaceandtwogougesin thatsurface(poundingpostdepositional?).
Veryhardwhite plasterlikesubstanceadheresto a sixthof surface.
Ell

Chertpounder(M-L8.x01)
P.H. 0.073, p.W. 0.067, Th. 0.042 m; Wt. 0.43 kg. Flattenedspherewith
pittingandcrushingon both flatsurfaces;burnt.
Only one pestle was recovered during the survey.E12 exhibits some pitting and evidence of grinding on its largercircularpestle end. A whetstone
rounds out the collection of stone tools. Whetstones serve to sharpen the
blades of metal tools and are manufactured from fine-grained igneous
stone.121E13 has a rectangularcross-section.
E12 Pestle(M-J8.xO2)
Fig. 45
RH. 0.112,p.W.0.08,Th. 0.07 m;Wt. 1.135kg.Greenandwhitegranitelike
stonewith pittedsurface.Complete.Truncatedconewith steeplyslopingstraight
sides;top is roughlyovoid,baseis roughlycircular.
E13 Whetstone(M-C4.xO3)
Fig. 45
RL. 0.099, p.W. 0.039, Th. 0.026 m; Wt. 0.023 kg. Fine-grainedigneous
stone,purplewith greenveins.Incomplete:one end broken.The two long narrow
sides and a raisedpoint in the middle of the preservedend havebeen polished
smoothby rubbing.

121.Ridley,Wardle,andMould
2000,p. 151.
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122. Runnels 1985, p. 390; Stocker
2003,p.356.
123. Runnels 1985, p. 358; Karabatsoli 1997, pp. 74, 90, 102, 117.
124. Runnels 1985, pp. 359-361;
Karabatsoli1997, pp. 89, 102, 159.
125. Karabatsoli1997, p. 276.
126. Blitzer 1998; Kardulias1999;
Parkinson1999; Newhard2003.
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Throughout the Bronze Age, a largely continuous tradition of lithic technology existed, so there are very few means to distinguish between the
technology and typology of the EH, MH, and LH periods.122All of the
chipped stone pieces from Mitrou have been assignedto the generalBronze
Age group because,without any stratigraphicreference,it would be speculative to distribute them among the different phases of the Bronze Age,
and arbitraryto assign them to a particularphase. Only two or three pieces
from the assemblagemight possibly be assigned to a particularperiod.The
presence of cores and chipped stone on the surfaceof Mitrou, where there
is comparativelylittle material earlier than LH pottery, suggests that the
chipped stone industrycontinued throughoutthe Bronze Age and,perhaps,
into the Early Iron Age.
Given restrictions of space, we provide catalogue entries below for a
representativesample of the lithics collected, including two sickle elements
(E62, E63) that arequite probablyof MH type. Since excavationof Mitrou
has now begun, it should be possible eventuallyto comparethis assemblage
with artifactsfrom dated and stratified contexts. Not all pieces of chipped
stone recoveredduring the grab sample phase of the surveywere kept. Only
pieces deemed to be diagnostic (pieces recognized in the field as cores,tools,
etc.) were retained. Thus, less distinctive artifacts, such as smaller blade
or flake fragments, or some cortical pieces, were never recorded as part of
the assemblage. For that reason, tables showing percentages of materialin
the collection would not be a reliableindicator of preferenceor availability
and would probably mischaracterize the assemblage. We have therefore
eschewed such an approachand included only our own necessarilysubjective selection, based on what we deemed representativeof the range and
quality of the Mitrou chipped stone assemblage.
Materials. Obsidian at Mitrou is glossy black to striated gray black.
Like the obsidian at Lerna, Lithares, Manika, Pefkakia,andTsoungiza, it
is visually consistent with obsidian from Melos, but no provenancestudies
have been performed.123Of the 55 chipped stone pieces in the sample, 41
are obsidian, and only 14 are chert. The chert varies widely in texture and
color, from chocolate to gray to green. In this regard, the Mitrou chert
assemblage more closely reflects the variety found at Lerna, Lithares, and
Tsoungiza. At Manika, by contrast, a green chert is the only chipped stone
material other than obsidian.124
Two chert flakes, E41 and E42, exhibit the visual characteristicsof the
There are
chocolate chert from the Pindus region, popular at Pefkakia.125
severalpieces of chert dappled with brown and green. Unworked pieces of
macroscopicallyidentical chert can be found near the village of Kyparissi,
just a few kilometers from Mitrou. No local source was positively identified for any of the other chert recovered during the East Lokris survey.
Almost all the chert beds identified during the survey or in subsequent
years in the hills east of Mitrou are of such poor quality that they could
not be worked. The value of chipped stone provenance studies to understanding interregional and local economic consumption has been amply
demonstratedby Blitzer, Kardulias,Parkinson,and Newhard.126It is hoped
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that provenancestudieson all the chippedstone can be accomplishedin
the courseof the excavations.
The presenceof corticalflakes(primary,secThereduction
sequence.
and
in
the
obsidian
ondary, tertiary)
assemblageindicatesthatunprepared
noduleswere importedto Mitrou,and the entirerangeof the obsidian
reductionsequencetook placelocally(Fig. 46).127Of course,the presence
of corticalmaterialdoesnot precludethe possibilitythatdecorticatedcores
werealsoimported.The evidencefromthe Lakoniasurveyindicatesthat
At Tsounonly roughlypreparednoduleswere importedfromMelos.128
the
virtual
absence
of
cortical
flakes
from
an
otherwise
giza,too,
complete
indicatesthatcoreswereat leastpartiallypreparedbefore
chatneoperatoire
Mitrou,however,followsthe patternof otherBronzeAge
importation.129
sitesin centralGreece(Manika,Pefkakia,andLithares)wheredecortication took placeon site.
In the chertassemblage,cortexis foundon one retouchedflake(E42),
two flakecorefragments(E16, E17), andone sickleelement(E62).There
areno unretouchedchertcorticalflakes,whichmayindicatethatonlyfinishedcherttoolsorpreparedcoreswereimportedto Mitrou.The evidence
from the southernArgolid,Messenia,and other sites in centralGreece
suggeststhat some finishedchert productswere importedwhile others
werefashionedlocally.130
Since the overallnumberof chertpiecesin this
Mitrou assemblageis low, however,we must be cautiousaboutdrawing
firmconclusions.
Completeexamplesand fragmentsof coresindicatethat severaldifferentmethodswereemployedin the reductionsequence.Thereareseven
bladecores,fourflakecores,andone core(E22) thatwas initiallyreduced
forbladesbut, aftera failedattemptat corerejuvenation,
was reducedfor
flakes.The presenceof bothbladeandflakeindustriesat Mitroucontrasts
with monolithicbladeproductionat LitharesandTsoungiza,whereflakes
occurredonly as by-productsof blade-making,but parallelsthe twin industriesfoundat Pefkakia.131
The bladeindustryis oftenaccompaniedby a
flakeindustryat sitesin Messenia.It maybe thatsomecentersdeliberately
fashionedflakestoo, becausetheirproductiondemandsless skill.132
The Mitroubladecorescome in tabular,conical,and miniatureversions.While some scholarshaveattributedconicalcoresto the Neolithic
andtabularto the BronzeAge, it is morelikelythat the distinctionindicatesdifferentmethodsof bladeproductionor,perhaps,differentstagesin
the reductionsequence,with tabularcoreseventuallybecomingconicalas
reductionprogresses.133
The completeminibladecore(E23) measuresonly
m
in
0.014
length.There arefourcompleteconicalbladecores,and they
rangein lengthfrom0.053 to 0.064 m.The meanlengthis 0.057 m.The
onlytabularcore(E18) is somewhatsmaller,with a lengthof 0.029 m.The
predominanceof conicalcoresat Mitroustandsin markedcontrastto the
all but exclusiveuse of tabularcoresat LernaandTsoungiza,and a heavy
Facetedplatforms
preferencefor tabularcoresat LitharesandManika.134
arean integralelementof corepreparationfor all the bladecores:conical,
tabular,andminiature.Someof the cores(obsidianandchert)havea crest
in situ creatinga corner.
techMitrou,like otherBronzeAge sites,employedpressure-flaking
in
stone
tool
rather
than
direct
or
indirect
niques
production
percussion.

127. Primaryflakeshave 70%or
more of their dorsalsurfacecoveredby
cortex;secondary,from 30%to 70%
covered;tertiary,less than 30%covered.
128. Carterand Ydo 1996, p. 160.
129. Karabatsoli1997, p. 256.
130. Runnels 1985, pp. 360-361;
Karabatsoli1997, pp. 184, 237-238,
276; Kardulias1999, p. 66; Parkinson
1999,p.8O.
131. Karabatsoli1997, p. 268.
132. Parkinson1999, p. 76.
133. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
p. 77.
134. Runnels 1985, pp. 361, 374,
382; Karabatsoli1997, pp. 163-165,
196,224,267.
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135. Karabatsoli1997, p. 207.
136. Karabatsoli1997, pp. 218, 230231,268,282.
137. Perles 1981, p. 158; Carterand
Ydo 1996, pp. 153-154.
138. Karabatsoli1997, p. 220.
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Somescarson E22, the combinedbladeandflakecore,revealpronounced
ventralundulationsthat suggestindirectpercussionbut this piece is an
exceptionwithin the assemblage.It nonethelessis paralleledby a piece
notes the re-exploitationof a bladecore
fromManika,whereKarabatsoli
to provideflakescreatedby indirectpercussion.135
Some coresshowevidenceof splintering,or use as tools. E15, a flake
core,has a facetedscrapingedge showingsignsof use-wear,and E22 has
been subjectto splintering,which suggestsuse as a tool.
Rejuvenationof bladecoresas flakecores,andtheirsubsequentreuse
aspiecesesquillees
maybea featureof the chippedstoneindustriesof central
observesexamplesfromManika,Pefkakia,andTsounGreece.Karabatsoli
of
the
flake
cores,E16 andE17, andtwoof thebladecores,E21
giza.136Two
and E2S, arechert.The chertcoresexhibita degreeof fineworkmanship
matchingthat of the obsidiancores.E21, madefromthe dappledbrown
fine example
andgreenchertwe associatewith Kyparissi,is a particularly
of a BronzeAge core.It is conical,with a carefullyfacetedplatform,and
parallelbladescarsextendingup to zposterieurcrestin situ.
The assemblageoffersexamplesof primary,secondary,and tertiary
crestedblades.There arethreeprimarycrestedblades,and all threehave
Twosecondbeenretouched.One (E32)exhibitspossiblesignsof use-wear.
and
both
areanterior
are
blades
crested
(E33, E34)
cataloguedbelow,
ary
crestedblades.Thatis to say,theyarepartof the reductionsequencemoving
awayfromthe removalof the firstcrest,beforemeetingthe second,and
crest.One of the secondarycrestedblades(E34)is
thereforelater(posterieur)
truncatedwith a notchon the rightmargin.All threetertiarycrestedblades
havebeen retouched.E35 has bifacialandbimarginalretouch.E36 has a
notchon its rightmargin.One tertiarycrestedblade(E67) is the blankfor
*pieceesquillee(the term"blank"
encompassesbladesandflakes).
The 13 bladefragmentshavea meanwidthof 0.009m, andallexamples
fallwithin the rangeof 0.006 and 0.015 m. The meanbladethicknessis
0.0026 m andthereis littlevariation,with allbladeshavinga thicknessof
no morethan 0.003 and no less than 0.002 m. The only completeblade
recoveredby the surveyis E33, a secondarycrestedbladethat measures
0.05 m in length.The six proximalbladefragmentshavetriangularbutts,
andthereis no sign of trimmingto removeoverhangon anyof them.
andasa delibFlakeswereproducedin the processof corepreparation
erateproductof the reductionsequence.The cataloguecontainsexamples
of chertandobsidianflakes,both unmodifiedandretouchedas blanksfor
a varietyof tools.
Tools.Tools at Mitrouareformedon bladesand flakes,obsidianand
chert.A commontool type is the retouchedpiece.A retouchedpieceis a
retouchedbutdoesnot
blank(i.e.,bladeorflake)thathasbeendeliberately
fit into a recognizedmorphologicalor functionalcategory.Retouchvaries
from continuousto discontinuous,and occurson one or both margins,
and on one or both surfaces.Retouchedbladesarefoundat BronzeAge
sites, but their presencein greaternumbersis associatedmorewith the
Of numerousexamples,just one retouchedblade and
laterNeolithic.137
at the
two retouchedflakesare includedin this catalogue.Surprisingly,
Euboiansite of Manika,thereis a markedpaucityof retouchedpieces.138
One retouchedflakeat Mitrou (E45) is truncatedat the distalend and
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has continuous ventral retouch on the right margin and near continuous
ventral retouch on the left. It also has been thinned on the dorsal surface
to create a comfortable thumb grip.
Notched pieces may have blades or flakes as their blanks, and there
are two examples from each type of blank in the catalogue below. On the
two blades, E46 and E47, notches are createdby tiny retouch on the dorsal
surface.E47 is a secondary cortical blade, with cortex present on the distal
end. The notched flakes have been subjected to more continuous retouch.
E48 has a notch on each margin, one near the proximal end, one near the
distal. E49 also has two notches but they are both on the distal end. Some
additional retouch on the dorsal surface may indicate overhang removal.
There are two pointed pieces, E50 and E51. Tools of this type, also
called piercersotpergoirsycan be formed on flakes or blades and are usually
found on the distal end of the blank.They may have served to pierce holes
in hides or shells, to incise pottery,or generallyto scrape,bore, drill,or score
a variety of materials.139
Both of these examples were formed on flakes.
that
tools with two or more retouched areasdesigned
tools,
is,
Multiple
for differentfunctions, may indicate conservativeuse of sourcematerial.On
the other hand, Karduliasand Runnels suggest that the increase in popularity of multiple tools in the Bronze Age Argolid should be linked with
the Helladic peoples' "widerrange of tool-using behavior."They theorize
that multiple tools may indirectly contribute to the impression of aa more
"140
complex scheme for exploiting the environment.
The Mitrou assemblageofferssix examplesof multiple tools. One piece,
E52, has the potential to function as a pointed piece, a notched piece, and a
side-scraper.ES3 presentstwo notches on its left margin,and it is truncated
on its distal end. Between the truncation and the second notch, there is a
point that shows signs of rounding and crushing. E54 is truncated,too, but
at the proximalend, and it has a single notch, createdby dorsal retouch on
its right margin. ES5 combines an end-scraperwith a notched piece. It has
another interesting feature:on the dorsal surface, over the notch, a large
thinning flake has been detached to createa better thumb grip for using the
tool as an end-scraper.E56, which combines a side-scraperwith a pointed
piece, has also had a thinning flake removed from the dorsal surface to
facilitate a more secure thumb grip.141E57 is a side-scraperthat has been
truncated on its distal end.
Four of the six multiple tools offer the possibilities of a scraperof some
sort.Three of them are side-scrapers,just one is an end-scraper.In addition
to these multipletool scrapers,there arealso two plain side-scrapers,ES8 and
E59. E58 is formed on a primarycorticalflake,a partof the chaineoperatoire
that is often passed over at other sites as a blank for tool manufacture.
One of the few functional tool types that can be identified by macroscopic analysis alone, a sickle element is characterizednot only by a denticulated margin or margins but also by the presence of silica gloss. Silica
gloss is a polish produced by abrasionof the tool edge with soil particles or
plant stems.142One of the few morphologicaltraitsthat maybe chronologically diagnostic is whether sickle elements were made on a blade (EH II)
or a flake (EH III/MH).143 Of the four sickle elements in this catalogue,
only one, E60, was made on a chert blade. E61, E62, and E63 were all
made on chert flakes. There are also two denticulated sickle elements of
characteristicMiddle Helladic type, E62 and E63.144

139. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
pp. 81-82; CarterandYdo 1996, p. 153.
140. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
p. 96.
141. A bettergrip is made possible
a
by similarthinning flakeon the dorsal
surfaceof E45, a retouchedflake.
142. For a fullerexplanationof this
processand referencesto scientific
studies,see Karduliasand Runnels
1995, p. 82.
143. Runnels 1985, p. 388.
144. See, e.g., Goldman 1931,
p. 210, fig. 280:7, 8.
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Truncation on blades may sometimes have been a response to longitudinal curvature.The removal of the proximal or distal end might facilitate
the hafting of the blade in a piece of wood or horn.145One truncatedblade
(E64) is devoid of retouch while the other (E6S) has limited retouch on
both margins near the distal truncation.
Piecesesquilleesare heavily splintered pieces that exhibit flaking scars
from battering at opposite ends. Their function remainsuncertainbut they
may have served either as tinder flints or as tools to shape antler or bone.146
There arethreepiecesesquilleesin the Mitrou catalogue below. One of these
(E68) appearsto have been formed on a tertiarycrested blade. At Manika,
pieces esquilleesare the predominant tool type, while at Lithares they are
In general, splintering is common at Mitrou, and, in addition
very rare.147
to these piecesesquillees,there are many other pieces in the assemblagethat
show evidence of splintering.

145. Carterand Ydo 1996, pp. 146147.
146. Runnels 1985, p. 374.
147. Karabatsoli1997, pp. 188, 218.
148. Torrence1986, p. 216.
149. Karduliasand Runnels 1995,
106.
Cf. Carterand Ydo 1996, p. 160.
p.
150. Examiningthe chipped stone
assemblagesat these sites in terms of
world systemstheory could providea
revealingtest case for the relationships
of earlystate models proposedin
Kardulias1999.

Chipped Stone: Some Conclusions
The presence of unretouched primary cortical flakes demonstrates that
unpreparednodules of obsidianwere imported to Mitrou and decortication
took place on site. This contrasts with evidence from Tsoungiza and from
the Lakonia surveythat indicates that only roughly preparednodules were
imported from Melos.Torrence has suggested that there were two different
procurement strategies for Melian obsidian: (1) "special-purpose"trips by
experienced knappers who carefully selected nodules and performed the
preliminary decortication and preparationof cores at the quarriesbefore
transportingthem elsewhere;and (2) haphazardcollection and transportation of unworked nodules by traders,fishermen, or other people as a task of
secondary importance to their primary goal or occupation.148The people
of Mitrou, it seems, obtained their raw materialsfrom Melos by the latter,
more opportunistic method.
Karduliasand Runnels observethat the increasinglycomplex polities of
the Bronze Age create a potential for more regular,structuredexchange of
rawmaterials.They identify crestedblades as indicatorsof on-site modification of nodules into blade cores, as opposed to the importation of prepared
cores.They then cite an abundanceof crested blades at a particularsite (in
comparison with others in a region) as a marker that that particularsite
may be "a major obsidian processing center which, if it did not control,
certainlyhad a majorinput into, the exchange network involving obsidian,
The sample of crested blades
and probably other commodities as well."149
from Mitrou permits us to speculate that the site may prove to be just such
a major obsidian processing center. It will be interesting in future years to
compare and contrast the Mitrou chipped stone assemblagewith those of
Proskynas,Kynos, and other Bronze Age sites in Lokris, and more broadly
with those of Lithares,Manika, and Pefkakia,to see if these sites obtained
finished products from Mitrou.150
Mitrou was inhabited throughout the Bronze Age, and we know from
Lerna, for example, that there were changes in the chipped stone industry
from period to period in terms of preference and procurementof raw materials, and in terms of economic activity.Thus, we must practice caution
in drawing conclusions from the relative presence or absence of certain
materials or economic indicators in a survey assemblage. For example,
obsidian predominates over chert at Mitrou, as at most Bronze Age sites,
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but did chert gradually become more common in Mitrou after EH II,
as it did at Lerna? Four of the 12 cores from Mitrou are chert but chert
products of the reduction sequence make up a much smaller percentage
of the assemblage. Does this mean that Mitrou was a distribution center
for imported chert cores?In the Argolid, probablybecause of widespread
access to low-quality cherts throughout the region, there is no evidence for
a single major chert-artifact production or distribution center,151but that
does not preclude such a scenario in Lokris. Carter and Ydo suggest that
cores may have been curated resources, and that their presence in larger
numbers may indicate that a site is a regional center.152
Despite the possible evidence that Mitrou was a center for the manufactureand distribution of obsidian and chert artifacts,there are also signs
that obsidian was used conservatively. Kardulias and Runnels note that
some sites appear to view cortical flakes as waste, preferring to use small
noncortical flakes as blanks for retouching rather than the larger cortical
flakes. At Mitrou, however, several cortical pieces have been retouched to
form tools, and crested blades have also been retouched or used. In addition, three out of the four sickle elements were used on both sides. There
are also several multiple tools, and they may constitute another sign of
conservative use of raw material. Since excavations on Mitrou have now
started, it should be possible to interpret these features of the assemblage
at some future date.153
E14 Core,flake(M-H4.x01a)
Fig. 46
P.L.0.043, p.W. 0.054,Th. 0.025 m. Obsidian.Complete.Cortex:y.Three
of six sidesarecoveredwith cortex.
E15 Core,flake/tool(M-D5.x01a)
P.L.0.034, p.W.0.03,Th. 0.024 m. Obsidian.Fragment.Cortex:n. Retouch
alongone flakescarcreatesfacetedscrapingedge.
E16 Core,flake(M-E5.xO3)
P.L.0.022, p.W. 0.029,Th. 0.02 m. Chert.Fragment.Cortex:y.

Fig. 46

E17 Core,flake/nodule(M-M6.xO2)
P.L.0.04, p.W. 0.045, Th. 0.012 m. Chert.Fragment.Cortex:y. One face
has a jumbleof flakescarsthat maybe naturallyoccurring;otherface has cortex
overan areaof 1 cm2.
E18 Core,ps-blade(C2-609.xl0)
Fig. 46
P.L.0.029,p.W.0.023,Th. 0.011 m. Obsidian.Complete.Cortex:n.Tabular
core.Bladescarson one face only;transversal
flakingand splinteringon reverse
side.
E19 Core,ps-blade(C2-609.xll)
Fig. 46
P.L.0.053,p.W.0.023,Th. 0.013 m. Obsidian.Complete.Cortex:n.Worked
on all sides;visibleplatformpreparation
scars;somepatinaand abrasion.
E20 Core,ps-blade(C2-608.x05)
Fig. 46
P.L.0.054,p.W.0.017,Th. 0.011 m. Obsidian.Complete.Cortex:n.Worked
on all sides;creston posteriorface.

andRunnels1995,
151.Kardulias
108.
p.
152.CarterandYdo1996,pp.166167.
153. The following abbreviationsare
used in the chipped stone catalogue:
ps-blade = parallel-sidedblade;y = yes;
n = no; u/w = use-wear;fl. = flake;
bl. = blade.The blank (bladeor flake)
on which the tool is fashionedis
identified.As the presenceof cortexis
importantin understandingthe chaine
distributionpatterns,and
operatoire,
economy of production,its presenceor
absenceis indicatedfor each piece.
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Figure 46. Cores: obsidian E14,
E18-E20; chert E16, E21. Scale1:2.
DrawingsY. Furuya(E14,E16,E18,E19)
andM.-J.Schumacher
(E20,E21)
Core, ps-blade (C2-609.xl7)
Fig. 46
P.L. 0.057, p.W. 0.032, Th. 0.023 m. Chert. Complete. Cortex: n. Crest on
posterior face, conical.
E21

Core, ps-blade and flake (C2-607.x01)
Fig. 47
n.
P.L. 0.064, p.W. 0.034, Th. 0.036 m. Obsidian. Complete. Cortex: Splintered; possibly used as tool. Crest in situ, and evidence of second crest; faceted
platform with steep step from attempted platform rejuvenation. One blade scar
runs in opposite direction to flanking scars;some scars betray pronounced ventral
undulations that suggest indirect percussion.
E22

Core, ps-blade (M-H3.x06)
Fig. 47
P.L. 0.014, p.W. 0.013,Th. 0.012 m. Obsidian. Complete. Cortex: n. Worked
around half of circumference;heavy abrasionobscures details of top of blade scars;
faceted platform.
E23

Core, ps-blade (M-I3.x03)
Fig. 47
P.L.0.022, p.W. 0.008,Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian. Fragment.Cortex:n. Splintered
core fragment with micro pressure-blade scars.
E24

Core, ps-blade (C2-605.x02)
Fig. 47
P.L. 0.03, p.W. 0.033, Th. 0.022 m. Chert. Fragment. Cortex: n. Worked on
all sides; crested blade in situ.

E25
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Figure47. Chippedstonecores:
obsidianE22-E24; chertE25.
Scale1:2.Drawing
M.-J.Schumacher
E26 Corticalblade,secondary(C2-606.x07a)
Figs. 48, 49
P.L.0.021,p.W.0.019,Th. 0.006 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Proximal.Cortex:y.
Nice flatbutt.
E27 Corticalflake,primary(C2-603.x06a)
Fig. 48
P.L.0.04, p.W.0.035,Th. 0.015 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:y.
E28 Corticalflake,primary(M-D5.x01d)
Fig. 48
P.L. 0.031, p.W. 0.021, Th. 0.012 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:y.
E29 Corticalflake,secondary(C2-603.x06b)
Fig. 48
P.L.0.031, p.W. 0.03,Th. 0.008 m. Obsidian.Blank fl. Complete.Cortex:y.
E30 Crestedblade,retouched(C2-606.xl3)
Fig. 49
P.L.0.028, p.W. 0.012, Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal. Cortex:n.
Dorsalandventralretouchon both margins.

Figure48. Corticalpieces.
Scaleca.1:2.PhotoK.O'Neill
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Figure 49. Cortical blade E26;
crested blades E30-E32; secondary
crested blade E33; notched crested
blade E34; tertiary crested blade E35;
notched tertiary crested blade E36;
rejuvenation flake E37; blade E38.
Scale 1:2. DrawingsY. Furuya(E26, E30,
E31, E33, E34-E37), M.-J. Schumacher
(E32, E38)

E31 Crestedblade,retouched(C2-600.xl0)
Fig. 49
RL. 0.022, p.W. 0.011, Th. 0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal.Cortex:n.
Retouchon left margin:on dorsalfacetowarddistalend,ventralat proximalend.
E32 Crestedblade,retouched/used(C2-600.x09)
Fig. 49
RL.0.031,p.W.0.011,Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl.Proximal.Cortex:n.
Possibleu/w on both margins.
E33 Crestedblade,secondaryanterior(C2-608.x01b)
Fig. 49
RL. 0.05, p.W. 0.013, Th. 0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Complete.Cortex:n.
E34 Crestedblade,secondaryanterior,notch (M-D/E3.x01a)
Fig. 49
RL. 0.017, p.W.0.012,Th. 0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Medial.Cortex:n.
Tiny retouchon distalend createstruncation;notch on right margincreatedby
tiny retouch.
E35 Crestedblade,tertiary,retouch(M-H5.x01c)
Fig. 49
RL. 0.025, p.W. 0.015,Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal.Cortex:n.
Bladewith bifacialbimarginalretouchat distalend: steep dorsalon right,and
shallowventralretouchon left. Splintered;possiblycrested,but maybe hinged
twice.
E36 Crestedblade,tertiary,notch (M-C5.xO2)
Fig. 49
RL. 0.024,p.W.0.013,Th. 0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Proximal.Cortex:n.
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Figure 50. Blades E39, E40; chert
flake E41; retouched blade E43;
retouched flakes E44, E45; notched
blades E46, E47; notched flake E48.
Scale 1:2. DrawingsY. Furuya(E39, E40,
E43, E45, E46-E48), M.-J. Schumacher
(E41, E44)

Shallownotchon rightmarginnearproximalend;retouchon left margin;ventral
splinteringon distalend oppositeaxisof blade.
E37 Rejuvenationflake(C2-606.x07b)
Fig. 49
P.L.0.021, p.W. 0.014, Th. 0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal.Cortex:n.
Cleaningof old crestedscars.
E38 Blade(C2-606.xl2)
Fig. 49
P.L.0.021,p.W.0.009,Th. 0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Proximal.Cortex:n.
U/w alongboth margins?
E39 Blade(C2-606.x07h)
Fig. 50
P.L.0.016,p.W.0.007,Th. 0.002 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl.Proximal.Cortex:n.
U/w alongboth margins?
E40 Blade(C2-606.x07k)
Fig. 50
PL. 0.021,p.W.0.006,Th. 0.002 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Proximal.Cortex:n.
U/w alongboth margins?
E41 Flake(C2-606.x08)
Fig. 50
n.
Cortex:
P.L.0.064, p.W. 0.03, Th. 0.009 m. Chert.Blank:fl. Complete.
U/w alongentirerightmargin.
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E42 Flake(C2-600.x06)
P.L.0.018, p.W. 0.021, Th. 0.004 m. Chert.Blank:fl. Proximal.Cortex:y.
Secondarycorticalflake;dorsalretouchon left margin,ventralon right?
E43 Retouchedblade(M-O6.x02)
Fig. 50
P.L. 0.013, p.W. 0.012, Th. 0.003 m. Chert.Blank:bl. Medial.Cortex:n.
Inverseretouch.Fine-grainmaterial.Importedblade?
E44 Retouchedflake(C2-601.x03)
Fig. 50
P.L.0.029,p.W.0.019,Th. 0.0056 m. Chert.Blank:fl.Distal.Cortex:n. Ventralretouchalongboth margins;distalretouchscarsoverlap.
E45 Retouchedflake(M-H/I2.x01e)
Fig. 50
P.L.0.019,p.W.0.018,Th.0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank fl.Complete.Cortex:n.
Truncatedat distalend;ventralretouchalongrightmargincreatespossiblescraping edge.
E46 Notchedblade(M-H5.x01a)
Fig. 50
P.L.0.016, p.W. 0.012,Th. 0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal.Cortex:n.
Tiny,dorsalretouchcreatesnotchin distalhah0of left margin.
E47 Notchedblade(M-C4.x01a)
Fig. 50
bl.
Distal.
m.
Obsidian.
Blank:
Cortex:
Th.
0.005
P.L.0.031, p.W. 0.014,
y.
Secondarycorticalflake;cortexon distaltip.Retouchandpossibleu/w alongboth
margins;dorsalretouchformsnotch neardistalend of rightmargin.
E48 Notchedflake(C2-600.x04c)
Fig. 50
P.L. 0.027, p.W. 0.017, Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:n. Dorsalretouchcreatesnotchesin distalrightmarginand in proximalleft
margin.
E49 Notchedflake(M-N6.x01)
Fig. 51
P.L.0.027, p.W. 0.034,Th. 0.006 m. Chert.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:n.
Steepventralretouchon rightmargin;bifacialretouchcreatesdistalnotches.Overhangremovalon dorsalface?
E50 Pointedpiece (M-C5.xO4)
Fig. 51
n.
fl.
Cortex:
P.L.0.033,p.W.0.028,Th.0.007 m. Obsidian.Blank Complete.
on
left
create
retouch
margin
Steep dorsalretouchon right marginand ventral
distalpoint.
E51 Pointedpiece (C2-600.x04a)
Fig. 51
PL. 0.024,p.W.0.014,Th. 0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank fl. Complete.Cortex:n.
Extensivedorsalretouchexceptat proximalend.
E52 Multipletool:notched,pointedside-scraper(C2-600.x04k)
Fig. 51
P.L.0.022, p.W. 0.018,Th. 0.008 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal.Cortex:n.
Dorsalretouchcreatesmultipletool with point at distalend. Steep retouchon
left margindistalend, notchin left margin;steepretouchat proximalend of left
marginprovidesside-scrapingpossibility.
E53 Multipletool:notched,truncated,pointed(C2-600.x04b)
Fig. 51
P.L.0.023,p.W.0.014,Th. 0.005 m. Obsidian.Blank fl.Complete.Cortex:n.
Truncatedat distal end; deep notch in left margin.Point between notch and
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Figure 51. Notched flake E49;
pointed pieces E50, E51; multiple
tools E52-E57. Scale1:2.Drawings
Y.Furuya(E49,E51-E57),M.-J.Schumacher(E50)
truncation shows possible signs of rounding and crushing. Ventralretouch on both
margins; dorsal retouch at distal end.
Fig. 51
Multiple tool: notched, truncated (C2-600.x04d)
RL. 0.031, p.W. 0.02, Th. 0.009 m. Obsidian. Blank: fl. Complete. Cortex: n.
Truncatedat proximalend with steep, dorsalretouch. Dorsal notch in right margin.
Bifacial retouch at proximal end of right margin, ventral retouch on left margin.
Possible u/w on all retouched edges.
E54

Fig. 51
Multiple tool: end-scraper, notched (C2-600.x04i)
P.L. 0.028, p.W. 0.021,Th. 0.007 m. Obsidian. Blank:fl. Complete. Cortex: n.
End-scraper and notched piece. Dorsal retouch on both margins, also ventral at
distal end. Flake removal over notch for better thumb grip.
E55

Fig. 51
Multiple tool: side-scraper,pointed (C2-603.x07)
P.L. 0.033, p.W. 0.016, Th. 0.008 m. Chert. Blank: fl. Complete. Cortex: n.
Steep dorsal retouch along curving left margin; distal ventral retouch to create
point. Note thinning flake on dorsal surface to create better thumb grip opposite
point and steep retouch.
E56

E57

Fig. 51
Multiple tool: side-scraper,truncated (C2-600.x04q)
P.L. 0.027, p.W. 0.027, Th. 0.008 m. Obsidian. Blank:fl. Complete. Cortex: n.
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Figure52. Side-scraperE58;chert
sickleelementsE60-E63; truncated
bladeE64;piecesesquillees
E66, E68.
Scale 1:2. DrawingsY. Furuya(E58, E61,
E63, E64, E66, E68), M.-J. Schumacher
(E60, E62)

Dorsalretouchon rightmarginat proximalend,andventralretouchin middleof
truncatedat distalend.
rightmargincreateside-scraper;
E58 Side-scraper(C2-600.x04r)
Fig. 52
P.L.0.03, p.W.0.037,Th. 0.013 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:y.
Primarycorticalflakewith steep dorsalretouchalongmost of right marginand
ventralretouchor u/w in middleof rightmargin.
E59 Side-scraper(M-I3.x01a)
P.L.0.026,p.W.0.023,Th.0.004 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:n.
Retouchalongrightmargin,steepat proximalend, shallowat distalend.
E60 Sickleelement(C2-600.x07)
Fig. 52
n.
Cortex:
Medial.
bl.
Blank:
m.
Chert.
Th.
0.004
P.L. 0.029, p.W. 0.013,
both
on
Denticulatedfromventralretouch
margins.
E61 Sickleelement(C2-600.x04m)
Fig. 52
P.L.0.02, p.W.0.025,Th. 0.005 m. Chert.Blank:fl.Medial.Cortex:n. Gray.
Ventralretouchon rightmargin.
E62 Sickleelement,denticulated(C2-605.x01)
Fig. 52
P.L.0.045, p.W. 0.026, Th. 0.008 m. Chert.Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:y.
Tertiarycorticalflake.Truncateddorsallyand ventrallyat proximaland distal
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ends;denticulatedwith extensivedorsalandventralretouch;silicagloss on both
margins.
ProbablyMH.
E63 Sickleelement,denticulated(C2-609.xl2)
Fig. 52
RL. 0.02, p.W. 0.03, Th. 0.008 m. Chert. Blank:fl. Complete.Cortex:n.
Retouchedbifaciallyon both marginsand on broaddistalend to createroughly
shape.Heavyu/w and silicagloss.
rectangular
ProbablyMH.
E64 Truncatedblade(C2-608.x01a)
Fig. 52
RL. 0.026, p.W. 0.01, Th. 0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl. Distal. Cortex:n.
U/w alongboth margins?
E65 Truncatedblade(C2-600.x04g)
RL.0.019,p.W.0.023,Th.0.006 m. Obsidian.Blank:bl.Complete.Cortex:n.
Dorsalretouchalongdistalhalf;ventralalongmiddleof left margin.
E66 Pieceesquillee
(C2-600.x04e)
Fig. 52
RL.0.016,p.W.0.015,Th.0.004m. Obsidian.Blankfl.?Complete.Cortex:n.
Scarsrunningin oppositedirectionson both faces;smashedappearance.
E67 Pieceesquillee
(M-H4.x01b)
RL. 0.022,p.W.0.021,Th. 0.01 m. Obsidian.Blank fl. Complete.Cortex:n.
E68 Pieceesquillee
(M-G4.x01)
Fig. 52
RL.0.025,p.W.0.017,Th. 0.003 m. Obsidian.Blank:fl.Complete.Cortex:n.
Formedon tertiaryanteriorcrestedblade;trapezoidalcross-section.Note that
centralscaron dorsalsurfacerunsoppositeto axisof force.
Protogeometric

Pottery

The Protogeometric material from Mitrou is less abundant than that of
earlierperiods, though still indicative of settlement. Shapes and decoration
are drasticallydifferent from those of preceding periods and have parallels
with materialfrom Lefkandi and Kalapodi.Sherds belong to a small range
of shapes among which are kratersand skyphoi with pendant concentric
A cup fragmentwith zigzag decorasemicircles,a hallmarkof the period.154
tion (F4) follows the Attic preference for having one zigzag line, whereas
examples from Lefkandi exhibit a preferencefor a double zigzag.155We do
find a double zigzag, however, on the amphora rim Fl. High conical feet
such as F5-F7 are attested for a range of open shapes:cups, skyphoi,bowls,
The partial(banded) decoration on F7 executed in dull
and kraterbowls.156
orange paint may place it in the Submycenaeanratherthan the PG period,
though this is tentative; it has a parallelwith a cup from Lefkandi.157
The skyphos fragments F8, F9, and F10 seem to belong to the basic
and have a monoshape with a "deeprounded body and out-curved lip"158
chrome painted rim. Fll has at least two sets of concentric semicircles,
spaced so close together that theyjust overlap.The center of the semicircles
is taken up by a Maltese cross or hourglass, common in the Lefkandi
material on both kraters and krater bowls;159the Mitrou example differs
slightly in its much larger number of semicircles (13, as compared to the

154.CatlingandLemos1990,
pp.22-23.
155.CatlingandLemos1990,
p. 17,pl. 9.
156.CatlingandLemos1990,
pp.14, 16, 18, 19,21, 23, nos.1, 2, 57,
99, 101,120,293,pl.5.
157.Lemos2002,fig.65:6.Seealso
CatlingandLemos1990,pl.48:99.
158.CatlingandLemos1990,p. 22.
159.CatlingandLemos1990,
pp.24, 29, pls.25, 54-59.
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five to seven on the Lefkandi examples; compare the 14 semicircles on a
neck-handled amphora from the Kerameikos,160or the 18 on a skyphos
from VranesiKopaidos).161
According to Kearsley,this large numberof arcs
becomes more common in the Geometric period,162but the hourglass is
mentioned only for her type 1, which she dates to Late Protogeometric.163
All circlesand semicirclesareneatlydrawnwith a compass;on F12 and F13,
examples of decoration with full concentric circles, the compass points are
clearly visible. F10 and Fll are fragments from large well-built kraters.
A few coarse fragments from pithoi have been selected to representa
group of LH III-EPG coarseware common on Mitrou (F16-F19). These
fragmentsaredecoratedwith rows of small impressedsquarespossiblymade
with a comblike instrument;164
they have parallelswith large coarse handbuilt pithoi from Kalapodiand with a fragmentof a Mycenaeanreliefpithos
from Delphi.165The Kalapodi examples date from LH IIIC to EPG, and
they become more and more popular toward the end of this time span.166
One coarse pithos fragment (F19) has a decoration of impressed
rings.167These, too, are attested for Kalapodi and are also known from a
Geometric tomb inTragana.168Linear decoration or bands of fingerprints
areattested at both Mitrou and Kalapodias well, but the elsewhere popular
rows of indented small grooves ("Kerbbandleisten"),present at Kalapodi,
are conspicuously absent at Mitrou.169
After the Protogeometricperiod, the sherd quantitydecreasesdramatically, indicating that the site was essentially uninhabited from then on.
Fig. 53
Amphora(C2-603.04)
P.L. 0.037, p.W. 0.044, Diam. ca. 0.150, Th. 0.004^0.010m. Fabric:5YR
6/8, veryfew small-mediumlimestoneinclusions,Mohs 2.5. Rim fragment.Ext.
slipped,10YR8/4. Paintedbrownzigzagsbelowwide band.

Fl

16O.Whitleyl991,pl.l4.
161.Desborough1952,p. 197,
pl. 17:5.
162.Kearsley
1989,types2-5.
163.Kearsley
1989,pp.84, 86.
164.Jacob-Felsch
1996,p. 81, esp.
no.414,pls.21, 45.
165.Kalapodi:
Felsch,Kienast,
andSchuler1980,p. 47. Delphi:Lerat
1961,p. 364,fig.50.
166.Jacob-Felsch
1996,p. 81.
167.See Kramer-Hajos
2005,
p.227,fig.3:54.
168.Kalapodi:
1996,
Jacob-Felsch
p. 81, nos.78, 130,pls.27, 29.Tragana:
Onassoglou1989,pl. 31:a.
169.Jacob-Felsch
1996,p. 81,
nos.69, 129,pls.21, 26 (lineardecoration);p. 81, nos.263,415,pls.21, 38,
45 (bandsof fingerprints);
p. 81, no.68,
26
(Kerbbandleisten).
21,
pls.

F2 Amphora(M-H/I2.03)
Fig. 53
P.L. 0.079, p.W. 0.067, Th. 0.008-0.010 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/6, very few
medium-largered, blackinclusions,Mohs 3. Shoulderfragment.Ext. slipped,
7.5YR8/4. Paintedorange-brownbandsandzigzags.
Cf. Catlingand Lemos 1990,p. 116, no. 458, pl. 27.
F3 Closedvessel?(C2-603.06)
Fig. 53
P.L.0.031,p.W.0.039,Th. 0.004-0.005 m. Fabric:2.5YR6/6, no inclusions,
Mohs 2.5. Bodyfragment.Ext. slipped,10YR7/2. Paintedredzigzagline.
F4 Cup(M-F5.01)
Fig. 53
P.L.0.049, p.W. 0.024, Diam. 0.150, Th. 0.003-0.004 m. Fabric:5YR 6/6,
no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rim fragment.Int. andext. slippedandburnished,10YR
8/4. Painteddarkreddishbrownbandsandzigzagline.
Cf. CatlingandLemos 1990, pl. 9.
F5 Openvessel(M-I6.01)
P.L.0.028,p.W.0.045,Diam.foot 0.055,Diam.stem0.024 m. Fabric:7.5YR
7/4, very few smalllimestone,red inclusions,Mohs 3. Foot and stem. Surface
slipped,2.5Y 8/3. Paintedorange-brownbandat foot andinsidebowl.
F6 Open vessel(C2-605.70)
P.W.0.027, Diam. foot ca. 0.040, Diam. stem ca. 0.020 m. Fabric:5YR 6/6,
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Figure 53. PG pottery with zigzag
decoration. Scale1:2.PhotoM. KramerHajos
no inclusions, Mohs 3. Foot. Surface slipped? Monochrome lustrous painted
orange.
F7

Open vessel (C2-608.18)
RL. 0.057, p.W. 0.038, Diam. ca. 0.070, Th. 0.007-0.008 m. Fabric: 5YR
7/5, very few small-very large limestone, red inclusions, Mohs 3.5. Part of pedestal
base. Ext. and int. slipped, 10YR 7/4. Painted red band.
Fig. 54
Skyphos (C2-603.01)
PL. 0.071, p.W. 0.055, Diam. 0.170-0.0180, Th. 0.004-0.006 m. Fabric:
7.5YR 7/5, very few small quartz inclusions, Mohs 2.5. Rim fragment. Ext. and
int. slipped, 7.5YR 8/4. Painted black bands and pendant semicircles.

F8

Fig. 54
Skyphos (C2-609.27)
P.W. 0.036, H. 0.044, Th. 0.005-0.006 m. Fabric: 10YR 7/3, some very
small-small limestone, black inclusions, Mohs 3. Body fragment near rim. Ext.
slipped white. Painted brown pendant concentric semicircles.

F9

Fig. 54
Skyphos (C2-605.82)
PL. 0.057, p.W. 0.048, Th. 0.005-0.007 m. Fabric:10YR 6/4, no inclusions,
Mohs 4. Body fragment with handle scar. Ext. and int. slipped, 10YR 8/3. Ext.
painted black circles.
F10

Fig. 54
PL. 0.080, p.W. 0.052, Th. 0.006-0.009 m. Fabric: 7.5YR 7/4 and 10YR
no
7/3,
inclusions, Mohs 3. Body fragment. Ext. and int. slipped, 2.5Y 6/2-3. Ext.
painted black band and pendant semicircles with a Maltese cross in the center;
int. monochrome.
Fll

Kraterbowl or skyphos (M-G3.03)

F12

Closed vessel (M-H5.10)

Fig. 54

PL. 0.051, p.W. 0.042,Th. 0.007-0.009 m. Fabric:5YR 7/4, some small-very
large red inclusions, Mohs 2. Body fragment. Ext. slipped, 7.5YR 8/2. Decorated
with brown concentric circles.
F13

Fig. 54
PL. 0.029, p.W. 0.032, Th. 0.005 m. Fabric:7.5YR 8/4, very small red, limeClosed vessel (M-H4.08)
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Figure54. PG potterywith compassdrawncircles.Scale1:2.PhotoM.KramerHajos
stoneinclusions,Mohs 2. Bodyfragment.Ext.slipped,7.5YR8/6. Ext.decorated
with blackconcentriccircles.
F14 Krater(M-H3.09andM-I3.02)
P.L.0.134, p.W. 0.063, Diam. ca. 0.450, Th. 0.008-0.022 m (rim).Fabric:
5YR6/6, no inclusions,Mohs 4. Rimfragment.Toprim(andext.?)slipped,7.5YR
7/3. Int.paintedmonochromeblack;ext.decoratedwithbroadband.Broadstripes
on top of rim,groovesunderrim.
F15 Krater(M-K6.01)
P.L. 0.080, p.W. 0.091, Th. 0.010-0.013 m. Fabric:7.5YR 7/4, moderate
amountsof small-verylargelimestoneinclusions,Mohs3. Bodyfragment.Painted
reddishbrownto blackstripesbelowbroadband.Mendedfromtwo fragments.
F16 Pithos (C2-602.12)
P.L.0.142, p.W. 0.015, Th. 0.025-0.09 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, graycore,very
manysmall-verylargeangularblack,redinclusions,Mohs 4. Bodyfragment.Ext.
slipped,7.5YR8/4. Decoratedwith a raisedband(H. ca.5 cm)with a zigzagline
of impressedsquares.Handmade.
F17 Pithos (M-G3.08)
P.L. 0.079, p.W. 0.082, Th. 0.029-0.032 m. Fabric:7.5YR 6/4, many
small-verylarge quartz,gray,yellow,black,red, limestoneinclusions,Mohs 2.
Rimfragment.Decoratedwith a raisedbandwith a zigzagline of smallimpressed
circles.Handmade.
F18 Pithos (M-G4.05)
P.L.0.068, p.W. 0.084,Th. ca. 0.022 m. Fabric:5YR 7/6, manysmall-large
blackinclusions,Mohs 4. Bodyfragment.Ext.slipped,10YR8/3. Decoratedwith
a raisedbandwith smallimpressedsquaresin rows.
F19 Pithos (C2-602.08)
P.L. 0.070, p.W. 0.111, Th. 0.012-0.013 m. Fabric:2.5YR 6/8, graycore,
moderateamountsof small-largeblack, limestone inclusions,Mohs 4. Body
fragment.Ext. slipped,5YR 6/4. Decoratedwith a raisedband(H. 35 mm)with
impressedrings.
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CONCLUSIONS
The pottery from the surface survey at Mitrou is exceptional, both in
quantity and in quality, and is evidence of continuous habitation of the
site from the Early Bronze Age into the Iron Age. The superior quality
of the preserved Late Bronze Age fragments indicates the presence of a
Mycenaean elite, with many sherds coming from high-class wares.Mitrou
seems to have reached its acme in importance and richness during the
Mycenaean period.
Although evidence for an EH I phase is lacking, settlement was uninterruptedfrom the EH II periodthroughthe ProtogeometricThe EH wares
displaysome characteristicsthat aresharedwith the extremelysimilarmaterialfrom nearbyProskynas.The coarsesauceboatsand the highly burnished
bowl and saucerfragmentsin a warm orange fabricareespeciallytypical for
both sites. It is tempting to suppose that Proskynas,where evidence for an
industrialpotters'quarterwas found,170may have been the production site
for some of the EH Mitrou material.Much of the EH II materialis similar
to that found at other EH centralGreek sites such as Eutresis,Lithares,and
Manika, which places Mitrou firmlyin the general EH culturaltradition of
the area.The presence of the depas (B30) suggests contact with the eastern
Aegean, and the large amounts of obsidian, some of which must date to the
EH period, indicate contact with Melos via the Euboian Gulf.
In the MH period both Gray Minyan and Matt-Painted wares have
parallelswith Pteleon to the northwest. Gray Minyan handle fragments,
in particular,resemble the material from Pteleon illustrated by Maran.171
Red-Burnishedware is reminiscentof similarware from Eutresisin Boiotia,
although some of it was manufacturedon Aigina. This situation indicates
that trade, in part or possibly entirely over sea, continued in the Middle
Bronze Age. Contact with Pteleon, too, may have occurredvia the Euboian
Gulf, which is a shorter route than overland.
The MH material shows markedly less sea-erosion damage than the
EH material. Many fragments are well preserved, possibly because they
come from cist tombs. The MH small finds of particularinterest are the
bronze ax (C35) and the stone chisel mold (C36). If the ax was not fashioned at Mitrou, at the very least it demonstratesthe existence of tradewith
the eastern Mediterranean.The presence of the mold, however, indicates
that metallurgicalprocesses were undertaken at Mitrou.
The abundance of LH material shows that Mitrou was extensively
settled throughout the Mycenaean era.In the LH I phase, Middle Helladic
pottery traditionspersistedbeside the new Mycenaean shapes and schemes
of decoration, and sometimes mixed with them, as is especially clear in
the Gray Minyan cup (Dl). Gray Minyan ware had a strong tradition in
central Greece and it is not surprisingthat it persisted even when Mycenaean shapes became predominant. If Polychrome Matt-Painted ware has
a Boiotian origin, as Dietz suggests,172the many sherds of this ware from
Mitrou show that during this transition from MH to purely Mycenaean
pottery, the traditions from central Greece remain strong.
The presence of lustrous LH I ware at Mitrou shows that this style,
and thus possibly the Mycenaean cultureassociatedwith it, arrivedand was

170. E. Zahou (pers.comm.).
171. Maran 1992, pls. 147-149.
172. Dietz 1991, p. 32.
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173. Dickinson 1994, p. 129.
174. Provenancestudiesof the clay
used for some of Mitrou'svesselswould
be useful in determiningthe extent of
import.
175. Dakoronia1987; Dakoronia
1996, p. 1173, pl. 4 (a figurativekrater
fragmentwith a warship).
176. Even when one supposesthat
erosionwill have destroyedthe later
material,one would expect to find
quantitiesof it on the shores,washed
down from above.There is, however,
hardlyany of it anywherearoundthe
island,with the exceptionof Roman
combedware sherds,which occasionally turn up on the southwesternand,
more rarely,the southeasternshore.
These sherdsmay be connectedwith
underwaterwalls on the west side of
Mitrou;see above,p. 168 and Fig. 5.
177. Onassoglou 1989, p. 21.
178. Onassoglou 1989, p. 38; cf.
Coldstream1968, pp. 155-157; KearsIeyl989,p.l36.
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absorbed at Mitrou early on. Whether the style was introduced to Mitrou
or by the
by "the actual movements of potters familiar with the style,"173
it proves that Mitrou had conimport of examples from another center,174
nections with the mainstream of Mycenaean culture from its inception. It
also indicates that Mitrou was an important center- important enough to
attractpotters from other centersor to import the latest fashion items- and
at this time had closer connections with the southern part of Greece than
with its northern part, given the virtual absence of LH I material to the
north of Mitrou. The presence of Aiginetan ware throughout the Mycenaean era confirms (trade) contacts with the Aegean.
The LH II sherd material from Mitrou is remarkablefor its quality,
with decorative schemes suggesting contact with Crete. The LH IIIA-B
material is equally well made and follows fully the shapes and decorations
common to the period.
Comparison of the LH IIIC pottery from Mitrou with that of Kynos
and Elateia reveals similarities between the Kynos and Mitrou material.
The Elateia LH IIIC pottery is paler in color and less crisplypainted with
a duller paint. The strong parallel of the unusual LH IIIC Middle krater
fragments D96 and D97 with a kraterfrom Dimini suggests that Mitrou
in the LH IIIC phase formed a koine with other sites on the coast of or
near the Euboian Gulf. Maritime trafficthrough the Euboian Gulf united
the sites of Mitrou, Kynos, Dimini, and others; the interior possibly did
not partake in this exchange of goods and ideas and followed a different
tradition at a time when the Mycenaean palatial networks were no longer
functional, as suggested by the differences between the material from
Mitrou and that from Elateia. The quantities of sherds at Mitrou diminish somewhat in LH IIIC, and it is possible that in this period the site of
Kynos to the north played the main role in the area.The LH IIIC material
from Kynos is rich and includes figurative kraterfragments.175
The 50 inventoried Protogeometric sherds from Mitrou indicate that
occupation continued into the Early Iron Age. After this time period there
The continuity from Bronze to Iron Age
was almost no human activity.176
at
with
Lefkandi,
Kalapodi, and Elateia.
patterns
corresponds
Pithos fragmentsfrom Mitrou show markedsimilaritieswith LH IIICPG material from Kalapodi, and skyphoi with pendant concentric semicircles indicate contact with Euboia. A skyphos with pendant semicircles
from the Geometric cemetery in Tragana,found in an extraordinarilyrich
grave that also yielded, among other objects, a bronze phiale with a neoHittite inscription,177is dated to the Middle to Late Geometric transition
on the basis of its shape: its low profile and offset lip are typical for later
skyphoi.178The fragments from Mitrou fall into an earlier category with
a taller profile and a less offset lip, and predate the finds at Tragana.It is
thus difficult to establish a connection between the Traganacemetery and
Mitrou in the Early Iron Age on the basis of the Mitrou surface material.
Possibly the locus of settlement shifted in the Geometric period from
Mitrou to Tragana, although no evidence for a Geometric settlement in
or nearTragana exists to date.
A variety of materials were imported to Mitrou: obsidian, chert, andesite, steatite, marble, lead, and copper.The presence of these materials
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makes it clearthat Mitrou was part of a tradingnetwork that reachedacross
the Aegean. We have no evidence for the local working of some of these
materials (andesite, marble, lead, or steatite), and they may have arrived
at Mitrou as finished objects. Andesite from the Saronic Gulf was used
for saddle querns, and andesite from Nisyros and Santorini in the south
Aegean volcanic arcwas used for both a tripod mortar and saddle querns.
No provenance studies have been undertaken for the lead weights recovered at Mitrou, but the lead is likely to have come from as far afield as the
Laurion mines in Attica or those at Ayios Sostis on Siphnos. The steatite
used to fashion beads, counters, and spindle whorls probablyoriginated on
Kytheraor Crete. Copper metallurgy took place at Mitrou but the nearest
copper sources are in Thessaly, Attica, and southeastern Euboia.
Obsidian noduleswere imported,presumablyfrom Melos, in unworked
form, and the full reduction sequence took place on site. For chert, too,
it seems likely that at least some working of imported material occurred
locally. The composition of the chipped stone assemblage suggests that
Mitrou may have been a significant regional distribution center for both
obsidian and chert. Primary,secondary,and tertiarycortical flakes indicate
that obsidian nodules were imported in an unworked state. The presence
of crested blades demonstrates that cores were then prepared at Mitrou.
Finally, if chipped stone cores really do constitute curated resources, the
number of obsidian and chert cores recoveredby the survey encourages us
to investigate in futureyearswhether Mitrou may have been an important
processing center for chipped stone, possibly even exerting control over the
commodity within the region.
Thus, analysis of the pottery and small finds recoveredfrom Mitrou,
coupled with the results of the geophysical survey,present a picture of a
settlement that profited from its location to endure throughout the Bronze
Age and into the Early Iron Age. The inhabitants engaged in trade over a
wide areaof the Aegean. Possibly as early as its inception in the Early Helladic period, Mitrou was an important regional center for the processing of
chipped stone tools, importing obsidian from Melos and chert from other
sources.By the Middle Helladic period, Mitrou was prosperousenough to
engage in metallurgy,fashioning bronze tools from imported materials.It
reached its apex in the Mycenaean period when it was home to a wealthy
elite group who thrived on a diet supplemented by the fish they caught,
and lived to a ripe old age by contemporarystandards.The later settlement
appearsto have had an orderly city grid, and may have been divided into
different quartersfor the rich and ordinarycitizenry.Now that an ongoing
excavationof Mitrou has begun, it should be possible in the future to test,
confirm, or refute the deductions we have offered here on the basis of the
nonintrusive methods of geophysical and surface survey.
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